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Chapter One
Preface

The Education Bureau (EDB) of the HKSAR assisted the retail industry to set up its Industry Training Advisory
Committee (ITAC) in 2010 with a view to promoting the Qualifications Framework (QF) among the industry. In
2015, ITAC started the work of formulating the Specifications of Competency Standards (SCS) for the retail
electronic business (e-business) industry. In consideration of the present conditions and future development
of retail e-business as well as the new skills and knowledge required by the industry, the above SCS formulated
by ITAC not only sets out the competency standards at various levels required by the present and future
development of the industry, but also acts as a set of unified benchmarks for human resources management
and development. This could provide a comprehensive training framework for the improvement of the service
quality of the whole industry.

Background of the Industry

1.

The fast development of technology such as the popularization of the Internet and mobile devices has
resulted in rapid alteration in the retail environment, which in turn changed consumers’ behavior from
traditional retail to a new style of retail namely electronic business/electronic business (e-business/ebusiness). In the face of keen market competition, retailers’ business mindset and their ability to meet
contingencies are continuously challenged. In view of this, retailers must understand their shortcomings
and focus on strengthening the application of information technology (IT) to improve their sales channels
so as to cope with the needs of business development and satisfy the ubiquitous consumer purchasing
experience.

2.

In general, the threshold for e-business is lower, which is favorable for small and medium corporates
(SMEs) and entrepreneurs to utilize limited resources to build up the promotion channels for their products
and keep connection with their potential customers so that their difference with big companies can be
reduced. E-business can be categorized by transaction objects, including Business-to-Business (B2B),
Business-to-Consumer (B2C), Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C) and the latest established Online to Offline
(O2O) style. Different e-business models are explained briefly as below:
 Business-to-Business (B2B): B2B refers to the transaction between corporates through e-business. It
focuses on the establishment of corporate network and stability of the supply chain system. Currently,
many B2B websites have been set up in Hong Kong and these website are mainly engaged in standard
commodities trading, merchandizing and supply chain management, etc.
 Business-to-Consumer (B2C): B2C refers to the e-business model that occurs between corporates and
consumers. The major type of the model is online retailing, which starts online sales activities through
the Internet. There are various B2C models in Hong Kong, including online shops, financial services,
ticketing or information services, etc.
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 Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C):C2C refers to the transaction occurring between consumers, in which
its features are similar to the flea market in the real business world. The composition elements of C2C
not only include the buyers and sellers, but also the suppliers of electronic transaction platform (such
as PayPal, alipay, etc.).
 Online to Offline (O2O): O2O refers to putting news such as preferential promotional information and
services reservation from offline shops to online Internet, thus leading Internet users to shop in physical
stores and transforming them into offline consumers.

3.

The earliest e-business model is based primarily on HTML web browser. However, the model is criticized
for its non-humanization and the unsatisfactory services provided by the electronic transaction system to
consumers. In addition, limited customer interaction experience restricts the development of the ebusiness shopping model. Now, e-business platforms start to connect with different channels including
social media platforms and entertainment media platforms. By doing this, consumers’ purchasing decision
can be influenced by various factors such as peer criticisms, online channels and new media strategies,
etc. The high penetration rate of mobile devices also means that everybody can make transactions
anytime. As a result, retailers need to make good use of technology to predict, respond to and meet the
increasing consumer demand and expectation.

4.

At present, 37 of the top 250 retailers in the world are e-business retailers (such as Amazon.com,
Store.Apple.com, etc.). In order to expand the consumption channel, nearly 80% of the retailers own both
virtual and physical e-business. Examining the performance of e-business, 6.2% of the global sales value
comes from the Internet in average in 2013, of which the revenue of North America is the biggest and the
growth is the largest in Asia. In terms of product categories, the revenue of consumer electronics and
entertainment media industry accounts for 21% and the performance is the best1.

5.

As increasing number of people are accustomed to using their mobile devices to do online shopping,
mobile business is regarded as another important area in promoting retail development. According to the
estimation by the “Forrester Research” 2, the global market value of mobile payment will reach US 90
billion in 2017, showing that mobile payment system will play an increasingly pivotal role.

1

“Global Powers of Retailing 2015” (2015), Deloitte

2

Forrester Research (https://www.forrester.com)
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Overview of the Retail E-Business in Hong Kong

6.

Although Hong Kong has long been considered a small market, the development of E-business is still
recognized as an inevitable trend. The value of e-business sales as percentage of business receipts of
local industrial and commercial establishments is continuously growing, from 1.69% in 2008 to 3.69% in
2012, while e-business sales rose from HK$ 139.6 billion in 2008 to HK$ 284.7 billion in 2012, of which
B2C transactions accounted for HK$ 135.6 billion in 2012. In 2013, it is estimated that there were 12,852
Hong Kong institutions adopting e-business sales. Report from the Microsoft Corporation3 also revealed
that the market value for mobile business can reach HK$ 17.8 billion.

7.

Apart from the local market, online cross-border trading is another potential business opportunity for
retailers in Hong Kong. Looking at the Asia-Pacific region, the proportion of online shoppers is up to 98%
in the first quarter in 2015 in China. South Korea ranks second with 96.8% while Taiwan ranks third with
94.6%4. As estimated by Accenture5, online and cross-border sales can lead to a revenue growth of up to
25% to the retail industry.

8.

Based on the report about China’s online shopping market released by iResearch6 in 2013, China’s
online transaction value reached 1.85 trillion Yuan, with a growth of 42%. Currently, e-business corporates,
such as Taobao, Jingdong Mall (JD.com) and Baidu, etc., occupy prominent positions among worldrenowned corporates in China, of which Taobao is the largest online retail business circle in Asia-Pacific
region and its business steps over C2C and B2C. Recently, the Alibaba Group has acquired the equity of
Suning, a Shenzhen listed company. Jointly with Suning, the Alibaba Group will develop the online to
physical store (O2O) business with a view to strengthening the scale of its “Physical Stores Alliance” and
logistics network, so that consumers can shop in both online and physical stores simultaneously. This will
become a new style of business model in the future.

9.

Indeed, the transaction value of cross-border e-business retail export business in Hong Kong comes on
the heels of Guangdong Province and ranks second in the Greater China Region. According to the report
from eBay7, there are five advantages for Hong Kong to develop the export industry of cross-border ebusiness retail: 1) mature operation philosophy and good English capability; 2) Hong Kong’s free port
benefits free trade, capital and operation; 3) safe and convenient payment solutions and easy usage of
Internet online payments to make foreign exchange, receipts and payments; 4) Hong Kong’s logistics is

3

“Crossing Borders” (2015), Microsoft

4

“E-Business in Hong Kong – Statistics and Trends” (2012)・GO-Globe

5

“European Cross-border E-business”（Accenture）

6

iResearch Consulting Group (http://www.iresearchchina.com/)

7 “eBay Warehouse Report – Cross-border E-business’s New Trend” (2015), eBay Hong Kong
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efficient, fast and comprehensive and process for import and export trading is very simple; 5) The HKSAR
Government has provided a clear legal framework for the development of e-business and also adopted
the legislation of the “Electronic Transactions Ordinance”. This creates a good market environment.

In the following paragraphs, the present conditions of retail e-business will be examine in terms of political,
economic, social and technological aspects so as to explore the prospects and future development of ebusiness for maintaining the competitive edge of the industry.

Analysis of Political, Economic, Social and Technological (PEST) Factors

10. Prior to the formulation of the SCS for the retail e-business industry, the macro-environment of the industry
are reviewed to investigate the future direction of development. The analytical method of “PEST” will be
adopted below to examine how political, economic, social and technological factors in the macroenvironment influence retail e-business, thus understanding the challenges faced by the industry and
predicting its future development trends.

Political Factors
11. Political environment refers to a social system of a country, which includes the Government’s guiding
principles, policies and regulations. Below is the analysis of the current political environment in Hong Kong:

Political System
12. Under the protection of the “Basic Law”, Hong Kong can remain “the previous capitalist system and way
of life unchanged for 50 years”. This has made Hong Kong a special administrative region which has its
own political and legal system. The following advantageous policies ensure the healthy development of
the local retail industry:
 Enjoy independent judicial powers and maintain the rule of law;
 Independent monetary system and fully convertible Hong Kong dollar;
 Hong Kong enjoys independent participation in international forums and organizations including the
World Trade Organization (WTO);
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 English and Chinese as official languages, with English the usual language of business and contracts;
 Level playing field for all – no foreign ownership restrictions.

Customs tariff
13. Hong Kong is a free port which maintains a low tax system without sales tax. It does not levy any customs
tariff on imports except liquors, tobacco, hydrocarbon oil and methyl alcohol. For exports, there is also no
tariff. Since February 2008, Hong Kong has cancelled the import taxation for wine and beer, which has
boosted the business of wine import and export as well as wine storage. The measure also benefits both
retailers and consumers.

Technological Policies
14. Since the transfer of sovereignty, the HKSAR Government has been adopting the British colonial
administration of Hong Kong’s principle of managing public finances prudently and keeping expenditure
within the limits of revenues, which was stipulated before 1997. The Hong Kong Government also strived
to achieve a fiscal balance and accumulate profits. Adopting the “Big Market, Small Government” style
over a long period of time, the Hong Kong Government has managed its economy with the marketoriented and positive non-interventionism policy. Focusing on technology related policies, Hong Kong’s
research and development (R & D) investment has fallen behind other Asian countries. As in 2013, Hong
Kong only occupied 0.73% in terms of the proportion of the total R & D expenditure as a percentage of
the local gross domestic product (GDP) (R & D ratio). Comparing with other Asian countries such as
South Korea (4.15%), Taiwan (3.12%) and Singapore (2.02%) (2012), Hong Kong was only 17% to 36%
of them. Adjacent to Hong Kong, Shenzhen’s R & D ratio was as high as 4.02%, which was 5.5 times of
Hong Kong.

The following is the comparison of how technology related policies are implemented among Hong Kong
and other major Asian governments:
15. Hong Kong: The HKSAR Government announced the first Digital 21 Strategy in 1998 with the goal of
establishing a world-class Information and Communications Technology (ICT) infrastructure for Hong
Kong. The Digital 21 Strategy has since been updated thrice in 2001, 2004 and 2008 respectively. The
new strategy, with the theme of “Smarter Hong Kong, Smarter Living”, sets out the framework for Hong
Kong to leverage on new technologies to propel continuous economic and social development in different
ways. The new strategy includes the four strategic focuses as below8:
 Build platforms that enable the public and businesses to realize their aspirations;

8

“Consultancy Service for the Digital 21 Strategy (Strategy Report)” (2013), Office of the Government Chief Information Officer
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 Strengthen research and development work and promote provision of open data;
 Recognize excellence and facilitate the development of local ICT corporates in the Mainland and
international markets;
 Develop intuitive, personalized and multi-platform e-services.

16. China: In 2012, the National Development and Reform Commission of the People's Republic of
China (NDRC) said that 30 billion Yuan will be invested in the coming 10 years to assist in the rapid
development of the e-business industry. This year (2015), the Vice-Premier of the State Council,
Mr. Li Keqiang added that China is a country with large population and frequent information application
which owns huge amount of data resources. As a result, the PRC Government is formulating the “Internet
Plus” action plan, with an aim to promoting all sectors to rely on Big Data to innovate their commercial
style as well as integrating, developing and promoting the government’s scientific decision-making and
management level, so that the public problems such as transport, medicine and education can be
remedied and China’s economic growth can be maintained in a medium-high level and in turn to a mediumhigh end level.

17. Singapore: The Research, Innovation and Corporate Council (RIE Council) is under the direct leadership
of Singapore’s Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong. RIE 2005 plans to allot approximately US 12.7 billion to
boost the country’s research, innovation and entrepreneurship.
18. Taiwan: Taiwan’s technological policies are directed by the Executive Yuan. The innovative technology
and development of an intelligent city is supported by the Fundamental Science and Technology Act,
Statute for Industrial Innovation and the “Intelligent Taiwan” policy.

19. South Korea: South Korea implements the U-IT 389 and Fundamental Science and Technology Act. It
also trains scientific and engineering personnel with a view to strengthening its special regulation for
national scientific competitiveness and supporting its goal of establishing an innovative and intelligent
country. The National Science and Technology Commission is the supreme institution of South Korea. In
addition, South Korea adopted the legislation on priority exemptions on innovation and technology.

20. In summary, China, Singapore, Taiwan and South Korea emphasize the importance of knowledge capital
on future economic development and have made long-term and stable input in science and technology.
In comparison, Hong Kong is lagging behind in R & D investment.
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Economic Factors

21. After the breakdown of the financial crisis in 2008, the global industrial and commercial sectors were
struck heavily. The traditional retail industry was also threatened. Since then, e-business and online
retailing has started to flourish. Due to economic downturn, individual consumers as well as corporates
searched and compared the price and quality of different products through net surfing when they have
the needs to purchase. In consequence, online shopping has gradually become one of the essential parts
of consumer decision. The trend of group purchase was also facilitated at that time.
22. Recently, the high rent in Hong Kong has speeded up SMEs’ pace to develop e-business in order to
reduce the rental cost. Based on a survey in 20139, 66.4% of the respondents logged on to the Internet to
shop, up from 57.9% in 2011. 82.0% of the respondents expressed that they had the intention to log on
to the Internet to shop, which is much more than that of 75.5% in 2011. 70.2% of the respondents also
mentioned that “convenience” is the strongest driving force for them to do online shopping. The overall
online shopping satisfaction levels among the respondents also increased from 59.8% in 2011 to 66.3%
in 2012.

23. In the same survey, apps stores topped the list regarding the most common spending categories online,
followed by airlines, travel and hotels. As for the most-visited websites for Hong Kong people, coupon,
deal sites, cinema, restaurants and food delivery services topped the list. Online shopping continues to
develop as one of the most significant online consumption activities in Hong Kong. Corporates including
SMEs should make good use of the Internet to grow their business and expand their customer base.

24. As aforementioned, online cross-border trading is another potential business opportunity for retailers in
Hong Kong, especially for e-business in China. In the Mainland, the gradual expansion of mobile network
and increasing popularity of smartphones have made online shopping more convenient. The China
Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC)10 pointed out that mobile Internet shoppers increased to 144
million people in 2013, with an annual growth rate of 160%. According to agreement ten of the Mainland
and Hong Kong Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement (CEPA) Supplementary11, service providers
in Hong Kong are allowed to set up joint ventures to provide online data processing and transaction
processing business (operating e-business sites) in Guangdong province starting from January 2014.
Hong Kong retailers can make use of the support from CEPA to strengthen the development of the crossborder e-business retail industry in the Mainland so as to further grow their business during the process
in which China is expanding their foreign trading.

9

“MasterCard Online Shopping Survey”(2013), MasterCard Worldwide

10

China Internet Network Information Center (http://www.cnnic.net.cn/)

11

“Overview of Internet in Hong Kong” (2014), HKTDC Research
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25. On the other hand, retailers in Hong Kong are facing many new challenges now. Since 2005, the exchange
rate of Renminbi (RMB) against Hong Kong Dollar (HKD) has kept in a high record, which has been
conducive to attracting more mainland tourists to consume in Hong Kong and facilitating the blossom of
the retail industry with the implementation of the Golden Individual Visitor Scheme in the past decade.
However, the gradual fading of the Visit Scheme and the decreasing exchange rate of RMB in recent
years have affected local retailers. Of all the categories, luxury products were first to be hit. In addition,
the stronger Hong Kong Dollar this year (2015) has caused local tourists to travel in other places, such as
Japan, South Korea and Southeast Asia which has a lower exchange rate. This further strikes the local
retail industry.

Social Factors

26. Social factors, including population statistical data such as the age of population and its distribution, their
education, living attitude and consumption pattern, etc., will affect the preference of consumers, thus
influencing their demands on different products and services.

27. In the past, the asymmetrical exchange of messages between buyers and sellers is the major cause for
selling the same product at different prices. Now, consumers gradually changed their consumption
decision and behavior through browsing huge amount of information in the Internet, thus altering the
situation of asymmetrical exchange of messages. As a result, consumers can easily understand the
details of a product and compare the product with similar ones. They can even make reference from other
consumers’ experience and evaluation on the product to make their consumption judgment.
28. Hong Kong has high mobile device and broadband penetration rate. Residents’ broadband penetration
rate increased from 75% to 85.5% (as at March 2013), while the penetration rate of mobile devices
increased sharply from approximately 140% to nearly 228.4% (as at March 2013). Hong Kong’s mobile
device and broadband penetration rate top the forefront of the world and is well ahead of neighboring
Asian economies as shown in diagram 1 below12.

12

“Consultancy Service for the Digital 21 Strategy (Strategy Report)” (2013), Office of the Government Chief Information Officer
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Mobile device penetration rate

Hong
Kong

Singapore
Taiwan
South
Korea

Diagram 1: The mobile device penetration rate of neighboring economies (2008–2013)
29. Hong Kong’s advanced communications and Internet infrastructure is advantageous to the development
of e-business and online shopping, especially for the younger generation. According to a survey on online
shopping behavior13, 25-34 year olds are the most active online shoppers (76.4%) while older age groups
(50-64 year olds) are least likely to shop online (40.5%). The survey also found that women are keener
online shoppers than men (68.4% of women vs. 64.4% of men) and purchase more items online (6.2 items
vs. 4.6 items for men) more frequently (4.2 times vs. 3.2 times for men). Of the 95.3% local respondents
who have access to the Internet on their mobile phones, 4 out of 10 have made a purchase online through
phone, which increased from 24.6% in 2011 to 40.9% in 2012.

30. In the face of the trend, retailers must consider how to combine the information of their products and
services with individual mobile devices in order to enhance consumers’ convenience. However, retailers
are tested on how to appropriately utilize consumers’ information and at the same time, ensure their
privacy and information security so as to maintain their loyalty and trust when carrying out mobile retailing.

Technological Factors

31. Hong Kong owns excellent Communications and Technology infrastructure, comprehensive logistics
network and flourishing advertising and multi-media industry, which can support the development of the
local e-retail industry.

32. The comprehensive and advanced ICT infrastructure in Hong Kong includes the 100% coverage of mobile
network, the fattest Internet connection speed in the world, 20,000 free public WiFi points and 237%

13

“MasterCard Online Shopping Survey”(2013), MasterCard Worldwide
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mobile device penetration rate 14 . Besides, high-quality data centre, cloud computing and software
development services are provided to local retailers by means of free competition. In addition, as a city
which has an excellently free flow of information, Hong Kong is accessible to a variety of international
social media platforms, such as Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube as well as platforms in
the Mainland like BaiDu, Tencent and Weibo. All these cause positive impact to the development of retail
e-business.

33. Nowadays, many companies use computer bar code system to handle order requests, delivery, storage
and sales. Apart from using the bar code system, the application of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
has benefited the development of automation process of the e-retailing industry. RFID not only inherits
the advantages of traditional computer bar code system including reducing errors, improving efficiency
and stock control, but also gives strengths on product anti-counterfeiting, automatic checkout and product
security. With the application of Big Data, it can provide more high intelligent functions such as preventing
product shortage in stores and improving the purchase environment for consumers. In addition, the rapid
connection of Internet of Things (IoT) with retailing process and the emergence of cloud platform allow
retailers to grow the IoT business enormously. The global IoT market scale is estimated to increase from
US 14.2 billion in 2015 to US 35.6 billion in 2020 with a compound growth rate of 20% 15. The functional
areas of IoT in the retail market includes digital signage, energy optimization, smart payment solutions,
instant/stream analysis, resource management, security, smart shelf and smart door, etc.

34. With the increasing popularity of social media as one of the mainstream communication tools, retailers
should also formulate a promotion strategy involving the use of different digital media in order to do
promotion through social media websites. In addition, retailers need to consider developing mobile apps
for the establishment of mobile business so that the latest news about promotion activities can be
continuously released to targeted consumers to encourage buying. In order to attract and retain customers,
retailers must detect thoroughly the market demands and provide excellent customer services. Meanwhile,
they also need to analyze market information and identify customers’ needs with the aid of advanced IT
system.

14

“Consultancy Service for the Digital 21 Strategy (Strategy Report)” (2013), Office of the Government Chief Information Officer

15

Hong Kong Economic Journal (June 2015)
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Demand on Professionals for Retail e-business Industry
35. Professionals are the key to the development of e-business, of which ICT professionals are regarded as
a vital element for the development of e-business. Since 2000, the HKSAR Government has exerted great
efforts to expand tertiary education in order to cultivate more professionals for the ICT Industry. However,
there is still a gap between the supply and demand of related professionals for corporates, irrespective of
the government’s contribution and efforts to improve ICT education. A survey conducted by the Office of
the Government Chief Information Officer (OGCIO)16 revealed that 38.9% of employers had difficulties in
attracting suitable candidates with the relevant experience. ICT professionals may not be skilled enough
to match market demand. The skills gaps include technical competency (such as programming skills) and
business knowledge (such as business analysis and project management).

36. Below is a brief survey and summary conducted based on various local recruitment channels showing
the competency requirements for some positions in retail e-business.

Position/Competency Requirements

Position/Competency Requirements

Market Analysis
Digital Marketing Director
 Supervise all digital
marketing channels
including social media and
emails
 Marketing budget
management
 Ensure business sectors’
marketing plans

Marketing Manager
 Formulate and implement
the guiding principles for ebusiness, with the focus on
mobile business
 Manage and coordinate
different stakeholders of ebusiness projects
 Search for new e-business
techniques to improve
sales channels

Areas of e-business
Content Management
Digital Content Management
Specialist
 Ensure seamless and
efficient management of
digital content in various
channels
 Create digital assets,
manage firms, copy,
upload and publish
contents

Marketing Communications
& Content Management
Manager
 Manage the content of
company website
 Manage the content of
different social media
platforms
 Deal with translation and
editing work

Supply Chain
Management
Operation Manager
 Monitor and manage
online sales and sales
performance
 Ensure daily operation of
the website
 Ensure the needs of
production and inventory
level, take charge of the
quality control of ebusiness as well as
payment and delivery of
products
Purchase Manager
 Manage product
categories to achieve the
sales target of online
shopping
 Negotiate with suppliers
including the price and
terms of products
 Study consumers’
preference and the market
trend

37. From the above findings, corporates not only need e-business professionals equipped with technological
competency, but also with “soft power” like strategic thinking, business analysis, project management and
16

“Consultancy Service for the Digital 21 Strategy (Strategy Report)” (2013), Office of the Government Chief Information Officer
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related stakeholders management, etc. As suggested by OGCIO 17 , various types of e-business
professionals are required by corporates. In order to solve corporates’ demand on different types of
professionals, the government should formulate a professional and accredited framework for ICT, include
the skills and competency in which different professionals need to grasp to set the benchmark for the
industry to further foster industry specialization. The SCS for retail e-business aims at setting the
benchmark for different levels of competency standard of the retail e-business industry, with the ultimate
goal of helping to establish a development framework for corporate human resource management and
professional training as well as enhance the overall standard of retail e-business professionals.

Summary

38. Through analyzing the political, economic, social and technological factors, the current and future trend
for the retail e-business industry is reviewed. The advantages and challenges faced by the industry is
summarized as below:
Advantages

Challenges

 Comprehensive Telecommunications and
Information Technology Infrastructure
 Free flow of information and a reliable legal
system
 Business opportunities for cross-border retail ebusiness in China

 Demand and supply for appropriate retail ebusiness professionals
 Uncertain economic prospects

39. Comprehensive Telecommunications and Information Technology Infrastructure
Hong Kong has comprehensive Telecommunications and Information Technology infrastructure which
can support local and overseas companies to carry out frequent business activities and foster the
development of Internet and e-trading. With the growing demand on obtaining faster service by
consumers, increasing mobile data usage, high mobile network coverage and multiple free public WiFi
points in Hong Kong nowadays, retailers are driven to further develop mobile business. In addition, Hong
Kong’s excellent data centre and cloud computing service, which provide a cost effective and efficient
platform, also boost corporates to develop e-business to meet the great opportunities brought about by
the technology trend of the next generation (such as Big Data, social media and IoT, etc.).

40. Free Flow of Information and A Reliable Legal System
The rule of law and free flow of information are the advantages of Hong Kong which is conducive to
attracting long-term international and local investment. Hong Kong’s Intellectual Property (IP) is under the
protection of a high level legal system that benefits corporate innovation and launching of new business,
thus safeguarding the healthy development of the whole industry. On the other hand, Hong Kong
consumers are keen on trying new consumption technology and also exchanging opinions and expressing
points of view through the virtual social network of smartphones. Retailers can focus on the consumption

17

“Consultancy Service for the Digital 21 Strategy (Strategy Report)” (2013), Office of the Government Chief Information Officer
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behavior of the new generation by means of the advantage of free flow of information in Hong Kong to
carry out diversified digital media marketing strategy. They can also encourage consumption through
doing promotion in social media websites.

41. Business Opportunities for Cross-Border Retail E-Business in China
China’s e-business is growing very fast. In 2022, it is estimated that the retail market in China will be twice
that of US18. In the Mainland, the expansion of mobile network and popularization of smartphones have
made online shopping more convenient. In comparison with overseas corporates, familiarizing with the
market in the Mainland and having network of people and business are the vantage points for Hong Kong
corporates. With the mentioned potential, Hong Kong corporates can get the chance of developing retail
e-business in the Mainland more easily. Apart from this, the HKSAR Government has adopted the
legislation of the Electronic Transactions Ordinance. This can also create a better environment for the
local retail market.

42. Demand and Supply for Appropriate Retail E-Business Professionals
Corporates require e-business professionals to be equipped with technological competency as well as
“soft power” like strategic thinking, business analysis, project management and related stakeholders
management, etc. Currently, e-business programmes provided by tertiary institutions in Hong Kong
emphasize more on skills training. Areas about business operation and management can be strengthened
in view of this. Besides, the government should formulate a professional and accredited framework for
ICT, include the skills and competency in which different professionals need to grasp to set the benchmark
for the industry to further foster industry specialization

43. Uncertain Economic Prospects
Following the global economic slowdown, fading of the effect brought about by the Individual Visitor
Scheme and the decreasing exchange rate of RMB, local retailers are facing pressures. They may have
to reduce cost expenses due to falling income. On the other hand, retailers may try to develop more ebusiness platforms to reinforce sales channels actively to reduce rental cost. Not only Hong Kong, other
cities and economies in Asia are also aware of the opportunities brought about by the trend of e-business
and they are seeking to establish their leading position in digital areas. To cope with this, Hong Kong has
already formulated relevant strategies (including the Digital 21 Strategy and CEPA, etc.). With the support
of different strategies, retailers should also study how to strengthen e-business development in order to
grow their business.

44. In conclusion, the excellent Telecommunications and Information Technology infrastructure, reliable legal
system and free flow of information in the trading environment as well as familiarizing with China’s fast
growing e-business have provided Hong Kong’s local retailers with good conditions to reinforce the

18

“China’s Retail Market”, The Economist Study Group
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development of their own e-business. Although the local business environment is still facing uncertainties,
the competitive edge of Hong Kong’s retail industry can be maintained if local retailers can effectively
utilize technology to expand their sale channels and be engaged in the customer oriented e-business
service and corporate innovative solutions.
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Chapter Two
Qualifications Framework

Qualifications Framework

The Qualifications Framework (QF) is a voluntary qualification system. It is a seven-level hierarchy that
provides benchmarks for determining the level of complexity and difficulty of individual competencies. It is also
used to organize and arrange qualifications of different natures and titles. The QF is underpinned by an
independent quality assurance (QA) mechanism that would enhance recognition and acceptance of the
qualifications in the industry, irrespective of the mode and source of learning to obtain the qualifications.

The establishment of the QF aims to provide clear learning pathways for individuals to draw up their own
roadmaps to obtain quality assured qualifications. Learners may either pursue a specific learning pathway to
upgrade their skills in a particular area of specialization in a gradual and orderly manner (vertical development),
or progress through traversing learning pathways to become multi-skilled (horizontal development). Through
the full-scale implementation of the QF, an environment and culture conducive to lifelong learning and
continuing education in the industry can be fostered. With the active participation of employers and employees,
as well as the wide acceptance of the industry, the implementation of the QF will also encourage the
development of quality training programmes by training providers to meet the needs of the community and the
industry.

Qualifications recognized under the QF are outcome-based and are not confined to academic attainment. In
the case of the academic sector, the outcome standard of qualifications is mainly the knowledge and skills a
person possesses. Generally, these standards are set by scholars. In the vocational sector, the outcome
standards of qualifications are set by individual industries. To identify the specific outcome standards required
for different levels of qualifications, these industries need to develop SCSs. A Recognition of Prior Learning
(RPL) mechanism developed by individual industries is in place to recognize existing workers' skills, knowledge
and work experience. With qualifications so obtained, the employees may pursue further studies at different
levels to obtain higher and wider qualifications.

To facilitate lifelong learning, employees require flexibility in the mode and pattern of learning to cater for their
work and family responsibilities. A Credit Accumulation and Transfer (CAT) system will provide the flexibility
to suit individual circumstances and minimize duplication in training. With a CAT system, learners can
systematically accumulate the credits of learning and training gained from various courses with a view to
converting the accumulated credits into a recognized qualification. The development of the QF will facilitate
CAT arrangement between sectors and training providers by providing a unified platform and common
benchmarks.
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Generally speaking, the QF has relevance not only to the workplace but also to secondary education. The
SCSs developed by industries would support the Applied Learning Courses under the new academic structure
for senior secondary education, so as to provide diversified learning experience and choices to students and
enable them to master the basic skills required by various industries.

Qualifications Framework levels

The QF has seven levels, from level 1 to level 7, where level 1 is the lowest and level 7 the highest. The
outcome characteristic of each level is depicted by a set of generic level descriptors (GLD) (Appendix 1). The
GLD specifies for each QF level its generic complexity, demand and challenges in the four dimensions below:

a

Knowledge and intellectual skills;

b

Process;

c

Application, autonomy and accountability;

d

Communications, IT skills and numeracy.

Every “units of competency (UoC)” is benchmarked to the QF levels in accordance with the GLD. It is worth to
note that competency elements in a UoC may fall in some or all of the GLD dimensions as what it naturally
should be. The QF level assignment is essentially a holistic judgement on the unit’s integrated outcome
requirement.

QF levels are discrete. That is, there cannot be assignment of UoC in-between QF levels. Also, UoCs that may
not fully match the characteristic requirement of one or more dimensions of a level would be “rounded” to the
level below.
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Chapter Three
Specification of Competency Standards

Applications of Specification of Competency Standards

The development of SCSs is an important step in implementing the QF and its associated quality assurance
mechanism. Industries play a pivotal role in the process through participation in the Industry Training Advisory
Committees (ITACs), which are tasked to develop, maintain and update the SCSs. To ensure continued
relevance of an SCS, the ITAC concerned must review and update the SCS regularly to keep abreast of the
latest manpower requirements and to meet the full range of education and training needs of the industry.

The SCS consists of competency standards of different levels. Competency standards are benchmarks for the
industry-specific knowledge, professional skills and soft skills required for performing different job functions of
the industry. The functional areas and competency standards under SCS will be practical and competencebased. The SCS not only sets out the professional knowledge and skills required for today, but also takes into
account factors such as the development trend of both the industry and the society. The assessment guidelines
for the outcome standards will also be stipulated in the SCS. The competency standards applicable to an
industry are presented as "units of competency" in its SCS. Every "unit of competency" comprises eight basic
items:
1.

Name

2.

Code

3.

Level

4.

Credit

5.

Competency

6.

Range

7.

Assessment Criteria

8.

Remarks

Since SCS-based programmes are developed with units of competency, trainees may have their qualifications
(including qualifications obtained from formal studies as well as those obtained from the Recognition of Prior
Learning (RPL) mechanism) accumulated and move along the ladder of progression without the need to start
from scratch. The SCSs also provide clear progression pathways whereby trainees may draw up their own
career development plans.
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The SCS assists training providers in curriculum design and supports human resources managers in their staff
development efforts. It also lays out the criteria for industry-wide recognition of outstanding performance and
for the award of relevant qualifications. Also, it will facilitate ongoing implementation of the Qualifications
Framework.

Major Functional Areas of the Retail Industry (E-business)

As proposed by the Retail ITAC, the Specification of Competency Standards (SCS) of the Retail Industry (Ebusiness) may consist of the following major functional areas:

1.

Planning and Operation
 Website content planning and maintenance
 Customer services
 Operating data analysis
 Purchasing and logistics management

2.

Internet Marketing
 Operation planning and marketing strategy
 Multi-channel promotion of communication
 Customer relationship management
 Website data analysis

3.

System Development and Maintenance
 Website design and development
 Hardware architecture and maintenance
 Transaction security technology
 Website monitoring and testing technology

4.

Corporate Management
 Purchasing and logistics management
 Customer relationship management
 Financial management
 Human resources management
 Marketing management
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Based on the Generic Level Descriptors and these functional areas, the Retail ITAC has formulated a List of
Competencies for the practitioners of the industry (Chapter 4). The List provides details of the training
requirements of the industry by different competency levels and major functional areas. It is designed to
provide individual learners with a clear and unified guide for drawing up their learning programmes. With
reference to this guide, they can either pursue learning in a particular professional area along a progression
path (vertical development) to upgrade their specialized skills, or learn a variety of skills through various
pathways (horizontal development) to diversify their skills in their own profession.

Based on the cooperation agreement between the Qualification Framework Secretariat and the Beijing Open
University, the development of the scope and UoCs in this SCS document has taken reference with the
document “Electron Business Specification of Competency Standard” as developed by the Department of
Science and Technology, the Beijing Open University. The draft of this SCS document has also been sent to
Beijing Open University for consultation.
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Major Functional Areas of the Retail Industry (E-business)

1-20

Planning and Operation
Website Content Planning and Maintenance
QF Level
3

4

5

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

Edit the text content of website

107112L3

6

3-1

Edit the image content of website

107113L3

6

3-2

Edit the audio content of website

107114L3

6

3-4

Edit the video content of website

107115L3

6

3-5

Maintain the security of the website user information

107116L4

6

3-6

Manage Website Content

107289L4

6

3-7

Develop Website Content Consolidation Strategy

107117L5

6

3-8

Manage website advertisement

107118L5

6

3-10

Plan and manage network activities

107119L5

6

3-12

Develop website thematic content

107120L5

6

3-13

Master and evaluate the service provider for e-business
website establishment

107121L5

3

3-14

Establish the overall framework of website content

107122L5

3

3-15

2-1

Planning and Operation
Customer Services
QF Level
2

3

4

5

6

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

Provide support and advice to customers

107123L2

6

3-16

Receive customers

107124L2

6

3-18

Comply with professional ethics and employee code of
practice

107125L2

3

3-19

Establish customer relationships

107126L2

3

3-20

Apply good communication skills to facilitate transactions

107127L2

3

3-21

Master consumer psychology and behaviour

105078L3

3

3-23

Handle customers' complaints

105079L3

3

3-24

Perform quality customer service plan

107128L3

6

3-26

Perform customer relationship management system
operating procedures

107129L3

6

3-28

Prepare data report of customer relationship management
system

107130L4

6

3-30

Review products and services to maintain customer
satisfaction

107131L4

3

3-31

Manage mystery shopper activity

107132L4

6

3-33

Review customer service

107133L4

6

3-35

Establish quality guarantee for customer satisfaction

105084L5

6

3-37

Develop customer service performance guidelines

107134L5

3

3-39

Establish customer service plan

107135L5

3

3-41

Develop Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
strategy

107136L6

6

3-43

Develop Customer Services Management (CSM) strategy

107137L6

6

3-45

2-2

Planning and Operation
Operating Data Analysis
QF Level
3

4

5

6

7

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

Apply spreadsheet for operational data analysis

107138L3

12

3-47

Analyse procurement data

107139L3

3

3-48

Analyse sales data

107140L3

3

3-49

Interpret various types of financial reports

107141L4

6

3-51

Apply practical financial statistics and analysis systems

107142L4

6

3-52

Analyse sales volume and gross margin

107143L5

6

3-53

Analyse return on investment

107144L5

6

3-54

Analyse corporate business profit

107145L5

6

3-55

Prepare business data analysis report

107146L6

6

3-56

Develop big data strategy

107147L6

6

3-57

Analyse and develop corporate financing channels

107148L7

6

3-58

2-3

Planning and Operation
Purchasing and Logistics Management
QF Level
1

2

3

4

5

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

Handle commonly-used shipping documents

104956L1

3

3-59

Receive goods for storage

104957L1

3

3-60

Package goods in distribution centres

104958L1

6

3-62

Handle trade documents

104959L2

6

3-64

Implement goods delivery

104960L2

6

3-66

Receive returned goods in distribution centres

104961L2

3

3-67

Handle payments for purchases

104962L2

3

3-68

Implement the purchase

104963L3

6

3-69

Implement the import and export of goods

104964L3

3

3-71

Manage the delivery of goods

104965L3

6

3-73

Manage the product distribution process

104966L3

6

3-75

Implement logistic safety and health management
measures

104967L3

3

3-77

Monitor the inventory level to meet the demand

104968L3

3

3-79

Implement inventory procedures

104969L3

6

3-80

Introduce products

104970L3

6

3-82

Buy goods

104971L3

6

3-84

Implement quality control of goods

104972L3

3

3-85

Arrange maintenance and repair for transportation means

104973L3

3

3-87

Perform retail inventory management

104974L3

6

3-89

Implement e-commerce logistics operating procedures

104975L4

6

3-91

Implement logistics management business continuity plan

104976L4

6

3-92

Manage inventory

104977L4

6

3-93

Handle problems with suppliers

104978L4

6

3-94

Establish partnerships with suppliers

104979L4

6

3-96

Import goods

104980L4

6

3-98

Provide logistic support

104981L4

6

3-100

Manage imported and exported goods for cross-border ebusiness

107149L4

6

3-101

Manage relationship with suppliers

104982L5

6

3-102

Negotiate a contract

104983L5

6

3-104

Formulate inventory control systems

104984L5

6

3-106

Warehouse space utilization and layout planning

104985L5

3

3-108

Manage logistics equipment

104986L5

3

3-110

Establish and maintain a supply chain

104987L5

6

3-112

Formulate inventory management strategies

104988L5

6

3-114

2-4

Planning and Operation
Purchasing and Logistics Management
QF Level
5

6

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

Plan a purchasing system

104989L5

6

3-116

Purchase goods

104990L5

6

3-118

Develop logistics management business continuity plans

104991L5

6

3-120

Improve the supply and distribution chain

104992L6

6

3-121

Manage international purchasing

104993L6

6

3-123

Formulate purchasing strategy

104994L6

9

3-125

Formulate cross-border logistics solutions

104995L6

6

3-127

Handle logistics crises

104996L6

6

3-128

Formulate risk management plans

104997L6

3

3-129

Manage third party logistics services

104998L6

6

3-131

Formulate cross-border e-business strategy in Hong Kong
and China

107150L6

6

3-133

Formulate cross - border warehousing and logistics strategy

107151L6

6

3-135

2-5

Internet Marketing
Operation Planning and Marketing Strategy
QF Level

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

3

Monitor and guide public opinion

107152L3

3

3-137

4

Conduct market research and analysis

107153L4

6

3-138

Manage crisis of social media public relationship

107154L4

6

3-140

Manage crisis of internet public relationship

107157L4

6

3-141

Place online advertisement

107155L5

12

3-142

Plan and implement large-scale internet marketing activities

107156L5

6

3-144

Manage and monitor outsourcing e-business service
provider

107158L5

6

3-145

Develop an integrated internet marketing plan

107159L6

12

3-147

Develop data optimization marketing plan

107160L6

12

3-150

5

6

2-6

Internet Marketing
Multi-channel Promotion of Communication
QF Level
4

5

6

7

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

Apply 2D barcode on sales business

107161L4

6

3-151

Apply QR code on sales business

107162L4

6

3-152

Implement the barcode production steps

107163L4

6

3-153

Develop internet advertisement sales strategy

107164L5

6

3-155

Analyze the payment methods of internet advertisement

107165L5

12

3-157

Develop social media marketing strategy - blog platform

107166L5

6

3-160

Develop social media marketing strategy - Weibo platform

107167L5

6

3-161

Develop social media marketing strategy - forum platform

107168L5

6

3-163

Develop social media marketing strategy - Facebook
platform

107169L5

6

3-164

Develop social media marketing strategy - Instagram

107170L5

6

3-166

Develop social media marketing strategy – WeChat
platform

107171L5

6

3-167

Develop EDM marketing strategy – Email platform

107172L5

6

3-168

Develop EDM marketing strategy – SMS platform

107173L5

6

3-170

Develop real-time marketing strategy

107174L5

6

3-172

Search engine optimization

107175L5

6

3-173

Develop search engine marketing strategy

107176L5

6

3-174

Develop news and soft article marketing strategy and
promote corporate public relations

107177L5

12

3-175

Develop mobile device marketing strategy

107178L6

12

3-178

Develop global data synchronization network system
strategy

107179L6

6

3-179

Develop word-of-mouth marketing strategy

107180L7

3

3-181

2-7

Internet Marketing
Customer Relationship Management
QF Level

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

2

Provide product information

107181L2

3

3-182

3

Provide purchase suggestions to guide customers to
purchase

107182L3

3

3-183

Manage online customer complaint

107183L3

6

3-184

Investigate online customer satisfaction

107184L3

6

3-185

In-depth investigation of online customer needs

107185L4

6

3-186

Manage online customer information

107186L4

6

3-187

Maintain and improve online customer relationship strategy

107187L5

12

3-188

Explore potential requirements of online customers

107188L5

6

3-190

Apply technology to support customer relationship
management

107189L5

6

3-191

Manage user-generated content

107190L5

6

3-193

Analyze, plan and optimize CRM system

107191L5

12

3-195

Manage business partner relationship

107192L6

6

3-197

Manage the customers of competitors

107193L6

6

3-198

4

5

6

2-8

Internet Marketing
Website Data Analysis
QF Level

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

Evaluate software system sales data

107194L3

6

3-200

Analyze website traffic

107195L3

3

3-201

Analyze website traffic time

107196L3

3

3-202

Analyze website visitors

107197L3

3

3-203

Analyze search engine

107198L3

3

3-204

Analyze customer order

107199L3

3

3-205

4

Analyze website data and prepare report

107200L4

6

3-206

5

Analyze customers purchase patterns

107201L5

12

3-207

6

Apply A/B test to evaluate and enhance website
effectiveness.

107202L6

6

3-209

3

2-9

System Development and Maintenance
Website Design and Development
QF Level

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

2

Manage and operate online social media applications

107203L2

6

3-211

3

Apply webpage authoring program for front-end
development

107204L3

6

3-212

Create multimedia content

107205L3

6

3-213

Apply HTML5 technology

107206L3

6

3-214

Apply XML technology

107207L3

6

3-215

Understand and establish website prototype

107208L3

6

3-216

Master dynamic webpage design language

107209L4

6

3-217

Master semantic web language

107210L4

6

3-218

Master the framework and architecture of website
development

107211L4

6

3-219

Master the design and application of database

107212L4

6

3-220

Apply cloud computing and relevant technology

107213L4

6

3-221

Master the design and development of mobile device
applications

107214L4

6

3-222

Master mobile payment services

107215L4

6

3-223

Master the application technology development of Java
Platform Enterprise Edition

107216L5

6

3-224

Analyze business data

107217L5

6

3-225

Master the Internet of Things development technology

107218L5

6

3-226

Master the Radio Frequency Identification development
technology

107219L5

6

3-227

Master the design of distributed system

107220L5

6

3-228

Master the framework and tools for mobile device
application development

107221L5

6

3-229

Manage and monitor the outsourcing partners for website
design and development

107222L5

3

3-230

Plan the function and overall contents of website

107223L6

6

3-231

Design and setup software systems

107224L6

6

3-232

Develop solutions for mobile payment

107225L6

6

3-234

4

5

6

2-10

System Development and Maintenance
Hardware Architecture and Maintenance
QF Level

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

2

Handle daily backup and maintenance of server

107226L2

3

3-235

3

Manage and monitor the webpage server

107227L3

6

3-236

4

Handle the software and hardware problems of server

107228L4

6

3-237

Evaluate and select appropriate server

107229L4

6

3-238

Master and apply the server cluster technology

107230L5

6

3-239

Master and apply information storage technology

107231L5

6

3-240

Design and develop e-business system application server
and network architecture solutions

107232L5

6

3-241

5

2-11

System Development and Maintenance
Transaction Security Technology
QF Level

UoC Code

Credit

Page

Apply encryption technology to send data

107233L4

12

3-242

Apply authentication technology and security certification
agreement

107234L4

6

3-244

Master computer virus detection and prevention technology

107235L4

6

3-246

Apply network identity technology

107236L4

6

3-248

Master privacy and management techniques

107237L4

6

3-249

Apply Firewall technology

107238L4

6

3-251

Manage Virtual Private Network (VPN) technology

107239L4

6

3-252

5

Develop website security overall planning solution

107240L5

6

3-253

6

Understand the legal knowledge of network transaction
safety

107241L6

6

3-254

4

Competency
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System Development and Maintenance
Website Monitoring and Testing Technology
QF Level
4

5

6

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

Master server monitoring technology

107242L4

6

3-256

Monitor and analyze website traffic

107243L4

6

3-257

Implement website content testing

107244L4

6

3-258

Implement webpage function testing

107245L4

6

3-259

Implement webpage usability testing

107246L4

6

3-260

Implement integration and interface testing

107247L4

6

3-261

Implement browser compatibility testing

107248L4

6

3-262

Implement database testing

107249L4

6

3-263

Implement safety testing

107250L5

6

3-264

Implement server communication testing

107251L5

6

3-265

Implement website performance testing

107252L5

6

3-266

Implement system integration testing

107253L5

6

3-267

Design automatic system testing architecture

107254L6

6

3-268
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Corporate Management
Purchasing and Logistics Management
QF Level
1

2

3

4

5

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

Handle commonly-used shipping documents

104956L1

3

3-59

Receive goods for storage

104957L1

3

3-60

Package goods in distribution centres

104958L1

6

3-62

Handle trade documents

104959L2

6

3-64

Implement goods delivery

104960L2

6

3-66

Receive returned goods in distribution centres

104961L2

3

3-67

Handle payments for purchases

104962L2

3

3-68

Implement the purchase

104963L3

6

3-69

Implement the import and export of goods

104964L3

3

3-71

Manage the delivery of goods

104965L3

6

3-73

Manage the product distribution process

104966L3

6

3-75

Implement logistic safety and health management
measures

104967L3

3

3-77

Monitor the inventory level to meet the demand

104968L3

3

3-79

Implement inventory procedures

104969L3

6

3-80

Introduce products

104970L3

6

3-82

Buy goods

104971L3

6

3-84

Implement quality control of goods

104972L3

3

3-85

Arrange maintenance and repair for transportation means

104973L3

3

3-87

Perform retail inventory management

104974L3

6

3-89

Implement e-commerce logistics operating procedures

104975L4

6

3-91

Implement logistics management business continuity plan

104976L4

6

3-92

Manage inventory

104977L4

6

3-93

Handle problems with suppliers

104978L4

6

3-94

Establish partnerships with suppliers

104979L4

6

3-96

Import goods

104980L4

6

3-98

Provide logistic support

104981L4

6

3-100

Manage imported and exported goods for cross-border ebusiness

107149L4

6

3-101

Manage relationship with suppliers

104982L5

6

3-102

Negotiate a contract

104983L5

6

3-104

Formulate inventory control systems

104984L5

6

3-106

Warehouse space utilization and layout planning

104985L5

3

3-108

Manage logistics equipment

104986L5

3

3-110

Establish and maintain a supply chain

104987L5

6

3-112

Formulate inventory management strategies

104988L5

6

3-114

2-14

Corporate Management
Purchasing and Logistics Management
QF Level
5

6

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

Plan a purchasing system

104989L5

6

3-116

Purchase goods

104990L5

6

3-118

Develop logistics management business continuity plans

104991L5

6

3-120

Improve the supply and distribution chain

104992L6

6

3-121

Manage international purchasing

104993L6

6

3-123

Formulate purchasing strategy

104994L6

9

3-125

Formulate cross-border logistics solutions

104995L6

6

3-127

Handle logistics crises

104996L6

6

3-128

Formulate risk management plans

104997L6

3

3-129

Manage third party logistics services

104998L6

6

3-131

Formulate cross-border e-business strategy in Hong Kong
and China

107150L6

6

3-133

Formulate cross - border warehousing and logistics strategy

107151L6

6

3-135

2-15

Corporate Management
Customer Relationship Management
QF Level

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

2

Provide product information

107181L2

3

3-182

3

Provide purchase suggestions to guide customers to
purchase

107182L3

3

3-183

Manage online customer complaint

107183L3

6

3-184

Investigate online customer satisfaction

107184L3

6

3-185

In-depth investigation of online customer needs

107185L4

6

3-186

Manage online customer information

107186L4

6

3-187

Maintain and improve online customer relationship strategy

107187L5

12

3-188

Explore potential requirements of online customers

107188L5

6

3-190

Apply technology to support customer relationship
management

107189L5

6

3-191

Manage user-generated content

107190L5

6

3-193

Analyze, plan and optimize CRM system

107191L5

12

3-195

Manage business partner relationship

107192L6

6

3-197

Manage the customers of competitors

107193L6

6

3-198

4

5

6

2-16

Corporate Management
Financial Management
QF Level

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

3

Apply basic knowledge of accounting

107255L3

6

3-269

4

Apply knowledge of accounting

107256L4

6

3-270

Monitor financial investment management

107257L4

6

3-271

Apply financial management and statistical analysis
software system

107258L4

3

3-272

Improve the daily accounting process of e-business

107259L4

6

3-273

Monitor financial accounting system

107260L4

3

3-274

Master the relevant tasks and functions of financial
management

107261L5

6

3-275

Manage the fund raising for corporate

107262L5

6

3-276

Manage corporate project investment

107263L5

6

3-277

Manage corporate costs

107264L5

6

3-279

Manage corporate surplus

107265L5

6

3-280

Establish financial management software system
architecture

107266L6

3

3-281

Establish corporate e-business financial department
structure

107267L6

3

3-283

Optimize the structure of e-business finance department

107268L6

3

3-284

5

6

2-17

Corporate Management
Human Resources Management
QF Level

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

3

Apply the labor legislation relating to e-business corporate

107269L3

3

3-285

4

Build e-business team

107270L4

3

3-286

5

Develop staff reward and punishment management

107271L5

3

3-287

Apply performance appraisal quantification process

107272L5

3

3-288

Apply method to improve team execution capacity.

107273L5

6

3-289

Develop job positions for e-business corporate

107274L6

3

3-290

Assess the talent needs of e-business corporate

107275L6

3

3-291

Develop of e-business human resources management
system

107276L6

6

3-292

Plan e-business corporate human resources

107277L6

3

3-293

Establish e-business corporate culture

107278L7

6

3-294

6

7

2-18

Corporate Management
Marketing Management
QF Level
3

4

5

6

Competency

UoC Code

Credit

Page

Analyze the needs of online customers

107279L3

12

3-295

Enhance online sales performance strategy and skills

107280L3

6

3-297

Understand the processes and methods of developing
marketing plans

107281L4

6

3-298

Apply marketing techniques and negotiation strategies for
significant clients

107283L4

12

3-299

Establish e-business marketing performance management
system

107284L4

12

3-301

Apply low-cost marketing strategy

107282L5

6

3-303

Design e-business model

107285L5

6

3-304

Establish online marketing team

107286L5

6

3-306

Audit corporate online marketing plan

107287L6

6

3-307

Control online marketing

107288L6

12

3-308
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance
Title

Edit the text content of website

Code

107112L3

Description

Collect, select, integrate and edit website channel content and write related articles.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the ability of website text editing




Understand network application knowledge
Understand the basic technology of website production
Perform news collection and processing of news content and title

2. Apply commonly used software to edit the website content



Master common software basic operations (such as HTML or CSS text editor, etc.)
Edit the contents of different sites according to corporate policy
o Edit internet news
o Edit the website product description
o Edit Weibo promotion
o Edit the marketing soft paper

3. Check the website text editor specification




Title specification
Text specification
Keyword specification

4. Master web page layout, layout attributes and proper usage





Set the text font, color, size and so on
Paragraph layout, line breaks and so on
Project symbol
Special effect

5. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Implementation could meet the requirements of corporate development
Comply with the latest regulatory requirements of the Government (such as the Trade
Descriptions Ordinance and the Copyright Ordinance), privacy and information security.
The editorial content does not violate the relevant regulations.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



collect, select, integrate and edit website channel text content
use appropriate software to edit website text content

Remark

3-1

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance
Title

Edit the image content of website

Code

107113L3

Description

According to business needs, apply appropriate software to edit the website image content

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Identify the formatting features of the network image, including






JPEG / JPG format
GIF format
PNG format
BMP (Windows dot matrix) format
PICT format

2. Master the network image collection channels




Common channels include:
o Professional image website
o Website with its own images
o Search engine
o Other channels: own shooting / production
Understand and follow the copyright procedures for using photos

3. Apply software to edit images (e.g. Photoshop, etc.)




Master the criteria for selecting images
o Technical standards: elements, clarity, exposure, contrast, depth of field
o Information standards: the main body, the environment, the tendency or position
o Aesthetic standards: composition, moments, emotions, color
o Moral or legal standards: pornography, violence, bloody, infringing right, privacy,
reputation, disclosure, national security
Master the perspective of image processing
o Image trim
o Partial light dimming
o Edit the contrast of the image and its curve
o Turn color images into black and white images, and bleaching
o Fine-tune the color of the picture, saturation, image filter
o Repair the stain on the image

4. Master web page layout, layout attributes and proper usage





Set the text font, color, size and so on
Paragraph layout, line breaks and so on
Project symbol
Special effect

5. Exhibit professionalism


Implementation could meet the requirements of corporate development
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance


Assessment
Criteria

Comply with the latest regulatory requirements of the Government (such as the Trade
Descriptions Ordinance and the Copyright Ordinance), pr ivacy and information security.
The editorial content does not violate the relevant regulations.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




grasp the website image access channels
apply commonly used image editing software for editing according to business needs
understand and follow the copyright procedures for using images

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance
Title

Edit the audio content of website

Code

107114L3

Description

According to business needs, apply appropriate software to edit the website audio content

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Identify the formatting characteristics of network audio



Non-distortion format, including :: WAV, PCM, ALS, ALAC, TAK, FLAC, APE, WavPack
(WV)
Distortion format, including :: MP3, AAC, WMA, Ogg Vorbis

2. Master the network audio collection channels




Common channels include:
o Internet radio
o Professional music website
o Network sharing platform
o Search engine
o Other channels: own production
Understand and comply with copyright procedures for the use of audio

3. Master network audio editing standards and apply software to edit audio



Software such as: Audacity, Adobe Audition etc.
Various transformations for the audio data itself, such as fade in, fade out, volume
adjustment etc.

4. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

In editing and publishing web content audio content, strictly comply with the latest laws
and regulations such as copyright, privacy and information safety, etc., to ensure that
the audio content does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




grasp the website audio access channels
apply commonly used audio editing software for editing according to business needs
understand and follow the copyright procedures for using audio

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance
Title

Edit the video content of website

Code

107115L3

Description

According to business needs, apply appropriate software to edit the website video content

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the formatting characteristics of network video







Understand the features and applications of video codecs (Video Codec)
Understand the streaming technology in market including
o Unicast / HTTP single point of streaming technology,
o P2P peer-to-peer streaming technology, and
o Multicast
Understand the hardware and software requirements of various Adaptive Streaming
technologies (ABS)
Understand the collection of video content channels, including video sites, search
engines and their own production
Determine if the audio source is appropriate

2. Apply software to edit video content




Software includes Adobe Premiere, Avid Media Composer, iMovie etc.
Edit video contents according to the requirements of business units
Add background audio and subtitles for video content

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

In editing and publishing web content video content, strictly comply with the latest laws
and regulations such as copyright, privacy and information safety, etc., to ensure t hat
the video content does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



master the operation of the video editing software to edit video content
apply appropriate decoding and technology to release video according to the business
needs

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance
Title

Maintain the security of the website user information

Code

107116L4

Description

As the role of system administrator, manage the website registered users and eliminate the
threat of unfavorable factors to user information to maintain the website normal operation.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the basic method of website management user information




As the role of webmaster, perform basic operations of user management including: user
addition, user deletion, role assignment, password initialization
As the role of webmaster, perform basic operations of role management including: role
addition, role deletion, module assignment
As the role of webmaster, perform basic operations of module management including
module addition, module deletion

2. Master the methods of user information security maintenance




Identify the source of network security threat
Conduct website security test to ensure the safety of user information
Implement security measures to ensure the safety of user information including:
o user authentication technology
o conduct user information backup
o conduct encryption for user information document

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

In managing the website user information, strictly comply with the Personal Data
(Privacy) Ordinance to ensure no violation to the relevant regulations.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



master the basic operation of user information management
apply appropriate user information security maintenance solutions and identify sources
of security threats to secure user information

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance
Title

Manage Website Content

Code

107289L4

Description

In the e-business operation process, manage the data of the website back-end system and
external system to achieve the website content control.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Execute the website document information management method







Edit website content
o Edit information: text editor / short-cut function / direct image upload / other plugin applications
o Support multiple document types: normal type / HTML type / external f ile type /
external link type / multiple attachments support
o Support "WYSIWYG" edit style: article edit preview / image resource
management / support of multiple formats of attached file / support of multiple
attachments upload / attachments direct display / support of attachment
download and delete
Review and share information
o Release information: static news release / dynamic news release
Manage comments
o Delete information: individual deletion / batch deletion
o List definition: list display definition / list dynamic arrangement / list filtering
o Search document: custom inquiry / full text search
Understand the source of network security threat
o Monitor website security to ensure user information security
o Implement security defensive measure to ensure user information security: apply
user authentication technology to encrypt user information document for backup

2. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Not make damage to the interests of corporate and customers’ behavio r in any case.
In managing the website user information, strictly comply with the relevant regulations.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



ensure no damage to the interests of corporates and users by using the website
contents
comply with the relevant legal requirements when managing the contents of the website

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance
Title

Develop Website Content Consolidation Strategy

Code

107117L5

Description

Develop website content consolidation strategy for corporate to provide guidelines for website
maintenance personnel to secure the corporate benefits

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the basic requirements of e-business information collection









Timely: rapid and sensitive reflection to the latest development of sales market
Accurate: information should truly reflect the real objective with minimum distortion
Moderate: information should be targeted and purposive
Economy: get the necessary information at the lowest cost
Grasp the types of information that are mainly collected by e-business corporates
Collect market messages
Collect new product development information
Collect statistical information

2. Analyse the reliability of online data






.gov: government website, generally more reliable
.edu: educational website, may be serious academic research or free to make by
students
.com: commercial website, the most common, intellectually accepted
.net: network service company that provides services for business or personal users
.org: non-profit organizations whose views may be propensity

3. Evaluate the classification of network business information







Free business information: universal service awareness of information to the community
and general public, only accounts for about 5%
Information with small amount of charge: easier to collect, process, organize and update
information with small cost. It is a more popular information and accounts for about 10%
to 20% of the information volume
Information on standard information charge: easier to collect, process, organize and
update information with small cost. This information accounts for about 60% of the
information volume that most of the network business information belongs to this
category.
High quality information: special information with high cost such as important market
trends analysis, the investigation of best-selling merchandise network, new product
technology information, patented technology and other unique specialized information,
etc.

4. Master the types of information that are mainly collected by e -business corporates




Collect market messages
Collect new product development information
Collect statistical information

5. Organize network information

3-8

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance





Category: The information collected from the Internet is often very messy and must be
collated before it can be used. Topic classification method could be applied to build the
corporate own query system.
Preliminary screening: in the process of browsing and classification, a large amount of
information should be preliminarily screened so as to determine and delete the
completely useless information in a timely manner
Processing of website information: refers to the comparison, analysis and integration of
relevant information to establish new and valuable personal information resource.

6. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

To ensure that the content of the website of the corporate is designed and operated to
comply with the requirements of the law and the regulatory organization
To prevent any use of corporate website content for fraudulent acts

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Master the basic requirements of information collection for e-business
Analyse and evaluate the reliability of online data
Develop website content finishing strategy according to the corpora te needs

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance
Title

Manage website advertisement

Code

107118L5

Description

Manage website advertisement including advertisement scheduling, advertising revenue,
contract and customer management.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Evaluate the publication of advertisement






The setting of the advertisement slot, the date, time of the play, and the setting and
modification of the playing time
o Advertisement publication (publication of multiple advertisement in one slot)
o Advertisement publication (publication of one advertisement in multiple slots)
Evaluate the scheduling of advertisement
o The upload and offline of the advertisement
o Set in advance the advertisement publication time
o Assign the exposure rate of the advertisement
Evaluate the orientation of advertisement
o Master the basic orientation technology: geo-targeting, day-to-day orientation,
time orientation, web orientation, browser orientation, reader orientation,
language targeting, channel targeting, large data targeting, and advertisement
targeting
o Optimize advertising strategy and increase advertising revenue with a flexible
targeting approach and sales plan

2. Manage the affiliate content for website advertisement




Audit and manage the advertisement contracts including the date of signing, clients and
advertising lists etc.
Manage advertisement clients: client name, contact person, phone, address,
advertisement content etc.
Set the advertisement fee:
o Mode of billing: click, form advertisement etc.
o Calculation of the normal billing method: according to the click billing / time
billing
o CPA (pay-per-view), CPA (pay-per-view), CPS (paid by sales), etc., for
advertising purposes.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

In the management of website advertisement, strictly comply with the latest laws and
regulations such as copyright, privacy and information security from the government and
regulatory organizations to ensure that the relevant regulations would not be violated
Meet the requirements of the corporate development during the implementation of the
site advertisement

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



master the basic advertisement management including publication, scheduling ,
orientation management
manage advertising contracts and customers

3-10

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance
Title

Plan and manage network activities

Code

107119L5

Description

Through the planning and implementation of network activities for online and offline interaction
with customers, create a better network environment to achieve business marketing objectives

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Based on the corporate marketing objectives, plan the online activities including:








Activities background and activity theme, purpose
Expected goal and effect to be achieved
The required resources
Activity feasibility analysis: favorable factors and unfavorable factors
Promotion channels
Participants’ incentives
Budget

2. Establish implementation plan for online activities




Establish promotional channels, including: publicity topics, promotional language, people
shooting, website, forum publicity and other website publicity etc.
Establish organizational structure: host, guest, participants etc
Establish activity record such as a record of conversation

3. Apply indicators to assess and analyse the network activity effectiveness, such as:





Whether the activity target is achieved
Whether the resources are fully utilized
Number of users participating in the event
User feedback

4. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

The implementation of network activities planning and design could meet the
requirements of corporate development

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




plan the direction of network activities
set up an implementation plan for online activities
evaluate and analyse network activities

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance
Title

Develop website thematic content

Code

107120L5

Description

Develop website thematic content to strengthen the corporate promotion effectiveness.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Develop website thematic content






Master the requirements of website production for thematic content
o The primary goal: to attract users attention with eye-catching visual effects
o Page features: use simple topic to generate impressive visual effects
o Time limitation: there is time limitation of the thematic content page that rare visit
to the page afterwards
Setup the main criteria for the thematic content page design
o Define user experience and communication needs
o Establish thematic structure
 Headline design: the topic design is similar to a large banner
advertisement
 Need to consider content convergence
 Size of the topic: for example Weibo topics usually has much content
with too high of page height. The design needs appropriate shortening of
the spacing between columns so as to reduce the height of the page
 Front page image: in addition to the visual elements, it is more important
to emphasize on the thematic title
Analyse the details of the thematic content design
o Headline to have scalability with special attention to the different screen
resolution for display
o Interactive details: provide better user experience with the button flip and other
interactive elements
o The extension and unity of the visual design of the topic itself

2. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Not to damage the interests of corporates and users when using the website contents
Follow the relevant legal requirements when managing the website thematic content

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Design appropriate website thematic content
Analyse the focus of thematic content

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance
Title

Master and evaluate the service provider for e-business website establishment

Code

107121L5

Description

Understand the services provided by the e-business website service providers and to choose
the right service provider or partner to enhance the service or speedup website establishment.

Level

5

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the services provided by e-business website service providers / partners (such as
TaoBao Partner)






Master the advantages of service providers / partners, including but not limited to:
o Integrated brand promotion services
o Business website design
o Product sales strategy
o Logistics and warehousing support
o Customer service platform
o Payment platform
Understand the charging model for service providers / partners
o By time
o By brand
o By product
o By sales
Analyse and select service providers / partners that are in line with corporate interests

2. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

To meet the requirements of corporate development and to maximize the benefits of
corporates during the choice of service providers or partners
Ensure the suppliers or partners to comply with relevant regional laws

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


choose the appropriate service providers or partners to meet the interest of corporates

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Content Planning and Maintenance
Title

Establish the overall framework of website content

Code

107122L5

Description

According to the business strategy and development plan of the corporate, establish the overall
framework of the website content to support the business operation to provide the required user
services.

Level

5

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Establish the main process flow of website content framework






Establish the main theme of the website
Establish the main forms of the website such as the forms of forum/articles etc.
Define the main content module or channel of the website
Plan the contents of each module or channel
Plan other additional modules to operate the website

2. Plan other contents of the website




Identify Corporate Identity including: logo, standard color, standard fonts, promotional
slogans etc.
Set up page configuration method and outlook design
Set up advertisement planning

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

The website contents should comply with the latest relevant laws and regulations such
as the copyright, privacy and merchandise regulations of the Government and the
regulatory body to ensure that the contents of the website are not violated
The implementation of the website content plan should meet the requirements of
corporate development.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Establish the overall workflow of the website contents
Establish appropriate website framework according to different marketing environment

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Customer Services
Title

Provide support and advice to customers

Code

107123L2

Description

In accordance with business procedures and standards, provide online customers with support
and advisory services. The responsible employee not only provide general product / service
supports but also could refer complex technical support / consultation the appropriate technical
staff or department to follow up.

Level

2

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Apply general customer support related knowledge







Understand the importance of customer relationships and customer service
Master the customer service procedures
Master interpersonal communication skills, including:
o to let customers to feel kind and polite
o be sincere and willing to provide assistance
o to let customers to feel at ease and trustworthy
o be objective and pertinent
Master basic customer service skills
Master the function and characteristics of products / services

2. Provide support and advice to customers





When the customer requests or needs help, apply appropriate questioning skills and
follow the relevant work guidelines to handle customer requirements
Understand the customer’s questions or needs, and provide the appropriate advice /
support to the customer based on the sales instructions / guidelines, such as:
o Recommend products and alternative options
o Specify the price of the product and compare it with other similar products
o Introduce the functions of the product, including: advantages, restrictions,
operations, safety devices
o Show the general operation and use of the product Recommended accessories
o In handling difficult problems or inquiries, seek superior assistance
o Effectively handle the customer’s different types of products / services inquiries
With the understanding of the knowledge of the corporate product and website facilities,
answer the customer’s general inquiries, such as:
o Provide different information source of the corporate website
o Provide information such as price, promotion offers and discounts
o Explain clearly to the customer why it is more appropriate to refer his / her
inquiry to other departments

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the views / support provided can meet customer needs and requirements,
and to maintain communication with customers and establish a good relationship

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Apply customer service skills to understand customer needs and provide appropriate
advice and support to customers
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for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Customer Services
Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Customer Services
Title

Receive customers

Code

107124L2

Description

Follow the business procedures and standards to apply simple communication skills to receive
customers and understand the customer’s request so as to facilitate the transaction.

Level

2

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Apply the relevant knowledge of customer reception






Understand the basic knowledge of the customer reception, including:
o The requirements and standards of the enterprise for personal appearance
o Business procedures and standards for hospitality
o Verbal communication and interpersonal skills
Understand the customer’s psychological and demand for retail products, including:
o Talk to customers about your preferences and needs
o Understand the characteristics of different types of customers
o Understand the range of products / services provided by the corporate
A good attitude is needed to understand the reception of customers, including:
o courtesy
o careful
o listen patiently
o sincere

2. Customer reception






Ensure the personal appearance of the corporate in line with the established standards
According to the established procedures of the corporate to receive customers and to
conduct self-introduction. , It could enable the customers to experience the level o f
service hospitality of the corporate during the whole shopping period.
Apply good customer communication skills such as: open and direct manner to the
customer questions
Conduct professional and courteous reply to inquiries and provide useful information for
customers

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

In the reception of customers, able to meet the requirements and to maintain the image
of the corporate.
Maintain a customer-centric attitude.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Carry out polite reception of customers, handle customer inquiries or transactions
collect customer contact and shopping information in accordance with the procedures of
corporate

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Customer Services
Title

Comply with professional ethics and employee code of practice

Code

107125L2

Description

Recognize the professional ethics, the staff code of practice and the Hong Kong Employment
Ordinance. Perform duty according to the corporate standard in daily work.

Level

2

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the professional ethics and staff code of practice






Understand the requirements of professional ethics and staff code of practice including:
o Personal character
o Equal opportunity
o Respect for privacy
o Strict keep business secrets
Understand the importance to corporate by respecting ethical and employee codes to
practice
Understand the importance to corporate image by respecting ethical and employee
codes to practice
Understand the Hong Kong Employment Ordinance

2. Comply with professional ethics and employee code of practice






Ensure that personal behavior conforms to the established employee code of pr actice
Ensure that individual behavior meets the basic requirements of professional ethics
Maintain a fair and positive attitude in daily work
Able to align with the overall retail operations to help corporate business development
Comply with the Hong Kong Employment Ordinance

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Not make damage to the interests of corporate and customers behavior in any case.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Follow with corporate guidance to assist in the business development.

Remark
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Title

Establish customer relationships

Code

107126L2

Description

In accordance with business procedures and standards, establish a relationship with customers
to understand the customer’s procurement needs, to provide appropriate information to help
customers to choose the right products, and the introduce new products and services to
customers.

Level

2

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Develop knowledge of customer relationships





Understand the importance of good customer relationships
Understand the policies and procedures of the corporate regarding customer service
Understand the legal requirements for keeping a customer database
Master the skills to build customer relationships, such as:
o Good communication skills
o Good personal image
o Understand the customer’s psychology
o Able to deal with difficult customers

2. Establish customer relationship









Use a variety of formal and informal channels to reach customers, such as:
o E-mail / online chat / Facebook
o Website customer survey
o Fax
Apply appropriate communication skills to build trust with customers
Determine the needs of customer procurement
o through conversation
o take the initiative to ask how to help customers
o through the customer’s database
Provide customer service
o Give the customer a good impression
o Provide accurate information about customer inquiries
o Provide products to meet customer needs
o Introduce suitable new products to customers
Follow the corporate guidelines to collect customer information for future promotional
purposes

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Follow with corporate guidelines of not take any deceptive action during establishing
customer relationship.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Establish relationships with customers, understand their needs, and help customers to
choose the right product.

Remark
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Functional Area - Customer Services
Title

Apply good communication skills to facilitate transactions

Code

107127L2

Description

Apply good communication and interpersonal skills to achieve positive interaction with
customers so as to obtain customer trust and commitment to help corporate to develop retail
business

Level

2

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Apply customer communication related knowledge







Recognize the established customer relationship strategy
Understand the established customer service performance guidelines
Understand the importance of establishing good relationships with customers and
making positive interactions
Understand the elements that make positive interaction with the customer, including:
o Use effective listening and questioning skills
o Accurately understand the needs of customers, complaints, and can quickly deal
with
o Strictly adhere to customer relationship strategy
o Provide quality service environment
Understand the corporate requirements of reporting and complaint procedures

2. Apply good communication skills to facilitate transactions








In accordance with the established customer relationship strategy and guidance to build
up customer interaction, for example:
o proficiently promote products and services to the customer at the right time
o Listen carefully to the needs of customers or inquiries
o listen to and record the customer’s views on products or services, complaints in
a polite manner
Properly provide services to customers, including:
o In accordance with corporate guidelines, communicate with customers with
professional attitude
o Within the scope of authorization by the corporate, meet the reasonable
requirements of customers as possible
o Record with accurate details and privacy protection about the customer
information if necessary
o Collect the customer contact as possible for future communication
In accordance with the established guidelines of corporate to properly deal with difficult
customers including:
o Try not to stimulate customers and cool down their emotions
o Propose reasonable compensation solution which follows with corporate policy
o Refer to the customer complaint to senior staff but still need to support
Ensure that communication with customers is in line with the established customer
service performance guidelines

3. Exhibit professionalism


To communicate with customers in a professional manner and to prevent any deceptive
action.
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Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Apply customer communication and interpersonal skills to make positive interaction with
customers
Obtain the trust and commitment of customers to help corporate to develop retail
business

Remark
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Functional Area - Customer Services
Title

Master consumer psychology and behaviour

Code

105078L3

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to customer service staff in the retail industry. It
covers the abilities to make analysis and judgement; master consumer behaviour psychology
and apply general techniques of promoting and selling products / serv ices to facilitate
transaction.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of consumer behaviour


Understand the characteristics of individual buyer
o Cultural factor
o Social factor
o Personal factor
o Psychological factor
 Understand the decision making process for buying
o Buying role
 Initiator
 Influencer
 Decider
 Buyer
 User
o Decision making process for buying
 Awareness of question
 Data research
 Assessment of plan
 Decision of buying
 Behaviour after buying
2. Master consumer psychology and behaviour


Give suitable advice on products / services according to the characteristics of
consumers’ psychology and behaviour in order to facilitate customers’ decision of buying
 Analyze the strengths and weaknesses of competitors’ products / services
 Master general techniques of promoting and selling products / services
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Possess a customer-oriented service attitude and ensure that the customers are
satisfied with the products and services of the organization.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Master consumer psychology and behaviour, and apply general techniques of promoting
and selling products / services to facilitate transaction.

Remark
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Functional Area - Customer Services
Title

Handle customers' complaints

Code

105079L3

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to customer service staff in the retail industry. It
covers the abilities to make judgement, handle customers’ complaints effectively according to
the procedures and criteria of the organization, and follow up to customers’ satisfaction.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of handling customers’ complaints


Understand the organization’s established guidelines and procedures for handling
customers’ complaints
o Quality customer service
o Guidelines on handling difficult customers
o personnel authorized by the organization to settle customers’ complaints and
their limit of authority
o Procedures for referring cases of complaint
o Procedures for settling complaints
o Understand the products and services of the organization
o Understand retail-related ordinances, e.g. customer rights, consumer rights, etc.
 Good interpersonal relationship and communication skills
 Understand the authority and responsibilities of the working position
 Master good communication and listening skills
2. Handle customers’ complaints


Understand the details and causes of complaints, including:
o Service or product related
o Time of the incident
o Location of the incident
o Staff involved at that time
o Other details concerning the incident
 Take appropriate measures to settle the problems in accordance with corporate
guidelines
o Refer the cases to appropriate persons to settle
o Offer suitable solutions such as compensation, apology, etc.
o Inform the customers about the progress and results, and ensure that they are
satisfied
o Maintain records of the complaints and devise action plans for improvement, and
review regularly to avoid similar problems to occur again
3. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Possess good manners, rationality, empathy and good listening skills
Use interpersonal communication skills to establish and maintain quality customer
service relationship
Consider and balance the interest of the organization and the customers when h andling
customers’ complaints

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:


Master the details and causes of complaints；
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Offer suitable solutions to the customers and follow up to their satisfaction; and
Maintain records of the complaints to avoid similar incidents to occur again.

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Customer Services
Title

Perform quality customer service plan

Code

107128L3

Description

In accordance with the established customer service plans, procedures and standards,
implement customer service management and provide quality services to meet customer needs
to help corporate to develop the retail business.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of quality customer service




Familiar with the characteristics and functions of corporate products
Understand the corporate customer service plans
Understand the definition of quality customer service, including:
o Difference between quality service and service
o The form of quality service
 Customer awareness
 Customer expectation
 Difference between standard services and real services
o Understand the elements of e-business retail services, such as:
 Customer value - added services
 Customer service culture
 Customer satisfaction
o Understand the rules and skills that the retail service providers must follow, for
example:
 Code of Discipline and service
 Good communication skills
 Good personal image
 Understand the customer’s psychology

2. Implement quality customer service plan




Provide customer service in accordance with the standards of corporate:
o Master the various factors that affect the customer’s choice of products or
services
o Patiently listen to customer inquiries / comments Identify the customer’s real
needs and properly handle the customer’s problems
o Analyse customer comments or complaints
o Record management of service quality
o Record management of customer file and information
o Digitalization of customer service management including:
 Web database
 Customer confidential database
Improve the quality of the business services and customer services by considering the
changes in the market environment.

3. Exhibit professionalism


Respect personal privacy when dealing with customer’s personal information. Never
disclose, transfer or resell any customer information to third parties before being
authorized
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Assessment
Criteria

In the implementation of customer service plan, interest of corporate and customers
must be taken into consideration.
Establish and maintain high quality customer service relationship with sincere attitude
and good interpersonal communication skills

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Implement customer service management according to the established guidelines
Provide quality customer service so that customers leave a good impression to the
products and services of the corporate for business development

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Customer Services
Title

Perform customer relationship management system operating procedure s

Code

107129L3

Description

In accordance with corporate procedures and standards, apply the corporate customer
relationship management system to provide quality services to meet customer needs so as to
support the corporate retail business development.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the relevant knowledge of customer relationship management system






Understand the reasons and value of corporate customer relationship management
system
o Reduce operating costs
o Increase conversion rate
o Improve customer repurchase rate
o Increase sales
o Improve management standards
Understand the basic module classification of corporate customer relationship
management system, including:
o Sales module
o Marketing module
o Customer service module
o Call center module
o E-business module
Familiar with the basic functions and characteristics of enterprise customer relationship
management system

2. Perform customer relationship management system operating procedures


In accordance with the corporate customer relationship management system operating
procedures, provide customers quality service, for example:
o Reception of customers and self-introduction
o Identify the identity of the customer
o Patiently listen to customer inquiries / opinions
o Properly handle customer issues and provide useful information to customers
o Use enterprise customer relationship management system functions, such as
database, network, voice, multimedia and other technologies, so that customers
can personally experience the corporate quality customer reception program

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

In the reception of customers, meet the requirements and maintain the image of the
corporate
Have a customer-centric attitude

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Understand the reasons, value, function and characteristics of the corporate customer
relationship management system
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In accordance with the procedures of corporate, apply the customer relationship
management system to provide polite reception to customers and to handle customer
inquiries or transactions

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Customer Services
Title

Prepare data report of customer relationship management syste m

Code

107130L4

Description

Use different customer relationship management system to edit data or prepare report so as to
support corporate to develop retail business.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the relevant knowledge of customer relationship management system








Review the objectives of the corporate customer relationship management such as
providing better customer service and prepare make the right data report
Apply the functions, contents and operating procedures of the corporate customer
relationship management system to identify the appropriate data include:
o The type, level and time limit for data storage
o Methods, procedures and authority to extract data
o The preparation of data or reporting methods
Understand the requirements of customer data from different departments / work units,
including:
o The level of information details
o The timeliness of the information
o Data sensitivity
Understand the relevant legislation such as the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance
Master the skills to operate electronic customer relationship management system

2. Prepare data report of customer relationship management system






Search and read the required data from different customer relationship management
systems according to the requirements of different departments / work units
Ensure that the data or report format to meet the needs of different departments / units
Use the data and reports provided by the customer relationship management system to
assist in the design of relevant customer relationship management activities
Establish the authorisation of each department to ensure that departments or units can
only access data or reports related to their business
With consideration of the hardware technology advancement, enhance, adjust or change
the customer relationship management system to prepare data and procedures

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Protect the interests of corporate and customers when using the system data
Strictly comply with the relevant legislative requirements when processing and compiling
data

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Effectively apply corporate customer relationship management systems to prepare the
required data and reports for the relevant departments / units

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Customer Services
Title

Review products and services to maintain customer satisfaction

Code

107131L4

Description

Follow the corporate guidelines to ensure the customer satisfaction with the products and
services. Also, conduct regular review of products and services to maintain customer
satisfaction

Level

4

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the factors that affect customer satisfaction







Understand the importance of customer relationships and customer service
Master the customer service procedures and policies
Understand the products / services supplied by businesses, stores, or websites
Understand the factors that affect customer satisfaction:
o Product / service features
o Product / service price
o Quality stability
o Packaging aesthetics and safety
o Product diversification
Master the technology of customer survey and analysis

2. Review products and services to maintain customer satisfaction









Conduct market research to analyse customer needs and satisfaction with product /
service, for example:
o Conduct regular customer surveys
o Conduct regular focus groups / general customer surveys on retail websites
o All-round investigation including the corporate website and the service sites
Master the performance data of the product / service
Compare performance with competitors and analyse marketing strategies
Develop plans to promote products / services based on market research reports, such
as:
o Marketing and marketing strategies
o Image innovation
o Repackage
o Price adjustment
o Website upgrades and updates
o Increase inventory
o Conduct internal staff training:
Coordinate with relevant departments to implement improvement plans
Monitor the performance and satisfaction of products / services, and consider
terminating the sale or provision of products or services that are often poorly performing

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Protect the interests of corporate when reviewing products / services
Maintain professional attitude and not make fraud or fraud

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
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Apply the market survey data to review the customer’s product / service level to maintain
customer satisfaction

Remark
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Customer Services
Title

Manage mystery shopper activity

Code

107132L4

Description

Manage mystery shopper activity so as to master the actual performance of customer service
and improve the overall level of service to help retail business development

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of mystery shoppers







Understand the corporate strategy on mystery shoppers
Understand the sales target and strategy of the corporate
Understand the main objective of setting up mystery shoppers including:
o Improve the retail business through assessment on the quality of staff service
o Recognize outstanding staff of retail outlets and websites
o Provide information to further enhance customer service
Understand the organization that provides mystery shopper services and the guidelines,
obligation and rights of the mystery shopper program.
Understand the general criteria of mystery shopper program, for example:
o Online and offline shopping environment
o Online and offline shopping experience
o Online and offline transactions to complete the process

2. Manage mystery shopper activity








With reference to the customer relationship and marketing strategy of the corporate,
determine the suitability and level of participation of mystery shopper program to the
corporate retail business
Coordinate with organizations that provide mystery shopper program to identify
arrangements, including:
o Determine the actual retail unit of the corporate
o Visit cycle and frequency by mystery shoppers
o Timetable of the mystery shopper program such as the number of years
Manage the details of the mystery shopper program and negotiate on the assessment
criteria, for example:
o Shopping environment (offline)
 Staff appearance
 Shop management
o Shopping experience (online and offline)
 Assistance from staff
 Knowledge of the sale of goods / services
 Staff attitude and initiative
 Commodity / service inventory and price information
o Completing the transaction (online and offline)
 Cash service
 Guests leave
 After-sales service
 Team spirit
Review the investigation report after the completion of the mystery shopper program and
propose improvement measures to the senior management, for example:
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o
o
o
o
o
o

The overall performance of the corporate, summary and data
Comparison of performance between business and its group
Comparison between the performance of the corporate and the overall retail
industry
Analysis of Retail Industry Trends
Business trends, including the performance trends of each review criteria
Recommended commendation action

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Maintain customer-centric attitude in the management of mystery shopper activities
Respect the mystery shopper investigation report and not to conceal or deceive the act

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to :


Properly manage the activities of the mystery shopper activity so as to master the actual
customer service performance and to improve the retail business Service Level

Remark
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Title

Review customer service

Code

107133L4

Description

According to the corporate strategy and objectives, effectively evaluate the customer service
plans and performance indicators to improve customer service so as to enhance the image and
the development of retail e-business of the corporate.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of customer services




Understand the corporate strategy and objective of retail e-business
Understand the corporate customer service plan and service indicators
Understand the format of corporate customer services, for example
o Quantitative measures of customer services (e.g. statistical data of complaints /
feedbacks)
o Standard of customer services
o Level of understanding from customers
o Expectation from customers
o Difference between the standard of customer services and service expectation
o Effectiveness of customer service improvement
o Advantage of services

2. Review customer service plan








Evaluate customer service plan including principle, scope, ways, steps, workflow,
security and limitation etc.
Set and quantify customer service indicators, for example:
o Sales volume
o Frequency of customer visits (online and offline)
o Profit return
o Number of complaints
o Ratio of new customers vs lost customers
Setup the review plan of customer services
o Scope of review
o Methodology of review
o Steps of review
o Management of follow-up and improvement
Review the customer service plan
Prepare report of customer service improvement plan

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Review the customer service plan according to the corporate strategy and objective
Maintain the professional attitude to ensure satisfactory customer services

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



According to the corporate objective, review the customer service plan and indicators,
and improve the service for retail e-business development
Setup the review plan of customer service
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Title

Establish quality guarantee for customer satisfaction

Code

105084L5

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to customer service staff in the retail industry. It
covers the abilities to make critical analysis, evaluation and decision; formulate a customer
service quality guarantee mechanism for the organization to ensur e that customers receive the
best quality customer service and promote good corporate image .

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of quality customer service management





Understand corporate business strategies and objectives
Understand customer service strategies of the organization
Understand service quality management, e.g. quality service standard
Understand factors affecting service quality
o Customer satisfaction level
o Customer loyalty
o Total Quality Management culture
 Understand customer service performance indicators, e.g.:
o Quantification of performance indicators
o Customers’ standard of service quality
o Customers’ level of understanding
o Service expectation
o Deviations between service standard and service expectation
o Pledged level of service
2. Establish quality guarantee for customer satisfaction


Use the survey statistics to understand customer’s level of satisfaction towards a
particular service of the organization
 Analyze the gap between real service quality and the service quality pledged by the
organization
 Set the quality service standard of the organization, e.g.:
o Staff’s service level pledge
o Return guarantee
 Establish an information disclosure scheme to improve service and build the corporate
culture of quality guarantee
 Formulate quality monitoring to monitor the service level standard
 Formulate training programmes on quality guarantee for customers so that employees of
different levels can have the opportunity to receive training
 Formulate service quality review and enhancement procedures
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Take care of the benefit of both the customers and the organization when formulating
quality guarantee for customer satisfaction

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Base on the survey statistics to find out the inadequacies in the organization’s service
quality; and
Formulate a service quality guarantee mechanism to meet the expectation o f customers
and to develop corporate business.
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Title

Develop customer service performance guidelines

Code

107134L5

Description

Formulate and implement a set of appropriate customer service performance criteria in
accordance with the corporate customer relationship strategy to enhance the corporate image
and retail business.

Level

5

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of customer service performance guidelines








Understand the established customer relationship strategy
Master the personnel involved in the implementation of customer service and the
allocation of personnel and resources
Understand the customer’s requirements for retail products provided, for example:
o Type of products
o The quality of the products
o Whether the products are timely
o Price of products
Understand the customer’s requirements for online and offline retail service, such as:
o respond to customer inquiries with satisfaction
o honor the customer’s commitment
o take care of the customer’s specific needs or requirements
o whether the website can take care of the customer’s requirements
Master the general customer service performance indicators in the retail e -business

2. Develop customer service performance guidelines









According to the established customer relationship strategy, define the scope and
standard of provision of customer services
Analyse customer opinions and identify customer requirements for business services
Define the quality assurance objectives for customer services
Analyse the operation and requirements of different retail e-business units of the
corporate to establish quality standards for customer service
Implement the quality assurance management in the daily operation of customer
services
Plan measures to ensure the smooth implementation of customer service, including:
o Conduct activities to enhance the commitment of staff to customer services
implementation
o Conduct staff training to enhance the awareness of quality assurance policy and
implementation details
o Define the training needs of staff on product management
Plan different measures to promote the culture of quality services including:
o Establish outstanding staff performance award for customer services
o Arrange quality service activities to enhance customer relationship for business
development

3. Exhibit professionalism


Strictly follow the corporate established customer relationship strategy to setup and
implement the customer services performance guidelines
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Assessment
Criteria

Protect the interests of corporate and customers

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Analyse the requirements from customers, services efficiency and operation needs of
different business units so as to setup the customer services performance guidelines;
and
Use different channels to enable staff to understand the performance guidelines of
customer services. Based on the different training needs of staff, arrange suitable
activities to promote the performance indicates and the quality service culture.

Remark
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Title

Establish customer service plan

Code

107135L5

Description

According to the corporate marketing strategy and the trend of market development, establish
the customer service plan to provide quality services, enhance the corporate image and
development the corporate retail e-business.

Level

5

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the knowledge of customer service plan







Understand the guidelines and requirements of quality customer services in retail
industry
Understand the advantages and challenges of retail e-business
Understand the policy of the corporate retail e-business and its future development
direction
Understand the trend of the market environment of retail e-business
Understand the impact of government policies and measures on the retail e -business
and the development of customer service programs
Understand similar customer service plan from the market competitors

2. Establish customer service plan





According to the corporate operating policies and market trends, develop the customer
service plan for retail e-business including:
o Set the service operating system
 System framework and organizational structure
 Key-personnel for the system
o Set the daily operation plan for the corporate
 Customer service code of practice and employee discipline
 Design process and steps of retail services
o Define the position for the corporate customer services and identify the target
group of customers
o Set the customer services plan for the corporate retail e-business
 Corporate retail e-business website database
 Procedures for processing electronic inquiry
Master the market changes and suitably adjust the customer service plan
Master the changes of customer service plan from the market competitors and suitably
adjust the customer service plan

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Take into consideration of protecting the interests of corporate and customers during the
establishment of the customer service plan
Ensure to the customer service plan comply with the regulatory requirements such as
the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Establish suitable customer service plan according to the corporate operating strategy
and the development trend of the market. The plan could consolidate and dev elop of the
corporate retail e-business.
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Master the market changes and suitably adjust the customer service plan to enhance
the corporate competitiveness.

Remark
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Title

Develop Customer Relationship Management (CRM) strategy

Code

107136L6

Description

According to the business objectives of corporate, develop effective customer relationship
management strategy to maintain existing customers, attract new customers and explore
potential customers so as to develop the retail e-business.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of Customer Relationship Management (CRM) strategy


Understand the theory of CRM including:
o Orientation of retail e-business
o Benefits of good customer relationship
o Purpose of the development of customer relations
 Keep existing customers
 Source new customers
 Maximize customer value
o Understand the generality and uniqueness of retail e-business customers
o Understand the customer relationship of the retail e-business, including:
 Strategies for online and offline transaction management
 Relationship management strategies such as:
 Partnerships
 Consultants and the difficulty to resolve relationships
 Associates (company customers)
 Functional relationship
 The strategic role of commodity suppliers in customer promotion
o Understand the strategy of managing customer database system
o Understand the relationship between enterprise data strategy and customer
database system

2. Develop CRM strategy


According to the overall goal of the corporate, develop effective customer relationship
management strategy
o Develop the organizational structure of customer relationship management
o Develop methods, steps, and workflows to maintain customer relationship
management, such as:
 Customer screening criteria
 Loyalty customer program
 Focus group discussion
 Approach to discover new customers
 Guidelines for classifying customers
 Evaluation and remedy of Customer Loss
 Handling of customer complaints and follow up procedures
o Leverage customer relationships to build and maintain long-term customer
relationships and maintain customer loyalty to business services / products
o Develop innovative strategies for customer relationships, such as:
 Explore the relationship with the customer
 Development of retail e-business marketing
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 Commitment and feedback of customer relationship
Explore and strengthen the customer relationship approach
Apply database technology to facilitate the implementation of customer
relationship strategy, such as:
 Develop computer system procedures
 Analysis of customer relationship and business opportunity
 Build e-business contact network
 Promotion of online market
 Develop and update related computer hardware and software
Regularly review the customer relationship management strategy to assess the impact
of customer relationship operations on the impact of corporate
o
o



3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Take into consideration of protecting the interests of corporate and customers during the
development of the CRM strategy
Comply the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance in considering and developing the CRM
strategy

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the expertise of customer relationship management
Take into considerations of the objectives of the corporate to develop effective customer
relationship management strategies, to review and integration of relevant information
and data, to make an analysis and assessment so as to establish long -term benefits for
the corporate.

Remark
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Title

Develop Customer Services Management (CSM) strategy

Code

107137L6

Description

According to the business objectives of corporate, develop effective customer services
management strategy to satisfy the customers’ needs so as to enhance the corporate image
and develop the retail e-business of the corporate.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of Customer Services Management (CSM) strategy



Understand the importance of CSM strategy
Understand the theory of CSM, for example:
o Total solution of customer services
o Market services concept such as market opportunity
o Strategy of service operation such as analysis of resource allocation
o Total solution of service delivery
o Differentiation of target customers
o Combination of customer services and communication management
o Demands of service and strategy of supply
o Measurement of service quality
o Understand the standard of market competitors and the overall market for
comparison.

2. Develop CSM strategy





According to the overall goal of the corporate, develop effective customer services
management strategy by applying the professional knowledge of customer services
o Develop customer services management plan, for example:
 Operation of services management
 Consolidation of service workflow
 Contents, supports, quality and pricing of services
 Strategy for promotion customer services
 Strategy for electronic and website services
 Strategy for consolidating customer communication
o Set the external and internal customer services strategy to change the service
culture within corporate
 Revise the strategy of corporate organization or system such as
recruitment, training, staff appraisal etc.
 Define the scope of review for customer services such as customers,
staff, management level and external people etc.
o Based on the established service standard, identify the weakness for further
improvement so as to maintain the customer services quality
Review the investment required for customer service, anticipate short - and long-term
returns to develop customer service management strategies
Develop long-term customer service development and global customer service strategy,
for example:
o Expand local customer service strategy
 Single / diversified product strategy
 Centralized or regional diversification strategy
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o

China ’s cross - border e-business customer service strategy

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Take into consideration of protecting the interests of corporate and customers during the
development of the CSM strategy
Comply the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance in considering and developing the CRM
strategy

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



According to the mission and objectives of the corporate, develop an effective customer
service management strategy to meet customer requirements
Through the development of effective customer service management strategy to
enhance the brand image of corporate and enable the long-term development of the
corporate

Remark
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Title

Apply spreadsheet for operational data analysis

Code

107138L3

Description

Conduct market analysis including risk assessment, market forecasting, effectiveness
evaluation, etc., to provide data support for marketing activities and e -business units. Provide a
scientific basis for marketing behavior to enhance the level of management and decision making.

Level

3

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the statistical functions of software system (e.g. Micr osoft EXCEL)




Master the basic function and operations of software system
o Setup FORM
o Understand the basic functions of the various parts of the form, including the
input text, numbers, dates and special symbols, the basic operation of the cell
o Master method of fast data input such as "Enter the same data in multiple cells,"
"Serial fill count according to "," double-click the fill pad to quickly fill the data ","
use the ’sequence’ dialog box to fill data "and" custom sequence "
o Master and proper use of several commonly used data processing methods
include "selective paste", "split / freeze window", "filter" and "sort"
Select the appropriate formula for data processing according to the needs of corporate
o Calculate the ranking and percentage ranking
o Calculate the average
o Calculate the correlation coefficient

2. Apply software statistical functions to analysis marketing data to support the corporate
marketing strategy



Apply the software to conduct data calculation and present the results in statistical
charts and paragraphs
Explain in written or verbal format the results of statistical calculation as evidence to
support the operation of the marketing and other units of the corporate

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Comply with the relevant regulatory requirements in processing the data

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Define clearly the scope of problems based on the different marketing behavior. Select
appropriate statistical method to analyse data.
Identify the types and sources of data, and input data accurately.
From the perspective of marketing, present in written or verbal format the results of data
analysis.

Remark
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Title

Analyse procurement data

Code

107139L3

Description

Through scientific analysis of commodity procurement data, optimize the procurement strategy
and improve the procurement efficiency so as to enhance customer satisfaction and sales
volume.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the concept and meaning of procurement data analysis and data collection methods



Understand the specific data contained in the procurement form and the meaning of
each data. Able to understand the procurement form
Understand the significance of the analysis of procurement data and its role in the
corporate development.

2. Classify the procurement data





Classify the data in accordance with the product code, product name, product
specifications, suppliers, commodity origin, purchase volume, etc.
Perform statistical analysis of the classified data: the total purchase amount of a certain
commodity, the total purchase amount; the average purchase amount of a commodity at
a specific time; the minimum and maximum purchase price of a commodity; the
purchase price of a commodity, the number of times greater than the average; the
quantity of a commodity, the standard deviation, the overall standard deviation etc.
Based on the needs of different statistical models, select differe nt combinations of data
to explain the problem

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Comply with the relevant regulatory requirements in processing and editing the data
Ensure the accuracy in processing and editing the data

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the types and meanings of procurement data
Classify and accurately analyse the procurement data
Master the steps and methods of data analysis

Remark
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Title

Analyse sales data

Code

107140L3

Description

Analyse sales data to look for the pattern behind and the hidden information so as to catch the
market development trend. It also helps to raise the level of management strategy making.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the meaning of sales data analysis and data collection methods



Understand the commonly used sales data and its meaning
Master the collection of sales data and ensure the accuracy of the following data: sales
date, sales area, sales location, dealer, product line, product name, product price and
sales volume etc.

2. Master the various sales data analysis steps and methods






Overall sales analysis
o Sales volume and sales analysis: analysis of the overall sales, volume, and
industry standards, so as to analyse the performance of corporate
o Seasonal analysis: rules of sales season. Comparison with overall sales data
can provide information for production planning
o Commodity structure analysis: through the overall commodity structure analysis
to understand the overall commodity structure distribution and key commodity
performance
o Price system analysis: through the overall price structure analysis to provide
rational justification for price structure adjustment
Regional analysis:
o Regional distribution: analysis of the sales area of the corporate and the
performance of the region to identify key areas, to explore potential markets and
to propose the follow-up strategy of the regional layout.
o Key regional analysis: focus on the regional marketing region analysis to explore
its development trends and structural characteristics as reference for the future
development.
o Analysis of regional sales changes: Analyse areas that are growing or declining
significantly so as to summarize opportunities and avoid potential threats
o Regional product analysis: conduct multi-factor composite analysis on the
commodity structure in the important regions.
Product line analysis:
o Product line structure analysis: analysis of product lines and single product
structure distribution. Identify key product trends and market performance of new
products.
o Key product analysis: analysis of key products to find out the existing problems
for future improvement.
o Product area analysis: through the analysis of distribution of product sales areas,
distinguish between key products and general products for the product line as
reference for further refinement.

3. Exhibit professionalism


Comply with the relevant regulatory requirements in processing and editing the data
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Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the accuracy in processing and editing the data

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the types and meanings of sales data
Ensure the accuracy and usability of data
Master the steps and methods of data analysis

Remark
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Title

Interpret various types of financial reports

Code

107141L4

Description

Understand the meaning of the financial reports so as to understand the financial situation of
corporate and as reference for marketing and business development.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the types and structure of financial reports









Understand the types of financial reports
o According to the service items: the external statements, internal statements;
according to the report contents: the main table, schedule; according to the
preparation of the report time: interim financial statements, annual financial
statements, etc.
o Master the main composition of the financial reports: the balance sheet; income
statement; cash flow statement
o Master the composition of the financial reports
Interpret financial report
o Interpretation of the balance sheet: the meaning of the balance sheet; the
meaning of each item in the balance sheet.
Interpretation of the income statement
The meaning and structure of the income statement; the meaning of each item in the
income statement: operating income, operating profit, total profit, net profit
Interpret the cash flow statement
Understand and master the meaning of the data in the financial statements, and analyse
the perspectives and methods of the problems
o Observe the income statement, compared to this year’s income and revenue
growth last year is within a reasonable range
o Observe corporate bad debts
o Observe whether long-term investment is normal
o Observe whether other receivables are clear
o Observe if there is a related transaction
o Observe whether the cash flow statement can normally reflect the flow of funds

2. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the accuracy and confidentiality of data in processing the information.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the types and structure of financial reports
Interpret the financial reports and analyse the existing problems

Remark
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Title

Apply practical financial statistics and analysis systems

Code

107142L4

Description

Based on the theories of management accounting, financial management and financial analysis,
apply financial analysis system to assist in the analysis of financial data to support financial
decision.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the types and structure of financial reports


Master the methods of financial analysis and understand the commonly used functions
of financial analysis software
o Analytical methods include: financial statement analysis, financial analysis,
financial ratio analysis, financial comprehensive evaluation and financial early
warning
o Common features include: financial data collection and analysis, report analysis,
accounting analysis, financial efficiency analysis, special financial analysis,
corporate financial analysis, risk warning, scoring and financial audit

2. Apply financial analysis software to complete various financial statistics functions


Ability to use financial software to perform the above mentioned functions

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the accuracy and confidentiality of data in processing the information.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the methods of financial analysis
Understand the functions and operations of financial analysis system and apply the
system to conduct financial data analysis.

Remark
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Title

Analyse sales volume and gross margin

Code

107143L5

Description

Through the analysis of sales gross margin, examine and assess the operation of the corporate
and to predict corporate profitability

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the definition and use of gross margin for assessing business operation



Understand the concept of sales volume and gross margin
Apply formula to accurately calculate the gross margin

2. Analyse gross margin









Analyse gross margin to find profit-making areas and to discover the various problems of
the business process
Review the accuracy and comparability of the data
Master various analysis such as sales customers, sales varieties
Master various analytical perspectives, such as budget comparison with previous year
Master the corporate’s overall gross margin situation
Analyse the gross margin of specific products and sales changes
Analyse the change in gross margin and assess the impact on future gross margins
Review and propose measures to improve gross margin

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the accuracy and confidentiality of data in processing the information.
Follow the ethical conduct with integrity attitude in the preparation of analysis reports.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the formula to calculate gross margins
Analyse sales volume and gross margins to assess the business operation and forecast
profit.

Remark
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Title

Analyse return on investment

Code

107144L5

Description

Through the analysis of return on investment, assess the business performance of corporate
and optimize resource allocation for future investment opportunity.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept and calculation formula of return on investment



Composition and calculation formula of return on investment
The difference between return on investment and interest rate

2. Master the calculation of return on investment





Rental rate of return
Method for rental rate analysis
Method for internal rate of return analysis
Simple method of international assessment

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the accuracy and timeliness of data in the analysis process.
Follow the ethical conduct with integrity attitude in the preparation of analysis reports.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the concept and formula to calculate return on investment
Analyse return on investment.

Remark
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Title

Analyse corporate business profit

Code

107145L5

Description

In the planning and operation process, through profit analysis, to understand the status of the
corporate cash flow to determine the profitability of corporate and corporate value.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept and calculation formula of profit



Understand the concept and calculation formula of profit
Understand the meaning of profit analysis

2. Master the methods of profit analysis






Analysis of business profit
o Period cost analysis
o Investment income analysis
o Non - operating Income and Expenditure Analysis
Analysis of profit from product structure
o Analysis of income from main business products
o Analysis on the factors affecting production cost
Analysis of profit from actual structure
o Analysis of profit stability
o Analysis of profit growth

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the accuracy and timeliness of data in the analysis process.
Follow the ethical conduct with integrity attitude in the preparation of analysis reports.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the concept and formula to calculate profit
Apply methods to analyse profit.

Remark
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Title

Prepare business data analysis report

Code

107146L6

Description

Based on the analysis of business data, conduct analysis on the corporate business operation
and prepare analysis report.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand requirements of preparing business data analysis report






Overall analysis of business operation
o Current sales trend
o Changes in invoicing gross profit margin during the period
o Changes in gross profit margin during the period
o Overall sales summary
Analysis of different product categories
o Sales percentage of different product categories
o Trend of changes of major product categories
o Proportion of sales of each product category
Analysis of customers and competitiveness
o Analysis of customer flow and unit price
o Analysis of customer flow and price changes

2. Master the general skills in preparing the business analysis report



Summarize various operating indicators
o Half-year and annual summary of the works
Define future expectation

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the accuracy and timeliness of the analysis report.
Follow the ethical conduct with integrity attitude in the preparation of analysis reports.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the main sections and compositions of a business data analysis report.
Prepare a business data analysis report

Remark
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Title

Develop big data strategy

Code

107147L6

Description

By integrating various types of data (including but not limited to customer behaviour data,
logistic data and market data) to conduct analysis and forecasting of sales trend.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master different channels for data collection




Collect customer online behaviour from websites and social media
o Predict the shopping trend and promote the appropriate products to the target
customers through considering their habits, preferences, age, gender etc.
Big data in the market
o Apply big data to measure potential risks such as fraud detection and product
inventory mismatch

2. Master the structure and modular analysis of big data


Master the three characteristics of big data including volume, velocity and variety

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the accuracy and timeliness of data analysis.
Ensure that personal data is not included when collecting data.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Master the methods of collection, storage and analysis of big data and apply big data
analysis to adjust corporate strategy.

Remark
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Title

Analyse and develop corporate financing channels

Code

107148L7

Description

Based on the knowledge of economics, apply statistical tools to analyse and develop the
investment and financing channels and strategy for corporate.

Level

7

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Analyse and develop corporate investment channels




Analysis and forecast of direct investment: (investment in production and management)
on the financial impact of corporate
Analysis and forecast of indirect investment: (the funds invested in securities and other
financial assets) on the financial impact of corporate
Analysis of corporate investment channels and the development of relevant strategies

2. Analyse and develop corporate financing channels




Understand the channels of corporate financing including the IMF, bank acceptance,
direct deposits, bank letters of credit, entrusted loans, direct investment, hedge funds,
loan guarantees, etc.
Analyse corporate financing channels and predict the impact on corporate finance for
strategy development

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Follow the ethical conduct with integrity attitude in conducting the financial analysis.
In conducting the financial analysis, comply with the relevant regulatory requirements
and take into consideration of the corporate interests.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Analyse the pros and cons of different channels for corporate financing.
According to the corporate situation, analyse different channels for corporate financing
and develop appropriate financing plan.

Remark
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Title

Handle commonly-used shipping documents

Code

104956L1

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff in the logistic department of a retail
organization. It covers the ability to handle commonly-used shipping documents under
supervision according to the established procedures of the organization .

Level

1

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of handling logistics documents


Understand various types of documents to be handled in daily logistics operation,
including:
o Documents related to purchase and goods (purchasing order, invoice, etc.)
o Documents for consignment (bill of lading, master airway bill/house airway bill,
seaway bill, etc.)
o Documents for local transport (arrival notice, delivery order, cargo receipt, etc.)
o Inspection, insurance and documentary credit (notice of inspection arrangement,
insurance policy, etc.)
o Invoice on local transaction and documents for payment (payment advice,
payment receipt, etc.)
 Understand the handling procedures of relevant electronic documents
 Understand the legal responsibilities of various types of electronic documents
 Know how to operate software of the organization to handle relevant electronic
documents
2. Handle commonly-used shipping documents


Use relevant templates to prepare documents needed in each logistics ope ration
procedure according to the requirements of the organization and relevant units
 Send the prepared documents to relevant units
 Receive electronic documents from relevant units and handle them according to
procedures
 Input relevant data of the electronic documents to the documentation system
 Copy and save the documents according to the procedures of the organization
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the shipping documents are handled properly before deadline accor ding to
the established guidelines and procedures of the organization
Work in a meticulous manner and do not handle or make any change to the shipping
documents against the rules without authorization

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Ensure that the commonly-used shipping documents are handled under supervision
before deadline according to the established guidelines of the organization.

Remark
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Title

Receive goods for storage

Code

104957L1

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in distribution centres or warehouses of the retail
industry. It covers the ability to handle daily routines, receive and take record of goods
according to the procedures of the organization in predictable and regular situations .

Level

1

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of handling goods







Understand the policies and procedures of the organization for storing goods
Understand the documents for receiving goods
Know about the inventory mechanism of the organization
Understand the infrastructure of distribution centre or warehouse
Understand the storage procedures for goods received
Understand the storage requirements of goods to be stored, including:
o Temperature
o Lighting
o Fragility
o Humidity
o Handling of dangerous goods such as: alcoholic goods, LPG goods, etc.
o First-in first-out or other methods
o Security
 Understand taxable goods (e.g. goods need to be taxed upon withdrawal)
 Understand the occupational safety and health guidelines of the organization
2. Receive goods for storage


Check the shipping document and cross check the order code, description, quantity,
packing specifications, etc. with the purchase record
 Check the readability of the bar code (or other scannable labels)
 Discharge the goods and inspect them for damage
 Take appropriate steps to handle damaged goods, including:
o Separating the damaged goods from the intact ones
o Notifying the supplier
o Preparing a notification for returning goods
o Arranging transportation
o Notifying a claim adjuster, if necessary, for a third party record
 Store goods received according to the procedures of the organization and the storage
requirements for the labels, temperature, humidity, safety, storage location, etc.
 Update the inventory record according to the procedures of the organization
 Save and maintain all documents related to the goods received according to the
procedures of the organization
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Receive goods for storage according to relevant occupational safety and health
regulations and guidelines
Prevent any malpractice, such as theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
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Check the documents and complete necessary procedures for storing goods according
to the procedures of the organization; and
Record information on goods stored and make sure the inventory record is correct.

Remark
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Title

Package goods in distribution centres

Code

104958L1

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff handling goods in retail distribution centres
or warehouses. It covers the ability to handle goods, including but not limited to those of the
organization, under supervision in distribution centres accor ding to established requirements;
and package goods properly according to their nature for subsequent transport and sale .

Level

1

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of packaging goods, tools and machinery


Know about the goods manufactured/purchased by the organization and different goods
that need to be packaged
 Know about different packaging needs for various kinds of goods
 Distinguish labels of various kinds of goods
 Understand the established code of practice/procedures of the organization for
packaging goods
 Understand the operation of various types of packaging tools and machinery
 Master the basic skills in packaging goods
2. Package goods in distribution centres



Package goods actually in the workplace, warehouses or distribution centres
Package goods properly according to their respective natures, such as:
o Shape/volume/weight
o Stacking method
o Food/non-food
o Fragile goods
o Packaging strength / toughness requirement
o Specified packaging materials
o Means of transport (by land, by sea or by air)
 Put extra labels on suitable position of the package of goods, such as:
o Food ingredients label
o Food nutrition label
o Expiry date label
o Warning label, e.g. flammable / fragile / poison
o Instruction signs for placing goods e.g. showing up or down direction
o Goods installation instructions
 Operate packaging tools and machinery
 Use carton label to clearly list the information of the packaged goods
 Place / stack the packaged goods properly for subsequent transport and sale
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Strictly follow the occupational safety and health regulations and guidelines for package
goods
Prevent any malpractice, such as theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:


Distinguish different goods in the distribution centres or warehouses according to the
established procedures of the organization; and
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Package goods with different natures properly according to instructions and guidelines
of the occupational safety and health regulations.

Remark
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Title

Handle trade documents

Code

104959L2

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff responsible for handling trade documents in
the retail industry. It covers the abilities to handle trade documents under supervision according
to the established guidelines and procedures of the organiza tion to enable smooth transaction of
goods.

Level

2

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of handling trade documents




Possess knowledge of handling general trade documents
Differentiate local and cross-border trade as well as their trade documents
Understand trade-related laws, especially provisions for trade
2. Handle trade documents


Identify different types of trade documents generally used by the organization:
o Documents for purchase, e.g. purchasing order, invoice, etc.
o Documents for consignment, e.g. bill of lading, airway bill, seaway bill, etc.
o Documents for delivery, e.g. arrival notice, delivery order, goods receipt, etc.
o Insurance, T/T and documentary credit, e.g. notice of inspection arrangement,
insurance policy, etc.
o Import licence, customs documents, quota reporting, health certificate, etc.
o Invoice on local transaction and documents for payment, e.g. payment advice,
payment receipt, etc.
 Handle trade documents promptly and correctly before deadline according to the
established procedures of the organization, including the procedures of classification,
verification and calculation
o Verify that the cross-border transport arrangement (e.g. by air, by sea, by rail,
etc.) is stated in relevant documents
o Calculate the extra cost for cross-border transport
o Verify that the packaging (e.g. for fragile goods) and shipping method (e.g. wine
that needs to be refrigerated all the way) for cross-border transport is stated in
relevant documents
o File the trade documents processed (manually or electronically); prepare copies
for relevant departments / partner organizations when necessary
 Report to the superior immediately when having doubts about the content of the trade
document, and request the seller to clarify and amend
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Handle trade documents properly before deadline according to the established
guidelines and procedures of the organization
Work in a meticulous manner and do not handle or make any change to the trade
documents against the rules without authorization

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:


Handle trade documents properly before deadline according to the established
guidelines and procedures of the organization to enable smooth transaction of goods;
and
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Report to the superior immediately when having doubts about the content of the trade
document, and request the seller to clarify and amend.

Remark
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Title

Implement goods delivery

Code

104960L2

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff responsible for logistics in retail
warehouses. It covers the abilities to correctly complete the delivery procedures for goods in
routine, predictable and regular working environment according to the or ganization’s procedures
and guidelines.

Level

2

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of goods delivery


Possess specific knowledge in goods received or delivered, including:
o Handling procedures for goods
o Names of and materials for packaging generally used
o Understand marks and labels
o Name of origin /destination, country and code
o Distinguish general goods, special goods and dangerous goods
o Expiry date
o Barcode readability
 Understand the documents and records for delivery
 Understand the basic procedures and charges for delivery
2. Arrange goods delivery


Schedule the flow of receiving goods to meet the warehouse operation requirements
and to reduce suppliers’ waiting time
 Verify shipping order records
 Observe visually to see if the goods are up to standard in appearance
 Verify the identity of consignor/ consignee
 Collect freight charges, storage charges and other related fees (if applicable) to be paid
by the customer
 Follow the procedures to check and receive the goods and documents, verify the marks
and labels, and sign to acknowledge the receipt of goods
 Communicate with the higher level and related parties for any special situations
 Verify the information, quantity, document and carriage of goods wit h the other side to
ensure they tally with the information on the document
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Strictly follow the organization’s procedures and guidelines to arrange the delivery of
goods
Prevent any malpractice, such as theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Follow the organization’s procedures and guidelines to implement the delivery of goods;
and
Check correctly to see if the information on the document tallies with the goods.

Remark
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Title

Receive returned goods in distribution centres

Code

104961L2

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff handling goods in retail distribution centres
or warehouses. It covers the abilities to assess and handle returned goods in distribution
centres or warehouses according to established guidelines and procedures, and ensure that the
records of returned goods are correct.

Level

2

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of handling returned goods







Understand the policy and procedures of the organization on retur ned goods
Know how to handle the storage of problem goods according to the situation
Understand the documents for returning goods
Understand the inventory mechanism of the organization
Understand the infrastructure of distribution centre or warehouse
Understand the occupational safety and health guidelines of the organization
2. Receive returned goods in distribution centres


Assess goods to determine the reasons for returning them, such as:
o Excess supply
o Wrong delivery
o Expired goods
o Goods damaged (e.g. infested) during transportation
 Check the returned goods with the distribution record
 Return the non-damaged goods to the warehouse for storage
 Update the inventory record according to the organization’s procedures
 Save the documents for returning goods according to the organization’s procedures
 Record details of the problem goods, e.g. taking photos
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Follow related occupational safety and health regulations and guidelines to receive
returned goods
Prevent any malpractice, such as theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Follow the procedures of the organization to complete the task of receiving returned
goods, and return the non-damaged goods to the warehouse for storage; and
Record information on returned goods correctly to reflect the real inventory situation.

Remark
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Title

Handle payments for purchases

Code

104962L2

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff responsible for purchase payments in the
retail industry. It covers the abilities to handle the payments to suppliers and creditors, including
local or international suppliers, according to established payment procedures of the
organization. The payment amount should not exceed the job authority .

Level

2

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of handling payment for purchases




Understand the payment procedures and policy of the organization
Master the payment record system of the organization
Possess basic knowledge of local and international payment, including:
o Taxes
o Payment method
o Payment terms
o Invoice and payment procedures
 Master the internal payment system (electronic and text files)
2. Handle payments for purchases


Follow the organizational procedures and guidelines to check the accuracy of delivery
note and invoice
 Review invoice and unsettled payment record to look for and rectify discrepancies
 Master the methods of purchase payment such as:
o Cash
o Cheque
o Electronic transfer (TT, SWIFT), etc.
 Prepare payment-related documents
 Seek payment authorization from designated personnel
 Make payment and update the internal record according to the organization’s
procedures
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Payment should be made in correct amount according to the organization’s procedures
Ensure compliance with the code of ethics when handling payment in order to prevent
any act of theft

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Check the accuracy of invoice and seek payment authorization from relevant personnel;
and
Handle the payment for purchases in an appropriate way and update the internal record
according to the organization’s procedures.

Remark
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Title

Implement the purchase

Code

104963L3

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff in the purchasing department of a retail
organization. It requires some judgement and covers the abilities to choose suitable suppliers in
order to purchase suitable goods in right quantities from them a ccording to established
purchasing procedures of the organization and limits of authority of the relevant post .

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of purchasing


Master the latest information on the price, market demand and market share of different
goods
 Understand the cost structure of goods in order to negotiate with the suppliers for
marginal returns
 Understand the legislation on the standard and sales of goods
 Master the required specifications and inventory of different goods
 Master the documents and handling method of the company for purchase
 Understand the procedures for selecting suppliers of different goods
 Master the trend and specifications of environmental products for consumer choice
 Master the environmental purchasing concept and its application
2. Implement purchase


Confirm what goods to be purchased according to established purchasing procedures
and limits of authority of the relevant post
 Explain to / discuss with the supplier about the marketing plan according to the
advantage of the organization
 Confirm the supplier of goods needed according to the established supplier selection
procedures
 Purchase from selected suppliers according to established strategies, including:
o Supply agreement
o Confirming the specifications and quantity of different goods
o Purchase price and cycle
o Handling suppliers’ requests
 Understand storage methods for goods
 Collect quotation information for comparison and analysis, and make a purchase
according to the sales targets set by the organization
 Assist in reviewing the types and ranges of goods
 Assist in planning and developing the types of goods
 Follow all relevant government laws, e.g. no bid rigging in the purchasing process
3. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Strictly follow the organization’s established purchasing procedures and limits of
authority of the relevant post
Protect the benefit of the organization during the purchase of goods
Prevent any abuse or malpractice such as misappropriation of the org anizational assets
and theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
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Implement the purchase of goods effectively according to the organization’s established
purchasing procedures; and
Handle purchase-related documents properly.

Remark
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Title

Implement the import and export of goods

Code

104964L3

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in the logistics and purchasing departments of the
retail industry. It requires some judgement and covers the abilities to master different
procedures and requirements for the import and export goods (e.g. nation al laws, corporate
procedures, customs procedures) in order to complete the import and export of goods and
support the retail business of the organization.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of import and export


Understand different modes of transaction, e.g. processing trade, import, export and re export
 Understand the import/export documents, tariffs and customs clearance procedures
 Understand business law and relevant international conventions, regulations and
legislation
 Understand the ordinances for the import and export of goods in Hong Kong
 Master import/export arrangement, e.g.:
o Free on Board (FOB)
o Cost and Freight (CFR)
o Cost Insurance and Freight (CIF)
o Bills of Lading
o Master different types of payment
 Understand the classification of goods and documents required by the Customs
Department
 Understand the clearance procedures, customs certificate and customs transfer
arrangement
 Master the organization’s criteria and procedures for the imports and exports
2. Implement the import and export of goods





Identify the category of goods being processed
Confirm the international regulations and licences needed for the transport of goods
Arrange documents needed for completion of transport
Ensure that documents completed are submitted to the units concerned according to the
organization’s procedures
 Calculate the costs involved in the import and export of goods
 Master the customs licensing requirements and confirm the most appropriate transport
service and transport insurance
 provide the documents and procedures required by the Customs Department and
complete the required procedure
 Monitor the time required to transport, coordinate with different parties and ensure the
goods are delivered to the destination on time
 Arrange claim adjusters to survey the goods when the imports/exports have serious
shortages or quality problems
3. Exhibit professionalism


Comply with the legal requirements on logistics transport, customs and bonded goods
when implementing the import and export of goods
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Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:




Identify the category of goods and licences needed for customs import and export;
Coordinate with different parties to ensure that the goods are delivered to the
destination; and
Correctly record the fees involved in the import and export of goods according to the
organization’s procedures.

Remark
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Title

Manage the delivery of goods

Code

104965L3

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff handling goods in retail distribution centres
or warehouses. It requires judgement and covers the abilities to manage the delivery of goods
(from distribution centres to retail stores), and properly hand le the goods returned for whatever
reasons in the delivery process.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the delivery of goods






Understand the retail supply chain procedures of the organization
Understand the importance of efficient delivery procedures
Understand the organization’s procedures for distributing and transporting goods
Understand retail stores’ requirement on time of receiving goods
Understand documents related to the delivery of goods, such as:
o Application form
o Delivery service application form
o Delivery form
o Return form
o Form of receipt
 Understand the unloading environment (e.g. shopping mall and railway station) and
requirements (e.g. no stopping zone restriction, vehicle length and noise)
 Understand the logistic support for the retail business of the organization
 Understand the transportation requirements for different goods (e.g. temperature for
freezing and restrictions on dangerous goods)
 Master the safety procedures for goods transport
2. Manage the delivery of goods


Arrange appropriate mode of delivery, including vehicle category, outsourcing
transportation, etc.
 Implement pre-delivery procedures according to the organization’s guidelines, including:
o Check the vehicle
o Prepare documents before departure
o Brief the driver
o Special remarks on delivery
 Check the goods in the distribution centre to confirm that:
o The delivery documents are correct
o The conveyance suits the goods type
o The quantity is correct
o The goods are intact
 Arrange the route and time for delivery, including the alternative route in case of
emergency
 Manage and supervise the subordinates to perform tasks related to the delivery of goods
 Process delivery-related documents properly to ensure that they are complete and filed
3. Exhibit professionalism


Manage and supervise the subordinates, in a meticulously manner, to perform goods
delivery tasks according to the occupational safety and health regulations and guidelines
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Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Manage the delivery of goods, including supervising the subordinates to perform delivery
tasks, according to the organization’s guidelines; and
Distribute the goods to retail stores accurately on time.

Remark
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Title

Manage the product distribution process

Code

104966L3

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to logistics staff in the retail industry. It requires
some judgement and covers the abilities to master, organize and evaluate the organization’s
procedures and information of product wholesale, distribution, in ventory and transport in order to
use in related management work.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of product distribution


Master the purpose of inventory management and product distribution, e.g. the
relationship of costs and inventory portfolio/level to profit
 Understand the organization’s inventory record system, e.g.:
o Basic information of inventory
o Inventory level control
o Computer application
o Inventory report
 Understand the transport flow and details of product distribution/delivery
o Supply chain concept
o Transport flow
o Related computer system
 Understand the responsibilities of the organization’s retail business under the supply and
distribution agreement
 Understand client’s expectation on the organization’s retail business concerning product
supply and distribution
2. Manage the product distribution process







Manage/control the inventory quantity and product type, including:
o Distinguish between basic and accessory products
o Master and control the inventory level
o Review the relationship between product mix and the sales of product
o Arrange replenishment and delivery
Formulate the inventory plan and method, e.g.:
o The best inventory portfolio
o The best inventory level
o The best product source
o Fixed-location/random-location storage
o Storage location (supplier, distribution warehouse, etc.)
Maintain communication with clients and make satisfactory arrangements for product
distribution and delivery
Manage the distribution and delivery of products, including:
o Master the transport flow and system
o Master the transport management, such as the coordination of storage location,
delivery method and time
o Packaging and delivery of the products
o Monitor and guarantee the quality of the products dur ing distribution and delivery
o Insurance arrangement for the products
o Resolve customer complaints/feedback on product distribution
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3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Protect the benefit of the organization when managing the product distribution process,
and ensure that the whole process complies with the regulatory and legal requirements
Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse / misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Master the organization’s procedures and information of product wholesale, distribution,
inventory and transport; and
Master the knowledge of retail product wholesale and transport manag ement, and use it
in related management work.

Remark
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Title

Implement logistic safety and health management measures

Code

104967L3

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in relevant workplaces of the retail industry. It
covers the abilities to judge in order to implement logistic safety and health management
measures in daily routines according to the organizational and regulator y requirements.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of occupational safety and health



Possess basic knowledge of occupational safety and health and know its application
Understand the safety responsibilities, including legal responsibilities, of employees of
all levels in the logistic department
 Understand the occupational safety and health management system of the organization
 Understand the occupational safety and health duties that need to be c arried out in
logistics related processes and workplaces
 Understand potential occupational safety risks in logistic workplaces
2. Implement logistic safety and health management measures






Analyze potential hazards for different jobs and procedures according to procedures and
guidelines set out in the occupational safety and health management system; formulate
suitable safety measures from the aspects of “Man, Machine, Material, Method and
Environment”; implement these measures to provide a safe working envir onment,
including:
o Safety inspection
o Personal protection
o Preventive measures
o Monitoring the contractors
o Providing sufficient resources, information and training
o Setting up in-house safety committee according to the legal requirements if
necessary
Implement the occupational safety and health management system of the organization,
including:
o Carrying out the targets of the management system
o Setting up management committee to conduct regular reviews
o Implementing management system mechanism
o Implementing monitoring mechanism, e.g. making the fire escape route map
o Establishing response system
o Providing training in occupational safety and health management system for new
employees
o Supporting the work of the safety committee and working groups
o Implementing emergency drills (for fire escape, emergency evacuation, electrical
short-circuit, infectious disease, rodent infestation, etc.)
Apply basic knowledge of occupational safety and health to perform occupational safety
and health management duties so as to reduce accidents, including:
o Inspecting workplace safety
o Checking the preventive measures
o Assessing the safety of conveyance / equipment of all kinds
o Assessing basic risks
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o
o
o
o
o

Following up investigations on accidents
Assisting in launching safety promotion events
Conducting work hazard analysis
Formulating pest and rat control
Organizing relevant group meetings
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Work meticulously to ensure that the logistic safety and health management measures
meet the organizational legal requirements

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:


Implement safety and health management measures effectively according to the
requirements of the organization in order to minimize accident and provide a safe
working environment.

Remark
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Title

Monitor the inventory level to meet the demand

Code

104968L3

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to departments related to inventory management in
the retail industry. It requires critical analysis and judgement. It covers the abilities to accurately
monitor the inventory level according to the inventory control procedures of the organization to
ensure that stocks are adequate to meet the business demand .

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of inventory management



Know the importance of inventory control
Understand the principle of inventory management, such as the purpose of inventory
management, inventory control, inventory control, etc.
 Understand the inventory policy and procedures of the organization
 Understand the inventory control systems of the organization
 Understand the minimum delivery quantity and order time required
 Understand different inventory control technologies, e.g.:
o Electronic scanning
o Bar code
o Electronic article surveillance (EAS) tag
o Radio-frequency identification (RFID)
2. Monitor inventory


Monitor the flow of goods in the warehouse through the records of incoming and
outgoing documents, e.g. receipts, despatch notes, bills, etc.
 Record the inventory, including:
o Monitoring the inventory level
o Inputting the quantities of goods accepted and delivered to the inventory system
o Recording all the discrepancies
o Submitting reports to related units and remind them of the inventory status
o Monitoring the inventory situation and report on the fast-selling, unsaleable and
out-of-stock items
o Monitoring the warehouse space situation to coordinate the storage plan
 Coordinate with the purchasing department for inventory replenishment in order to meet
the demand
 Assist in stock taking in order to update the inventory system data
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the inventory data provided is accurate
Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse / misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Monitor and record the inventory effectively; and
Coordinate and communicate with all related units to ensure adequate supply of stock.

Remark
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Title

Implement inventory procedures

Code

104969L3

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff of the inventory control and management
department in the retail industry. These abilities can be applied to various predictable and
regular circumstances, which may involve non-routine work, and enable independent execution
of the established inventory procedures of the organization to ensure that the related operating
procedures have been followed through.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Possess knowledge of inventory management





Understand the general standard of inventory management
Understand the legal regulations on inventory procedures
Understand the special requirements of the organization for inventory procedures
Understand the inventory procedures of the organization, e.g.
o Inventory documents
o Stock-taking, etc.
 Understand the actual operation of the inventory system of the organization
2. Implement inventory procedures




Implement inventory procedures independently in various predictable and regular
circumstances in accordance with the inventory handling procedures of the organization
o Dispatch goods according to the rules stipulated by the organization e.g. by
using the first-in-first-out principle（FIFO）
o Record and handle damaged goods in accordance with the rules stipulated by
the organization
o Implement regular and cyclic stock-taking
 Arrange staff without direct participation in warehouse management to
take stock regularly while supervisors implement sudden inspections
 Always keep record of stock-taking results and cross-check with
warehouse’s inventory records and accounting department’s records
 In case of discrepancies, immediately investigate and keep record, and
report to the management
 Input stock-taking results to inventory system
 Understand the special arrangement and treatment for goods received
and goods sent out by order during stock-taking
o Adopt the established inventory procedures and documents of the organization
to ensure that the stock matches the inventory record
 Check records of goods returned and exchanged
 Check records of goods sent back to warehouse
 Take stock of goods and keep record as soon as possible (before the
deadline) after receiving and delivering goods
 Attach the approved deliver order to every inventory record as a
supporting document when dispatching goods
 File vouchers in serial codes (or other designated format) to facilitate
checking
Implement inspection of the date of use of the inventory to ensure the accuracy of the
corresponding data recorded in the inventory system
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3. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Work in a rigorous manner, ensure that the stock matches the inventory record, and do
not allow any illegitimate treatment or amendment to the inventory record
Define clearly the personnel being authorised to make amendments to the inventory
record and their limits of authority
Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse / misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Implement the established inventory procedures of the organ ization effectively; and
Input stock-taking results into inventory system and ensure the accuracy of inventory
record.

Remark
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Title

Introduce products

Code

104970L3

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff handling goods in the retail industry. It
covers the abilities to clearly introduce to employees of different positions the detailed
information and characteristics of the product purchased by the organization, so that they can
sell it to customers more successfully in their respective working area .

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of introducing products




Understand different channels and methods of communicating with colleagues
Understand different channels and methods of promoting products
Master the detailed information and characteristics of the product purchased by the
organization
 Understand the corporate plan of launching the product an d the responsibilities of
different departments, and possess knowledge of the product
 Understand the organization’s procedures of launching the product and the support
required
2. Introduce products


Provide relevant departments and employees with the latest information and
characteristics of the product after purchasing it, such as:
o Features attractive to customers (particularly appliances or audio -visual
products)
o Characteristics edged over other similar products (particularly electronic or
computer products)
o Correct operation /use of the product
o Suggested retail price (if applicable)
o Maintenance period / expiry date, etc. (durables)
o Most trendy of its kind (e.g. apparels)
o Appropriate storage condition (e.g. the temperature and humidity) / method
before putting on sale
 Provide relevant employees and departments with necessary training to ensure that they
possess product knowledge and know how to operate it
 Prepare printed/training materials or promotional leaflets for product introduction
activities if necessary
 Recommend on how to improve the methods and channels of introducing products to
employees
 Evaluate the result of product introduction activities, e.g. whether the emp loyees can sell
the product to customers successfully
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Introduce the product according to its actual information/ characteristics without
exaggerating its functions / use
Refer to the Trade Descriptions Ordinance to ensure the pro duct introduction complies
with the legal requirements

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:
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Clearly introduce to employees of different positions the detailed information and
characteristics of the product; and
Enable the employees to sell it to customers more successfully in their respective
working area.

Remark
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Title

Buy goods

Code

104971L3

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to the purchasing department of the retail industry.
It requires analysis and judgement, and covers the abilities to master the organization’s
purchasing needs and buy quality goods with the most favourable price.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of buying goods





Understand the corporate policy on buying goods/ sales target
Master the supplier relationship management skills
Master the contract negotiation skills
Understand factors affecting the buying of goods, such as:
o Sales condition of the goods
o Seasonal and market trends
o Inventory policy
o Sales activities of competitors
o Publicities and other business activities
 Master the skills in evaluating product performance / quality
 Know about job ethics and code of conduct for purchasing
2. Buy goods



Identify purchasing needs
Make a purchase plan according to the purchasing needs, including:
o Product description
o Quantity
o Requirement date
o Estimated cost
o Supplier type
o Local or international goods
 Select suitable suppliers and make orders to them
 Coordinate to deliver the goods to warehouse or directly to retail shops
3. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Maintain good partnership with suppliers
Comply with guidelines related to buying goods and adhere to the job ethics
Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse / misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Master the purchasing needs of the organization; and
Buy quality goods for the organization with the most favourable price.

Remark
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Title

Implement quality control of goods

Code

104972L3

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff responsible for quality control in the retail
industry. It requires evaluation, analysis and judgement. It covers the abilities to implement
quality control of goods to ensure that the quality of incoming and outgoing goods is up to
standard.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of quality control



Understand the quality control policies and procedures of the organization
Understand quality control methods and techniques, including
o Sampling
o Inspection
o Testing
 Understand points to note for quality control e.g.
o Related legal requirements in Hong Kong
o Related international testing requirements
o Define tolerable amount of problem goods for different quality problems
o Date of validity
o Label (e.g. usage, types of materials, usage instructions, warnings, etc.)
o Package condition (e.g. damaged, with cracks, etc.)
o Production certificate
o Safety and health regulations and related legal requirements
 Understand related occupational safety and health and related regulations
2. Implement quality control of goods








Assess the quality assurance management system of the supplier to see if it fulfils the
requirements when purchasing goods
Before receiving goods, obtain the outgoing quality inspection report from the supplier
Implement tasks related to quality control in accordance with the established quality
control guidelines and procedures of the organization
o Peruse detailed information of the goods (e.g. type of goods, quantity, need for
special treatment, etc.)
o Quality assurance requirements
o Specific safety requirements
Implement quality control of goods before storage in accordance with the guidelines and
standards of quality of the organization and related legal requirements
o Verify documents related to the inventory (voucher, label, delivery note,
consignment note of the supplier, etc.)
o Observe visually to ensure the goods are free from any damage during the
consignment
o Implement sampling, inspection and testing
o Complete the inspection reports required in accordance with established
procedures
Implement the following before delivery of goods:
o Check delivery documents (e.g. delivery order, records, etc.)
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o

Observe visually or conduct sample checking to ensure that the goods are
flawless and up to standard (e.g. any damaged package, product temperature (if
applicable) or product volume, etc.)
o Use proper product package to ensure that the products will be free from any
damage during loading, unloading and the conveyance process
o Choose appropriate conveyance (e.g. refrigerated vehicle) in accordance with
the nature and type of goods
o Complete the inspection reports required in accordance with established
procedures
 Properly store goods in accordance with related quality control guidelines, reject or
return goods that are not up to standard, and record and report quality contr ol results
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the quality of incoming and outgoing goods is up to standard when carrying
out quality control of goods

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Implement quality control of goods in accordance with the established quality control
guidelines and procedures of the organization; and
Record quality inspection reports and related documents for incoming and outgoing
goods accurately, and file them properly.

Remark
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Title

Arrange maintenance and repair for transportation means

Code

104973L3

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff responsible for logistics transportation. It
requires independent analysis and judgement. It covers the abilities to arrange maintenance and
repair for transportation means to ensure that they fulfil the safety requirements .

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of maintenance and repair for transportation means



Master the organization’s policy on maintenance and repair of transportation means
Understand the purpose and importance of regular maintenance and repair of
transportation means
 Know about maintenance and repair of transportation means and guidelines of
manufacturers
 Know about the basic maintenance and repair methods for different transportation
means e.g. tyres, braking system, etc.
 Understand established maintenance and repair procedures, methods and related
contingency measures
 Know about the organization’s safety inspection stipulations, frequency and methods,
e.g. at a specific time period, by mileage, etc.
 Understand the organization’s maintenance and repair regulations and procedures for
outsourced transportation means
2. Arrange maintenance and repair for transportation means


Arrange related maintenance and repair procedures and schedule according to the
established policies of the organization and the guidelines of the manufacturer
 Carry out inspection regularly according to the established procedures to ensure the
normal operation of transportation means (such as vehicles and facilities)
 Record accurately related maintenance reports according to the established
specifications and file them properly including maintenance and repair suggestions,
fees, etc.
 Analyze and assess inspection reports
o Confirm items that require maintenance and repair by referring to manufacturers’
specification requirements
o Prioritize maintenance and repair items
o Assess the effect on transportation and logistics service quality
 Arrange maintenance and repair work
o Select appropriate maintenance contractors and eligible persons, and request
for quotations
o Submit a maintenance suggestion report and quotations to the h igher level for
vetting and approval
o Discuss and arrange maintenance schedule with the manufacturer
o Inspect results and quality after maintenance
o Arrange maintenance as soon as possible in accordance with the organization’s
emergency contingency measures when unexpected incidents occur
3. Exhibit professionalism


Ensure transportation means are in good condition and goods are properly and
punctually delivered to designated locations.
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Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:




Regularly inspect and analyze the maintenance and repair needs of the organization’s
transportation means;
Select appropriate maintenance contractors and eligible persons in accordance with the
organization’s policies and guidelines, confirm and arrange maintenance and repair
schedule with related persons; and
Record maintenance and repair results accurately and file them properly.

Remark
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Title

Perform retail inventory management

Code

104974L3

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to inventory management staff in the retail industry.
It covers the abilities to employ the knowledge of retail inventory management to report and
assess inventory information, so as to perform retail inventory management in familiar working
environment (e.g. retail stores).

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of retail inventory management


Understand inventory management, such as:
o Location and planning of inventory
o Inventory system and control
o Outdated and abandoned inventory
 Understand stock-taking method and procedures
 Know about the costs of inventory, such as:
o Material cost
o Out-of-stock cost
o Cost of returned goods
 Understand the relationship between inventory and sales of goods, such as:
o The best-selling goods
o High gross profit goods
o Seasonal goods
o Popular goods
o Form of display
 Know the inventory as well as dates of order and delivery for different direct suppliers
 Understand the operation of retail stores
 Understand procedures of returning goods
2. Perform retail inventory management






Perform goods yard management, e.g.:
o Design a layout map showing the inventory racks in the warehouse, indicate the
classification of goods in each area and post the layout map on the door of the
warehouse
o Put the goods by areas and by classification in a neat and tidy order
o Manage the inventory racks in the warehouse according to serial number
o Set a safe inventory level for the inventory goods
o Apply the first-come-first-out (or some other) principle to govern the in and out of
goods
Perform stock-taking duty according to the established procedures, including:
o Counting the quantity and value of the inventory on regular basis
o Recording the real balance of inventory
o Recording the quantity of inventory loss
Implement inventory policy, including:
o Assessing the impact of marketing activities and market conditions on demand
o Assessing customer demand and flow
o Making forecast on sales volume
o Determining the proportion between inventory and sales
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o
o
o

Arranging replenishment of goods
Estimating ordering cost and inventory cost
Setting stock re-ordering level
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Strictly comply with the inventory policy of the organization when per forming retail
inventory management
Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse / misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Employ the knowledge of retail inventory management to report and assess inventory
information; and
Perform the duties of retail inventory management, such as goods yard management
and stock-taking.

Remark
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Title

Implement e-commerce logistics operating procedures

Code

104975L4

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff of the logistics-related departments in the
retail industry. It requires meticulous thinking and judgement. It covers the abilities to implement
different e-commerce logistics operations effectively.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of e-commerce logistics operation


Understand different types of e-commerce, such as:
o E-commerce between company and consumer
o E-commerce among companies
 Understand the e-commerce relationship between the organization and relevant units
and the information technologies being used
 Understand the limitations of e-commerce platform and the required data specifications
 Know the retail e-commerce operating procedures of the organization, such as:
o Customer data processing
o Search management
o Content and product / service catalogue management
o Payment management
o special incident / message notification
 Understand the liabilities and risks of performing e-commerce operations between the
organization and different units
2. Implement e-commerce logistics operating procedures


Use suitable technologies to perform e-commerce operations according to the ecommerce relationship between the organization and different units
 Ensure the responsible staff are of the rank and level to perform the e -commerce
operations
 Perform electronic document/data interchange according to the instructions on e commerce operations
 Keep records of e-commerce operations
 Report to the higher level promptly and accurately when a problem occurs, and make
remedies
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Avoid breaching the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance when implementing e commerce logistics operating procedures
Prevent, in a professional manner, abuse of the e-commerce platform to carry out false /
illegal acts

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:


Use suitable information technologies correctly to carry out different forms of e commerce operation with individual units.

Remark
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Title

Implement logistics management business continuity plan

Code

104976L4

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to logistics management staff in retail stores. It
covers the abilities to handle non-routine work that may require some judgment, and follow the
corporate operational procedures, business continuity plan and eme rgency response measures
in order to reduce the organization’s, customer’s and business partner’s loss, and resume
normal business operation.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of logistics management business continuity plan


Understand the methods and processes of operating freight service and emergencies
that may occur
 Understand the requirements and modes of operation of different business partners and
relevant government departments
 Understand the impact of emergencies on logistics, e.g. typhoon, flooding, fire, power
outage, mechanical and computer failure, explosion, strike, embargo, earthquake and
epidemic
 Understand the activation mechanism for response procedures and business continuity
plan in case of logistics emergencies
 Understand the operational system, report arrangements, limits of authority and
accountability structure, ways of communication, etc.
2. Implement logistics management business continuity plan


Receive accurate message on unexpected logistics incidents, and activate the response
procedures of the business continuity plan
 Deploy manpower and resources according to the response procedures and business
continuity plan
 Carry out different levels of action according to established procedures, e.g. precautions,
stopping operation, evacuation, etc.
 Liaise with or report to parties being affected, goods owners and business partners
according to the response procedures
 Take relevant record and deliver the documents accordingly
 Report punctually to the higher level and stakeholders
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Protect the overall interests of the organization, customers and business partners when
implementing the logistics management business continuity plan
Implement the procedures of the business continuity plan according to the ordinances,
and the requirements and standards of the regulatory bodies and on occupational safety
and health

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:


Activate response procedures and implement business continuity plan according to
different emergency situations so that the organization can resume normal business
operation as soon as possible.

Remark
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Title

Manage inventory

Code

104977L4

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to inventory management staff in the retail industry.
It covers the abilities to manage inventory properly in familiar working environment, so as to
facilitate the overall supply chain operation of the organization.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of inventory management


Understand the importance of proper inventory management to retail and trading
businesses
 Understand the relationship between optimal inventory level and retail operation
 Understand the effect of inventory discrepancy on the organization, including the impact
/ damage on its competitiveness / financial situation
2. Manage inventory



Apply inventory management techniques to determine the appropriate inventory level
Provide customers with uninterrupted supply of goods and reduce overall inventory
storage costs
 Coordinate and communicate properly with other departments on the production,
delivery and sales of goods to ensure effective inventory management
 Introduce automation equipment for inventory management
 Liaise closely with the marketing and sales departments and the suppliers in order to
assess the effect of promotions and market situation on inventory demand
 Assess organization’s inventory level and forecast the inventory demand in order to
perform inventory management
 Review the inventory management measures effectively, and take timely action to
remedy unexpected happenings
 Optimize inventory management method to improve operation
3. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Strictly follow the inventory management policies and procedures of the organization
Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse / misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft, in a professional manner
Ensure that all inventory management activities are legal

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Manage inventory properly to facilitate a smooth operation of the organization’s supply
chain; and
Monitor the inventory level and estimate market demand in order to make the inventory
management more cost-effective.

Remark
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Handle problems with suppliers

Code

104978L4

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff responsible for contacting suppliers in the
retail industry. It covers the abilities to handle non-routine work and requires meticulous thinking
and appropriate judgment in order to state the problem to the supplier and resolve the problem
by negotiation independently when goods have special condition/problem and th e supplier is
found responsible.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of handling problems of goods purchased


Understand the organization’s policy on goods purchased, e.g. packaging, expiry date o f
goods, etc., as well as common problems and the corresponding solutions and
procedures
 Understand the organization’s management policies on suppliers
 Master team spirit, coordination ability and good interpersonal communication ability
(through words and language) in order to facilitate communication with suppliers
 Master the techniques of analyzing problems, resolving problems and collecting
information about the problem, etc.
 Understand the procedures for reporting problems to suppliers, and possess kno wledge
of using internal problem report tracking system (by paper or computer)
 Understand the methods and procedures for inspection of goods
2. Handle problems with suppliers


Analyze details of the problem goods in accordance with the policies/guidelines
formulated by the organization
 Confirm if the problem originated from the organization itself or it was the responsibility
of the supplier
 Collect important evidences of the problem goods and submit them to the supplier
 Retrieve detailed information from the system that keeps record of the supplier such as
contact person, contractual terms, and statements; and contents required for submitting
the problem
 Complete the internal “Report on Problems of Suppliers” according to the established
guidelines of the organization, which can be an online /a tracking system record or by
filling out a form, and keep record of written documents on evidence collected
 Submit the report to the supplier and request for follow-up actions
 Follow up and negotiate with the supplier to resolve problems related to the goods
 Analyze the performance of different suppliers and implement quality management
 Review the incident and identify sources of problems to avoid recurrence of similar
problems
3. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Adhere strictly to the organization’s management policies on suppliers
Handle problems with suppliers in a professional and meticulous manner
Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse / misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:


Clearly illustrate problem areas of goods provided by the supplier;
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Collect evidence and request the supplier to take follow-up actions, and resolve
problems by negotiation; and
Correctly record and save related documents and reports according to the guidelines of
the organization.

Remark
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Title

Establish partnerships with suppliers

Code

104979L4

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff responsible for contacting suppliers in the
retail industry. It requires meticulous thinking and appropriate judgment. It covers the abilities to
introduce appropriate suppliers for products/services of the organization and establish
partnerships with them according to the policies, rules and operation of the organization .

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of establishing partnership


Understand the purpose and effect of introducing new suppliers on the existing supplier
group
 Master the purpose and conditions of establishing partnerships with suppliers
 Understand common problems/difficulties when cooperating with suppliers
 Understand the techniques of establishing good partnerships with suppliers
 Understand the needs, priorities and concerns of the suppliers in order to develop a win win partnership
 Master the negotiation skills
2. Establish partnership with suppliers


Find appropriate suppliers for the products/services of the organization, and set common
goals for the development of the organization and the suppliers
 Negotiate with different suppliers and strive for the most favourable terms for the
organization when entering into a partnership with suppliers
 Use measurable methods to formulate partnership plans with suppliers
 Formulate related conditions and points to note when establishing partnership
agreements with suppliers e.g.
o Service level/product specifications
o Delivery of product (lead time)
o Service time/ level of service supplied
o Sharing client feedback
o Market information
o Purchase support
 Conduct survey on clients’ satisfaction level or response after introducing a supplier, and
develop respective key performance indicators(KPI)
 Communicate with the quality control department to assist in monitoring the quality of
products supplied by the supplier
 Monitor the performance of the supplier continuously and review the partnership plan
regularly
 Contact the supplier regularly to review the partnership and formulate supply chain
optimization solutions
3. Exhibit professionalism




Establish good partnerships with suppliers on the basis of mutual trust and by adhering
strictly to the policies and requirements of the organization
Enter into a partnership with a supplier with the prerequisite that the benefit of the
organization will not be harmed, in order to achieve a win-win situation
Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse / misappropriation of the
corporate assets and theft, with probity
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Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Introduce appropriate suppliers for the organization,establish good partnerships and
formulate partnership plans with suppliers; and
Monitor the performance of suppliers continuously and review the partnership plans
regularly.

Remark
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Title

Import goods

Code

104980L4

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff responsible for the purchase and supply
chain in the retail industry. It requires analysis and judgement. It covers the abilities to import
goods for retail, which includes the purchase, inventory method and sales of goods.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of importing goods





Understand the corporate policy for purchasing international goods
Know about the corporate business objectives
Master the negotiation skills for international purchase agreement
Master the procedures of importing goods, including:
o Product study and tender invitation
o Collecting samples
o Negotiation
o Order and delivery management
 Master the customs ordinances and regulations related to imports
 Understand the purchasing ethics and code of conduct
2. Import goods



Communicate and coordinate with internal departments to confirm the purchasing needs
Confirm the reasons for the need of importing goods, such as:
o Product’s uniqueness
o Brand
o New market
o Bigger profit
 Purchase international products
o Check the supplier’s proof, including:
 Reputation
 Experience in export trade
 quality
 Health certificate / laboratory reports
 Service attitude
o Master the supplier’s quality assurance system
o Negotiate and arrange with the supplier on the goods delivery method
o Agree on the minimum order quantity of goods, minimum quantity order and pay on-delivery guarantee
o Complete the necessary customs procedures for the imports, or outsource the
process to agents
 Coordinate with internal units to receive the goods
 Track the delivery status of goods and check the quality of goods upon delivery
3. Exhibit professionalism



Comply with the legal requirements on logistics transport, warehousing, cu stoms and
bonded goods when importing goods
Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse / misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft, in a professional manner
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Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Master the organization’s requirements on goods purchase; and
Source reliable international suppliers and coordinate the entire import process to
ensure that the goods are delivered to the appropriate retail units.

Remark
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Provide logistic support

Code

104981L4

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to logistic support staff in the retail industry. It
requires critical analysis and judgement. It covers the abilities to confirm the supports required
for the retail units and arrange appropriate resources to en sure that the goods are delivered to
these units.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of logistic support





Master the logistic support process and procedures of the organization
Understand the service pledge of the logistics department
Understand the importance of efficient logistics management to the retail business
Understand different logistics regulations or standards, e.g.:
o International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
o Road and rail regulations
o International Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG) Code
o Occupational health and safety
o Customs ordinances
o Import and export licences
o Taxes and tariffs
 Understand the organization’s logistics facilities for the retail business
2. Provide logistic support




Coordinate with the retail units to confirm their needs for logistic support
Analyze the logistic support modes and skills suitable for respective retail units
Work out the support plan, as well as the services and resources provid ed, with the retail
units, including:
o Transport vehicles
o Manpower
o Delivery schedule
o Delivery document
o Other related measures
 Implement and monitor logistic support activities
 Review the effectiveness of logistic support with the retail units regularly, and adjust the
support plan for greater effectiveness when necessary
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Comply with ordinances related to freight logistics when providing logistic support
services
Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse / misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Cornfirm logistic needs of the retail units in order to provide support; and
Implement, monitor and review the logistic support plan to achieve the best goods
supply solution, and avoid overstocking or understocking in retail locations.

Remark
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Manage imported and exported goods for cross-border e-business

Code

107149L4

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff responsible for managing cross -border
inventories. It requires proper inventory management (including bonded warehouses) and
completion of relevant application document so as to support the overall smooth operation of the
supply chain.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the knowledge of cross-border e-business




Understand the importance of managing imported and exported goods in cross -border
e-business operation
According to the legal requirements, prepare proper documentation and timely inventor y
management for imported and exported goods.
Understand the workflow of cross-border e-business operation

2. Manage inventory




Manage cross-border inventory of goods and send relevant information to the relevant
law enforcement agencies warehouses, customs commodity code, item tax and logistics
data, etc.
Follow the instructions to ensure that warehousing and logistics data are transferred to
other systems for integration

3. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Strictly follow the corporate policies and procedures for inventory management
Take a professional attitude to prevent any unlawful and smuggling
Ensure that all inventory management activities are in compliance with the requirements
of all stakeholders.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Manage cross - border inventories so that cross - border goods supply chains can
operate smoothly;
Prepare the necessary and accurate document to related law enforcement agencies.

Remark
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Manage relationship with suppliers

Code

104982L5

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to the purchasing department of the retail industry.
It requires judgement and analysis. It covers the abilities to analyze and assess suppliers’
information, and manage relationship with suppliers including management of purchase
agreement, resolution of conflicts, and monitoring of suppliers, in order to e nsure that the
delivery of goods is correct in quantity and punctual.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of supplier management


Understand the organization’s procedures and policy guidelines related to purchasing,
tender invitation, and contract signing (including limit of authority and monitoring
measures)
 Understand the organization’s guidelines on supplier selection
 Understand the organization’s policies and guidelines on contract negotiation
 Understand methods of monitoring and assessing performance of suppliers
 Understand by what method/mechanism the organization uses to monitor the quality of
goods provided by suppliers
2. Manage relationship with suppliers











Analyze and classify suppliers e.g.
o Scale of the organization
o Types/quality of goods provided
o Business expansion
o Background, etc.
Analyze suppliers’ production costs and evaluate the production condition in order to
formulate appropriate purchasing strategies
Regularly update changes in suppliers’ organization information
Understand suppliers’ organization structure, decision making process, etc.
Assess suppliers’ financial risks and their sustainability and formulate corresponding
strategies and contingency plans
Increase transparency in tender invitations or contract negotiations to ensure a mutual
understanding of all contractual terms and conditions.
Monitor suppliers’ performance and give opinions on the following to improve
cooperative relationship
o Quality of goods
o Delayed delivery
o Arrangement for return of goods
o Understand terms for return of goods (e.g. the return is due to problems related
to transportation / packaging, etc.)
o Faulty invoices, etc.
Establish sound communication channels with suppliers and maintain good cooperative
relationship
o Respect
o Trust
o Justice and integrity
o Mutual benefits
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o A business partner
3. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that benefits of the organization will not be harmed, which is a prerequisite when
entering into a partnership with suppliers, in order to achieve a win-win situation
Ensure that professional conduct has been upheld in the cooperative relationship with
suppliers
Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse / misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Master the business characteristics of suppliers; and
Manage relationship with suppliers effectively, and establish sound communication
channels with suppliers for mutual benefits.

Remark
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Title

Negotiate a contract

Code

104983L5

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to purchasing or related departments of the retail
industry. It requires critical analysis and reformatting of relevant information. It covers the
abilities to negotiate contracts effectively, and prepare contract terms to protect the benefit of
the organization in buying products or services. Comment on or confirmation of contract
requires the organization’s approval, and the contract amount should not exceed the limits of
authority of the post.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of contract negotiation


Understand the organization’s policies and procedures for purchasing, tendering and
contracting
 Understand the business law and relevant international conventions, regulations and
legislations
 Understand various modes of cooperation with suppliers and their characteristics
 Understand standard contract terms and the principle of formulating them
 Master the skills in managing the suppliers
2. Negotiate a contract



Analyze the contract details for product and service bought
Analyze the cooperation mode of and the relationship between the organization and the
supplier
 Analyze the operation risks of the organization
 Set the baseline for negotiation concerning the range of service and its limitations,
operation risks of the organization, etc.
 Consider various factors, including difference of products or services, legal
requirements, best practice of the trade, etc., during negotiation
 Communicate with internal departments to master contract requirements for different
operational procedures
 Make use of the negotiation environment / negotiation skills / negotiation strategy /
number of negotiators in order to achieve a win-win situation
 Specify and understand the risks and liabilities for breaching the contract
 Make preparation before negotiation, such as knowing one’s own advantage, whether
there is alternative product or service, how to meet the needs of the other side, etc.
 Comments on or confirmation of the contract will only be effective upon the approval of
an authorized person
3. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Possess good negotiation and communication skills
Comply with relevant legislation and job ethics in the contract negotiation proce ss
Ensure that the contract is negotiated for the benefit of the organization

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Use good communication skills to understand the goals expected by both sides to the
contract; and
Use the negotiation skills to fight for favourable terms for and protect the benefit of the
organization, and to prepare contract terms to clearly express the wishes of both sides.
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Title

Formulate inventory control systems

Code

104984L5

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff responsible for inventory management in the
retail industry. It covers the abilities to critically analyze, re-organize, evaluate and consolidate a
wide range of information; formulate inventory control systems to reflect the real inventory
situation; and optimize inventory management for an effective retail business management .

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of inventory control


Master inventory control management, e.g. inventory plan, safe inventory, loss control,
obsolete and waste stock
 Master the functions and characteristics of different inventory management systems
 Understand the principle of inventory management
 Understand just-in-time inventory management, including:
o Zero inventory philosophy
o The environment of just-in-time inventory management
o The advantage of just-in-time inventory management
 Understand costs of stocks, e.g. material costs, ordering costs, custody costs, out of
stock costs, etc.
 Master the skills in analyzing inventories such as bestselling items, high -margin items,
seasonal items, popular items, etc.
 Effect of different promotions on demands
 Effects of warehouse inventory zoning method on warehouse operations and
procedures for receiving goods by retail stores
2. Formulate inventory control systems





Work with different departments in analyzing the inventory system and structure of the
organization
Analyze the inventory control system of the organization
Work out the inventory supply and workflow, e.g. time arrangement for buying, storing
and delivering stocks
Formulate inventory control optimization systems for:
o Purchase control
o Optimized warehouses
o Withdrawing procedures
o Manpower and responsibilities
o Stock taking procedures
o Automatic inventory monitoring systems, e.g. RFID, bar code, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the accuracy of the inventory control system used
Prevent malpractice such as abuse / misappropriation of the organizational assets i n a
professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:


Master the knowledge of inventory management; and
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Analyze and consolidate information, formulate inventory systems for efficient inventory
management and warehouse management to smoothen the retail business operation.

Remark
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Title

Warehouse space utilization and layout planning

Code

104985L5

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff responsible for warehouse space planning
in the retail industry. It covers the abilities to plan and design, to take full consideration of the
organization’s requirements for warehouse space (e.g. seasonal factor, nature of products, etc.)
and plan warehouse space and layout effectively, providing sufficient space for s torage of goods
and a safe working environment for staff.

Level

5

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of warehouse storage space planning





Understand the organization’s business policies and operation str ategies
Understand the purpose and principle of warehouse management
Master various methods and techniques for warehouse design
Master factors of consideration for warehouse storage space measurement and layout
design, e.g.:
o The enterprise’s work specifications and quality
o Inventory specifications of manufacturers and suppliers
o Operating procedures and policies at workplace
o Safety requirements for raw materials
o Safety of working environment
o Requirements of purchasing, commodity or other operating units
 Understand the legal norm, criteria, etc. related to warehouse design
2. Planning and design warehouse storage space




Cooperate with related business departments and collect information required for
warehouse storage space planning, including:
o Floor plan of warehouse, storage racking system, storage zone, usable space of
floor height, etc.
o Safety standards and legal requirements
o Product type and special requirements (e.g. temperature, humidity, refrigeration,
etc.)
o Product size, volume
o Number of days of storage
o Operating time of warehouse and goods delivery , shifts of operation, number of
staff
o Special equipment and instruments (e.g. forklift)
o Number/frequency and quantity of deliveries
After analyzing and assessing related data, design goods storage zone that fulfils the
needs of the organization
o Individual space requirements for organizing goods and storing goods
o Space requirements for receiving goods, unloading, inspection operation and
staging area
o Space requirements for temporary storage of deliveries and loading
o Space for the automation system of facilities
o Space for staff facilities
o Sufficient space for the operation of warehouse facilities
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o

Balance the quantity of goods to be handled in different areas to avoid crowded
or bottleneck condition
o Place goods to be collected first near the loading and unloading area in order to
save time
o Utilize storage space effectively, and cater to the special requirements of regular
and seasonal inventory
o Warehouse storage space must fulfil related legal requirements, e.g. fire safety
requirements
 Regularly review warehouse storage space utilization, including:
o Appropriateness of storage locations for fast and slow moving stocks
o Sufficiency of the remaining space of the warehouse
o Frequency of maintenance and cleaning
 Formulate a monitoring and report mechanism to ensure that the warehouse storage
space planning meets the established objectives, and conduct regular reviews to provide
improvement suggestions
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the warehouse storage space planning fulfils related legal requirements, and
provides a safe working environment for staff

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:




Collect information required for warehouse storage space and layout planning, and plan
and design warehouse storage space according to the organization’s operating
strategies and regulations related to inventory; and
Regularly review and analyze warehouse storage space planning and design and give
improvement suggestions.

Remark
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Manage logistics equipment

Code

104986L5

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff responsible for warehouse planning in the
retail industry. It covers the abilities to plan, design and manage, and to select appropriate
logistics equipment by factors like daily warehouse operation needs, commodity type, storage
method, etc.

Level

5

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of warehouse equipment






Master the organization’s established logistics procedures and processes
Understand the organization’s business operation strategies
Understand the principle and purpose of warehouse management
Understand the organization’s policies on selection and replacement of facilities
Master functions of various kinds of equipment and instruments for transporting
warehouse materials, e.g.:
o Stacker type forklift trucks
o Forklift (manual or automatic)
o Conveyor belt
o Different types of storage racking equipment
o Handcart, trolley
o Pallets（plastic made, wooden, foldable roll containers, logistics containers）
 Master the environment of warehouse operation and types of items stored
 Understand occupational safety and health regulations, e.g.:
o Safety regulations for storage
o Weight limits of equipment
o Safe operating procedures
o Personal protective equipment, etc.
o Qualifications requirements for operators and certificates required
2. Manage logistics equipment




Communicate and cooperate with business department, and master information of the
daily warehouse operation, including:
o Floor plan of warehouse
o Means of transporting goods
o Usage of handling equipment
o Weather effects on equipment
After analyzing and assessing related data, select appropriate instruments and
equipment in accordance with the organization’s selection criteria
o Technical requirements for equipment operation
o Type of goods
o Safe working environment
o Mechanization or automation
o Cost effectiveness
o Specifications of equipment, reparability
o Cater to future operation needs, etc.
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Submit purchase selection reports to related departments for them to make purchases
instruments and equipment in accordance with the organization’s established
purchasing procedures
 Request for information such as operation and maintenance manuals from
manufacturers of equipment and instruments and formulate operation and maintenance
guidelines and procedures in accordance with the requirements of the organization and
safety related legal requirements
 Let the related operating staff understand the organization’s established guidelines and
code of practice for the operation and maintenance of equipment and instruments
through effective communication channels
 Monitor and inspect the daily operation of equipment and instruments and their stability,
and provide suggestions for maintenance and replacement wh en necessary
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the selected equipment and instruments fulfil related safety legal
requirements

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Analyze daily warehouse operation needs and select instruments and equipment that
cater to the organization’s business needs in accordance with the organization’s
selection criteria; and
Formulate safety operation guidelines and maintenance procedures for the operation of
equipment and instruments, let the related operating staff have a clear understanding of
the related code of practice and guidelines through effective communication channels,
and monitor and inspect the daily operation of equipment and instruments.

Remark
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Title

Establish and maintain a supply chain

Code

104987L5

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to staff responsible for designing, establishing and
maintaining a supply chain in the retail industry. It requires critical analysis and evaluation. It
covers the abilities to establish and maintain an overall smooth supply chain for the organization
addressing to the floating demand for various types of goods of different departments/stores of
the organization.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand knowledge related to a supply chain


Understand the importance of a well-designed supply chain to the operation and overall
profit of retail business
 Understand the principle of purchase and inventory
 Understand the organization’s rules and guidelines related to inventory record, e.g.:
o Specifications of goods
o Maintenance information
o Service contract
o Inventory level
o Date of purchase
o Expected life
o Minimum collection quantity, etc.
 Identify the routine of inventory and supply chain in order to increase business
automation
 Master the detailed background and information of suppliers that provide goods required
by the organization
2. Establish and maintain a supply chain



Formulate guidelines for filing records for goods required by the organization
Formulate guidelines for updating maintenance (such as order level) and its
supplementary documents for goods required by the organization
 Implement supply chain management system to monitor the inventory amount of various
types of goods in different stores and identify the need for re -purchase
 Monitor inventory amount and record storage location to identify the need for re purchase
 Clearly master inventory and the quantity on delivery in order to forecast the demand for
goods, confirm order amount and reduce inventory cycles
 Smoothen the daily operation of a supply chain by system automation
 Increase cost efficiency and inventory return by reducing excess inventory, warehouse
charges and the cost of handling unnecessary orders
 Formulate a delivery plan in order to optimize the material delivery of various operating
departments and stores
 Implement supply chain management system in order to manage the facilities and goods
delivery at different locations
 Look for and select appropriate suppliers and handle orders safely, quickly and properly
3. Exhibit professionalism


Ensure that the benefits of all stakeholders have been taken into account in formulating
supply chain guidelines for the organization
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Assessment
Criteria

Prevent the supply chain of the organization, in a professional manner, from turning into
a platform for abuse of power or malpractice

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Identify the need for purchase by making use of effective inventory monitoring method;
and
Formulate a delivery plan and deliver goods to various retail stores effectively.

Remark
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Title

Formulate inventory management strategies

Code

104988L5

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to inventory management staff in the retail industry.
It covers the abilities to critically analyze, re-organize, evaluate and consolidate all kinds of
information; understand the overall inventory needs and procedures of the organization; and
formulate effective inventory management strategies to ensure the accuracy of inventory .

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of inventory management


Master inventory control management, such as:
o Inventory plan
o Safe inventory
o Loss control
o Obsolete inventory
 Possess knowledge of inventory procedures
 Know the importance of setting up proper inventory management system and measures
to prevent fabrications of inventory records for misappropriation of corporate assets
 Understand the legal and corporate regulations and requirements for inventory
procedures
2. Formulate inventory management strategy












Formulate inventory management procedures for retail goods, including:
o Inventory records
o Receipt of goods
o Goods delivery
o Stock-taking
o Dispose of goods
o Retrieval of goods delivered
o Returns and exchanges
Formulate suitable warehousing district strategy for goods
Formulate stocktaking procedures to categorize inventories (fast-moving, slow-moving,
high value-added, etc.)
Formulate the responsibilities of inventory management staff to carry out appropriate
division of labour, checks and balances
Formulate stocktaking and coordinate strategy differences
Carry out monitoring and audit control to ensure that the staff comply with established
procedures
Formulate the functional authority of staff of different levels in approving different goods
o Replenish items consumed
o Acknowledge receipt of goods
o Dispose of unusable, obsolete or surplus goods
o Staff conduct guidelines
o Guidelines on other policies e.g. declaration of conflict of interest and
acceptance of advantage
Review and improve the inventory management system
Note and assess the risks when formulating inventory management strategies
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3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the inventory information is correct
Formulate management strategies to prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such
as abuse / misappropriation of the corporate assets and theft

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:




Formulate effective inventory strategies to ensure smooth supply of goods;
Establish effective inventory management monitoring measures to prevent
misappropriation of the organizational assets by staff; and
Review and improve the inventory management system of the organization.

Remark
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Plan a purchasing system

Code

104989L5

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to product purchase/product-related departments of
the retail industry. It requires critical analysis and evaluation. It covers the abilities to effectively
implement and handle the purchase of goods related to the organization’s business, by means
of direct purchase, bidding, auction, telephone hotline, postal service and business promotion
activities.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of purchase of goods


Understand the importance of purchase of goods to retail business operation and to the
overall profit of the organization
 Understand related guidelines and procedures of the organization, and regulate all
activities of purchase of goods
 Understand legislation related to purchase of goods established by the government
 Master detailed background and information of product suppliers of the organization
2. Plan a purchasing system




Establish purchasing guidelines and procedures for the organization
Ensure that the responsible staff implement the established guidelines and procedures
Consolidate information of all suppliers, including their background, reputation, network,
previous business dealings and track record
 Use relevant information and user feedback obtained from the supplier to compile
information to evaluate the supplier
 Understand thoroughly through different channels the services provided by suppliers in
order to look for an appropriate supplier
 After evaluating information from different sources (e.g. proposals, impression from
meeting, reputation, track records), make decision on supplier selection
 Negotiate the terms with the supplier to strive for the best interests of the organization
 Set key service standards for the supplier, sign the agreement and assess regularly
 Monitor supplier’s performance and see if the supplier complies with legal regulations so
as to reduce the risk of the organization
 Follow up and handle supplier’s poor performance and regulatory violations that have
been confirmed in providing service
3. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Strictly adhere to relevant guidelines and procedures of the organization when handling
the purchase of goods
Ensure all goods purchasing activities comply with the requirements of commercial law
Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse/misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Implement related purchase of goods effectively according to the organization’s
guidelines on purchase of goods; and
Monitor and evaluate suppliers’ performance and review the cooperative relationship
with them.
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Title

Purchase goods

Code

104990L5

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to the purchasing department of the retail industry.
It covers the abilities to critically analyze, judge, evaluate and consolidate a wide range of
information; implement purchase of existing or newly launched pr oducts; negotiate contract with
suppliers in order to purchase quality guaranteed goods with the most favourable price and earn
higher profits for the organization.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of goods purchase






Understand the organization’s purchasing policies and strategies
Understand the organization’s business goals
Understand the importance of the relationship with suppliers
Master the negotiation skills
Master the technique of quantitative analysis for retail, including:
o Demand analysis
o Supply analysis
o Community analysis
 Master the market trend and competitors’ business strategies
 Understand the ethics and code of practice for purchasing
 Understand legal requirements related to purchase of goods
2. Purchase goods


Determine the types of goods to be purchased by analyzing different factors, including:
o Market trend
o Sales statistics of the retail store
o Inventory level
o Competitor’s business activities
o Product trend
 Be familiarize with the functions, size, colour and materials of the goods
 Source goods required through different channels, including:
o Organization’s partner/supplier list
o Global purchasing database
o Goods exhibition
o Internet
o Supplier
o Supplier’s promotional information
o Recommendations from industry peers
 Request product samples from suppliers for preview
 Make a product evaluation list with verification points for checking
 Coordinate with the purchasing department for purchasing goods needed by the
organization
 Coordinate the negotiation and contract formulation process
3. Exhibit professionalism



Maintain good partnerships with suppliers
Comply with related legal requirements and job ethics when purchasing goods
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Assessment
Criteria

Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse / misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Master the organization’s need for goods purchase; and
Source goods required by the organization through different channels and negotiate
contract matters with suppliers.

Remark
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Title

Develop logistics management business continuity plans

Code

104991L5

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to the logistics management staff in retail shops. It
requires creativity and judgement. It covers the abilities to lead the team to formulate the
logistics management business continuity plan and ensure that the goods can be delivered to
the retail points on time.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of business continuity




Master the business development of the organization
Understand the importance of logistics management business continuity plan
Master knowledge of risk management, such as:
o Types of risk
o Analysis of risk factors
o Plans for controlling and solving risks
 Master the corporate business continuity and operation recovery plan
2. Develop logistics management business continuity plan



Formulate a logistics management business continuity plan
Perform business impact analysis to:
o Ensure that the retail points maintain operation
o Ensure that the delivery of goods or services are not interrupted
o Assess the potential loss
 Evaluate the possible causes of delivery interruption, e.g.:
o Warehouse floods, fires and other possible natural disasters
o Communication interruptions
o Epidemic disease
o Road blockage
 Evaluate the internal resources for business continuity, such as manpower,
communication, means of transport, etc.
 Confirm the external resources for the logistics management business continuity plan,
e.g. supplier, government public services, etc.
 Establish continuity/recovery plan procedures to ensure business continuity, including
the job duties and responsibilities of respective staff members
 Review the effectiveness of the logistics management business continuity plan, and
make improvements when necessary
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Protect the overall interests of the organization, clients and business partners

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:




Carry out an overall business analysis and develop a logistics management business
continuity plan;
Identify different types of interruption and formulate appropriate solutions; and
Review and improve the business continuity plan.

Remark
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Title

Improve the supply and distribution chain

Code

104992L6

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to the supervisory and management staff in the
retail industry. It requires critical analysis and evaluation. It covers the abilities to establish an
appropriate supply and distribution chain for the organization in the absence of complete or
continuous data/information and continuously improve it according to the organization’s
business strategies in order to promote the development of the organization’s retail business .

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of the supply and distribution chain


Fully master the organization’s operation strategies and goal, market status and
competitiveness
 Understand the importance of a well-designed supply and distribution chain to the retail
business operation and the overall profit of the organization
 Master the business partner relationship between the organization and different
suppliers
 Master the good performance criteria for a supply and distribution chain
 Master factors affecting supply of goods, e.g.
o Customers’ demand for goods
o Cost price (raw materials, manpower, freight charges, etc.)
o Government policies
o Seasonal or fashion effect, etc.
2. Improve the supply and distribution chain












Obtain and organize detailed information of suppliers and their goods and process the
data by computer database software when necessary
Pay attention to and update information of suppliers and their goods, analyze the
potential effect on the retail business of the organization
Understand whether or not the supplier’s source of goods (from raw materials to the
supplier) will lead to sensitive problem such as the employment of illegal workers by
manufacturers, etc.
Review, compare and analyze reports on sales, customer satisfactio n level, and quality
of goods, etc, in order to analyze their effects on the supply and distribution chain
Formulate precise standards for quality and quantity of goods supplied
Formulate policies and procedures for supply and distribution of goods, includ ing:
o From raw material to the supplier
o From supplier to the organization
o From warehouse to various stores/retail spots
o From the organization to the ultimate customer, etc.
0ritically conduct a comparative analysis of the supply and distribution chain in op eration
against the good performance criteria/performance of competitors and make
amendments when the standard is not reached
Accurately forecast and analyze future market supply and demand for goods in order to
forecast the amount to be purchased from various suppliers in advance
Regularly review and implement improvement plans with key suppliers and supply chain
service providers
Regularly submit report to the management including:
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o
o
o

Performance of the supply and distribution chain in operation
Suggestions for adding/strengthening/discontinuing suppliers
Make adjustments based on future demand and give Suggestions to improve the
supply and distribution chain
o Strive for additional resources/manpower required
o Changes in operating cost and optimization method, etc.
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Protect the benefits of the organization when improving the supply and distribution chain
Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse / misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft when improving the supply and distribution chain

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Establish an appropriate supply and distribution chain according to the business
strategies and goals of the organization; and
Continuously improve the supply and distribution chain to promote the long -term
development of retail business of the organization.

Remark
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Title

Manage international purchasing

Code

104993L6

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to supervisory and management staff responsible
for purchase of goods in the retail industry. It requires critical analysis and evaluation. It covers
the abilities to supervise and manage international purchasing activities by their broad
international horizons and profound expertise in purchasing in order to promote the
development of the retail business of the organization.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of international purchasing



Fully master professional knowledge of purchasing
Understand the organization’s requirements of the quality and standard of different types
of goods including foreign goods
 Understand the latest information of international materials supply and sales markets
 Understand the relationship between new information of the retail market and overall
purchasing international purchasing plan
 Understand local and international ordinances and regulations related to purchasing
2. Manage international purchasing











Formulate an overall international purchasing plan and performance indicators,
including:
o Formulate international purchasing procedures
o Regularly review and improve international purchasing model
o Formulate international purchasing specifications and terms
o Monitor the smooth implementation of the overall international purchasing plan
Formulate selection guidelines according to the organization’s purchasing strategies to
select appropriate overseas suppliers
Instruct and monitor subordinates to collect and organize overseas supplier information
such as quality of goods or their financial condition, etc.
Master overseas trade regulations such as export control or tariff, etc.
Formulate the organization’s payment method for international purchasing, including:
o Hedging
o Letter of credit
o Payment by cheques (offshore or onshore)
o Exchange of goods/offset trade, etc.
Strive for discounts/benefits from sellers/suppliers trading on a long -term basis
Introduce green (environmental) purchasing concept and measures into international
purchasing
Ensure that immediate remedial measures will be taken when problems occur in
international purchasing, e.g.
o Failure of overseas suppliers in providing goods agreed in time
o Delay in transportation

Goods not corresponding to description （unable to pass quality inspection）
o Fluctuation of foreign currency
o Other problems e.g. strike, war, etc.
3. Exhibit professionalism
o
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Assessment
Criteria

Strictly adhere to the organization’s established procedures of international purchasing
activities and the purchasing authority
Protect the benefits of the organization in international purchasing management
Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice, such as abuse / misappropriation of the
organizational assets and theft, in a professional manner

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Properly manage the international purchasing activities of the organization by their broad
international horizons and profound knowledge in purchasing; and
Implement international purchasing plans and performance indicators to promote the
development of the retail business of the organization.

Remark
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Title

Formulate purchasing strategy

Code

104994L6

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to the purchasing department of the retail industry.
It covers the abilities to critically analyze and judge; evaluate the purchasing resources and
effectiveness of the organization in order to formulate a purcha sing strategy to promote the retail
business development and reduce excess inventory so as to achieve maximum investment
return.

Level

6

Credit

9 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of purchasing strategy




Master the organization’s business strategies
Understand the importance of purchasing strategy
Master different parts of knowledge in purchasing, e.g.:
o Optimizing supplier
o Total Quality Management（TQM）
o Risk management
o Global purchasing
o Environmental purchasing
o Supplier development
 Understand the concept of product category, including:
o Consumer decision tree
o Sales space and resources allocation
o Role and strategy of product
 Master the application of the five rights principle of purchasing, namely:
o The right supplier
o The right price
o The right quantity
o The right quality
o The right time
 Master the importance of payment method and capital flow to purchasing strategy
 Master the purchase cycle procedure
 Know about laws and legal requirements related to purchasing
2. Formulate purchasing strategy








Confirm purchasing strategy in order to support the organization’s overall business, e.g.
economical purchasing, centralized purchasing, quality management, etc.
Analyze the sales and inventory record of retail products to ensure ade quate supply
without overstocking
Analyze the organization’s purchasing process to ensure its effectiveness, e.g. the effect
on operation needs, the relationship with suppliers, criteria for purchasing, etc.
Conduct SWOT analysis and competitive analysis to strengthen the competitiveness of
the retail products in the stores (e.g. promotions, pricing, location, etc.), so as to achieve
better sales than the competitors
Look for an appropriate new purchasing method e.g. e-purchasing
Formulate a new purchasing strategy according to the organization’s business
strategies, the “five rights” purchasing criteria and the legal requirements, and confirm
the support of manpower, financial and other resources
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Formulate key performance indicators（KPI） to measure the effectiveness of the
purchasing process
 Formulate proper purchasing system, review the purchasing strategy and measures to
prevent abuse of power or malpractice
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the purchasing strategy is for the benefit of the organization
Adhere to related legal requirements and job ethics when formulating purchasing
strategy

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:




Formulate an effective purchasing strategy to meet the organization’s overall business
need;
Formulate KPI for purchasing to measure the effectiveness of the purchasing process;
and
Formulate a proper purchasing system, review purchasing strategy and measu res to
prevent malpractice for personal gain.

Remark
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Title

Formulate cross-border logistics solutions

Code

104995L6

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to logistic management staff in the retail industry. It
covers the abilities to evaluate, organize, consolidate, demonstrate creativity and make
judgement in complex environment; and formulate logistics solutions for cross-border business
coverage areas (e.g., pearl river delta or other countries) in order to provide a logistics service
which is more cost-effective and favourable to the business development of the organization .

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of regional/transnational logistics operation



Understand the operation strategies of the organization for different regions/countries
Understand the requirements of these regions/countries on log istics, transportation,
warehousing, customs and bonded operations
 Understand the principle of transportation network design in different regions/countries
and the principle of integration in multimodal transport, cargo handling and warehousing
 Understand the calculation of costs using different modes of logistic transport in different
regions/countries, e.g. road, railway, river and aviation network
 Master the information on the strengths, scope of service, service points, warehouse
locations, etc. of different regional/third-party and fourth-party logistics service providers
2. Formulate regional/transnational logistics solutions


Critically analyze, re-organize and evaluate information on operation and supplies as
well as sales data in order to formulate regional/transnational logistics solutions
favourable to the business development of the organization
 Bring about synergy through coordination and integration of the resources in the
organization network and of cooperation from partners, and design cost -effective
transport modes, delivery network/routings, multimodal arrangements, means of
transport, etc.
 Compile reports to illustrate the design concept, principle and mode of operation of the
logistics solutions
 Plan the procedures for handling and transferring goods, documents and information
 Establish key performance indicators(KPI) to make the logistics solutions measurable,
and review the implementation of the solutions
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the regional/transnational logistics solutions formulated comply with the legal
requirements on logistic transport, warehousing, customs and bonded operations

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to :




Formulate cost-effective and feasible regional/transnational logistics solutions according
to the operation policy and business development of the organization to improve
business performance;
Ensure the implementation of regional/transnational logistics solutions formulated
complies with the KPI; and
Compile reports to illustrate to the management the content and operation of the
logistics solutions.

Remark
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Title

Handle logistics crises

Code

104996L6

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in logistic management departments of the retail
industry. It requires critical analysis, evaluation and judgment in complicated situations. It covers
the abilities to handle logistics crises effectively in order to protect the benefit of the organization
with respect to its long-term development and business management.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of logistics crisis


Understand the characteristics of freight and logistic activities related to the retail
industry
 Understand the type and nature of a crisis to see whether it is an unexpected, imminent,
intimidated, open, long term or short term crisis
 Understand the effect of a logistics crisis on the operation of the retail industry
 Understand the effect of an ongoing logistics crisis on the image and profits of the
organization
 Understand the basic principles of handling logistics crisis
 Understand the social responsibilities of the organization and its objectives and values
when handling crisis
2. Handle logistics crises


Establish awareness and culture of logistics crisis management with respect to the
management policies and objectives of the organization
 Establish systematic communication mechanism for staff of different positions to
understand how the company handles logistics crises
 Establish a crisis management team and identify responsibilities of each member when
a crisis comes
 Investigate and assess potential logistics crises
 Establish contingency plans for projects that are risky or may have serious
consequences in order to minimize the impact on the enterprise
 Evaluate the chance for a crisis to occur and its influence
 Once there is a logistics crisis, start the established crisis management plan and deploy
relevant staff members as quickly as possible
 Review and submit reports after the logistics crisis to suggest improvements
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Handle logistics crises carefully and follow relevant logistics regulations
Protect the overall interests of the organization, the clients and the business partners

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Handle logistic or freight crises properly; and
Review and submit reports after the logistics crisis to suggest improvements

Remark
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Title

Formulate risk management plans

Code

104997L6

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable in logistic / warehousing department in the retail
industry. It covers the abilities to analyze and judge critically; to apply the risk management
knowledge and techniques and, based on the thorough understanding of the transport
procedure, to formulate risk management plans for different working procedures .

Level

6

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of risk management


Master the definitions of risk management, including:
o Importance of risk management
o Risk management theory:
 Avoid risks
 Prevent loss
 Minimize loss
 Transfer risks
 Retain risks
 Master contemporary risk management modes, including:
o Current development of risk management
o Ways of handling crisis
o Post-crisis risk management strategies
 Master the assessment of risks, including:
o Importance of the degree of loss
o Risk measurement
 Master the ways of controlling risks, including:
o Importance of risk control
o Pre-assessment of risks
o Pre-incident risk control and post-incident financial compensation; Master the
business strategy of the organization
2. Formulate risk management plans


Master various working procedures and characteristics of logistics operations, and apply
risk management knowledge and techniques to formulate risk management plans,
including setting up risk management committee, formulating risk monitoring plans,
analyzing risk management tools and reviewing the mechanism
 Analyze the cost of accident and benefits of safe operation
 Consider the advantages and disadvantages of different risk control plans
 Discuss with other departments on daily operational needs so as to
 Formulate suitable and effective risk management plans
 Discuss with insurance intermediaries on daily operational needs so as to formulate
suitable and effective risk transfer plans
3. Exhibit professionalism


Consider thoroughly factors like occupational safety, health and environmental
protection when formulating risk management plans; ensure that the purchas ing strategy
supports the overall business of the organization by implementing economical
procurement, centralization, quality management, etc.
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Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:



Apply the knowledge of risk management to analyze rationally the logistics operations of
the retail industry, and to assess the influence of risks on operation of the company; and
Formulate effective risk management plans.

Remark
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Title

Manage third party logistics services

Code

104998L6

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to policy makers in the retail industry. It requires
critical analysis, evaluation and management. It covers the abilities to identify the work flow of
the outsourced logistics services and monitor the performance of contractors/service providers
in order to improve the organization’s business efficiency.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of third party logistics services management




Master the business strategy and management policies of the organization
Master the supply chain structure and function of the organization
Understand the advantages, disadvantages, risks, etc. of employing third party logistics
services, such as:
o Making full use of the resources and business flexibility
o Minimizing costs
o Leaking company information
 Master various skills of market analysis and research, e.g.:
o SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis
o Service Quality Model (SERVQUAL)
 Master the skills in monitoring contractors management
2. Manage third party logistics services


Identify services in the supply chain work flow that can be outsourced so as to use the
organization’s resources more effectively
o Advantages, disadvantages and risks of outsourcing services
o Ordinances related to the regulation of outsourced services
 Set criteria and procedures for employing third party logistics services
o Procedures and standards for screening service providers
o Negotiate and enter into a contract
o Tendering procedures
o Scope of service
o Service performance requirements and standards
o Monitoring procedures
o Reporting procedures
 Select and appoint service provider
o Implement tendering procedures according to the organization’s guidelines
o Appraise service providers according to established standards
o Select an appropriate outsourced logistics service provider
o Sign a contract with the outsourced logistics service provider
 Establish a sound communication mechanism to maintain close communication with the
outsourced logistics service providers to ensure a smooth operation of the outsourced
services
 Monitor and regularly appraise the performance of the outsourced logistics service
providers according to the service standards stated in the contract
3. Exhibit professionalism


Prevent any abuse of power or malpractice when managing third party logistics services
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Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to:




Identify services in the supply chain work flow that can be outsourced;
Formulate contractor screening criteria and procedures to identify outsourced service
providers that meet the requirements of the organization, and enter into a contract with
terms in both sides’ interests; and
Monitor and appraise the performance of the outsourced service providers regularly to
ensure they provide quality services according to the contract terms.
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Title

Formulate cross-border e-business strategy in Hong Kong and China

Code

107150L6

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to policy makers in the retail industry. The
application of this capability involves a critical analysis and assessment capability to develop an
effective cross-border e-business strategy in Hong Kong and China. The strategy is in
accordance with the mission and objectives of the corporate to maintain existing customers,
attract new customers and explore potential customers to develop the retail business of the
corporate.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Knowledge of cross-border e-business strategy in Hong Kong and China









Understand the definition of cross-border e-business in Hong Kong and China
Understand the characteristics of cross-border e-business in Hong Kong and China, for
example:
o Trans-nationality
o Intangible
o Anonymity
o Immediate
Understand the model of cross-border e-business in Hong Kong and China
Understand the regulatory requirements of cross-border e-business in Hong Kong and
China, for example:
o Customs
o Inspection and quarantine
o Taxation
o Logistics
Understand the significance of cross-border e-business in Hong Kong and China
Understand the role of logistics and relationship of taxation of cross-border e-business in
Hong Kong and China

2. Formulate cross-border e-business strategy in Hong Kong and China




Formulate effective cross-border e-business strategy in Hong Kong and China in
accordance to the objectives of the corporate
o Formulate the cross-border logistics strategy of e-business
o Develop the methods, procedures and workflow of cross-border logistic strategy,
for example:
 Bonded warehouse method
 Cross - border direct mail
o Formulate the cross-border taxation strategy of e-business
o Develop the methods, procedures and workflow of cross-border taxation
strategy, for example:
 Parcel tax
 VAT
 Tariff
 Exemptions
Regularly review the cross-border business strategy and evaluate the strategy
operational effectiveness to the corporate
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3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

In developing the cross-border e-business strategy, follow the relevant legal policies and
requirements in a professional manner
Protect the interests of customers, business partners and corporate.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the professional knowledge of logistic process in cross-border e-business
strategy in Hong Kong and China.
Formulate effective cross-border e-business strategy to meet the objectives of the
corporate. Review and consolidate relevant information to assess and evaluate the
operation so as to support the long-term development of the corporate.

Remark
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Title

Formulate cross - border warehousing and logistics strategy

Code

107151L6

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) involves the capabilities of analysis and evaluation. In
accordance with the characteristics of products to formulate cross-border warehousing and
logistics strategy to maintain efficient and low-cost logistics solutions for the most benefit of the
corporate.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the kknowledge of cross-border warehousing and logistics






Understand the relevant legal requirements of cross-border warehousing and logistics
o Time
o Tax or quarantine
Understand the characteristics of products
o Time or seasonal merchandise
o Products that require quarantine or taxation
o Bulky merchandise
o Easily fragile or damaged
o Security (including battery pack)
Understand the options provided by warehousing and logistics partners and take into
account the impact of short- and long-term costs and their quality of service.

2. Formulate cross-border e-business strategy in Hong Kong and China




Formulate effective cross-border e-business strategy in Hong Kong and China in
accordance to the objectives of the corporate
o Formulate the cross-border logistics strategy of e-business
o Develop the methods, procedures and workflow of cross-border logistic strategy,
for example:
 Bonded warehouse method
 Cross - border direct mail
o Formulate the cross-border taxation strategy of e-business
o Develop the methods, procedures and workflow of cross-border taxation
strategy, for example:
 Parcel tax
 VAT
 Tariff
 Exemptions
Regularly review the cross-border business strategy and evaluate the strategy
operational effectiveness to the corporate

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

In developing the cross-border warehousing and logistics strategy, follow the relevant
legal policies and requirements in a professional manner
Protect the interests of customers, business partners and corporate.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Master the professional knowledge of cross-border warehousing and logistic process.
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Formulate effective cross-border warehousing and logistics strategy to meet the
objectives of the corporate. Review and consolidate relevant information to assess and
evaluate the operation so as to support the long-term development of the corporate.

Remark
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Title

Monitor and guide public opinion

Code

107152L3

Description

Through public opinion monitoring, master the public awareness of the corporate brand and
analyze the favorable and unfavorable factors for the brand. Develop marketing solutions
according to different public opinions.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the methods to monitor branding



Understand and use the main brand network public opinion monitoring tool. Understand
the meaning of each of these statistic measures.
Focus on the event and the direction of public opinion (especially unfavorable public
opinion) in order to facilitate the situation and to resolve the crisis

2. Master the methods to building up the positive branding for the corporate



Apply Corporate Social Responsibility events to shape the corporate brand image
Use network events to form public opinion to shape the corporate brand image

3. Avoid unfavorable factors with negative impacts on corporate image, for example:



Understand the impact of policy on the business
Understand the crisis incident

4. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Provide quality public opinion marketing programme to support the corporate brand
image.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Create a favorable public opinion on the corporate through the use of even marketing.
Understand the event or opinion that is unfavorable to the corporate image. Have a
sensitive insight and able to provide solution.

Remark
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Title

Conduct market research and analysis

Code

107153L4

Description

Apply market research methods to collect, organize and analyze the information of supply and
demand. The research could provide accurate information to support the corporate marketing
stragegy.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Develop the plan and solution for market research







Set the research content including:
o Market environment, market demand, competitors, products, sales, advertising
effectiveness
Identify the purpose of research including:
o Exploratory investigation, descriptive investigation, causality investigation,
predictive survey
Select appropriate investigative methods, including interview surveys, online surveys,
telephone surveys, observation surveys, experimental surveys, etc.
Establish appropriate investigation procedures and schedules
Arrange budget for related costs including:
o Data collection, questionnaire design, printing costs
o Staff cost for field investigation
o Data entry , statistical and processing cost
o Cost for report writing, printing and binding

2. Develop questionnaire according to the market research program



Develop the structure of the questionnaire including: fill in the form, the questionnaire
number, the information submitted by the investigator, the background information of the
investigator
Develop questions, methods of asking questions and order of questions

3. Conduct sampling investigation


According to the characteristics of the survey, select the appropriate sampling method to
ensure the effectiveness and reliability of the survey

4. Perform field investigation and quality control




Understand the precautions for identifying field surveys to establish an implementation
plan
Arrange the assignment of investigators
Perform quality control

5. Collect, consolidate and analyze data



Execute survey data processing: check, enter, chart presentation
Perform data analysis

6. Exhibit professionalism
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Assessment
Criteria

Comply with the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance when collecting data

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Identify the meaning and function of market research and explain the relationship
between market research and marketing and business decision-making processes.
Develop, arrange and implement market surveys as needed
Analyze the data

Remark
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Title

Manage crisis of social media public relationship

Code

107154L4

Description

Establish a sound social media crisis response strategy to find the root causes of the crisis,
reduce the destructive crisis and protect the image of the corporate.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the characteristics of social media crisis and the harm




Understand the characteristics of social media crisis
o More negative prejudice
o Wrong information posted by user
o Crisis uncertainty
o Crisis urgency
o Media attention is high
Understand the harm of social media crisis
o The outbreak of the speed and intensity is much broader and different from the
traditional media
o Anyone on the web can cause a crisis

2. Develop social media crisis strategy







Preparation
o Before the outbreak of the crisis, review potential crisis points, simulate possible
crisis situations, and try to prevent them from happening
Evaluation
o Collect data to establish the real state of the crisis. The response of the
corporate must be able to correspond to the potential impact of the crisis. Use
community media tools to help assess the impact of negative messages.
Control
o Lesser people involved in the crisis handling would be better. Usually the more
people involved the easier confusion happen.
Implementation
o A quick response is preferred. A slow response often makes the crisis worse
because customers usually think that the corporate do not concerned about the
problem.

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

The social media crisis strategy developed shall not contravene the relevant provisions
of the laws of Hong Kong

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the characteristics of corporate crisis in the community media environment
Perform prior warning work before crisis happens
Possess the ability to deal with social media crisis

Remark
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Title

Manage crisis of internet public relationship

Code

107157L4

Description

Establish a sound internet crisis response strategy to find the root causes of the crisis, reduce
the destructive crisis and protect the image of the corporate.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the characteristics of internet crisis and the harm




Understand the characteristics of internet crisis
o Sudden
o Destructive
o Uncertainty
o Urgency
o Public concern
Understand the harm of internet crisis
o Larger scale of the outbreak
o Spread faster and more widely
o Larger destruction. The authority of comments even transfer from the enterprise
to the Internet users causing greater controversy

2. Establish crisis prevention strategy



Perform simulation training for crisis management
Use public relationship management to build and maintain public relations to get more
supporters

3. Optimize corporate crisis management strategy






Pay enough attention to the internet media
Timely disclosure of various information on the crisis
Integration of various network resources to consolidate information dissemination
Pay attention to the role of opinion leaders
Pay attention to build internet reputation

4. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

The internet crisis strategy developed shall not contravene the relevant provisions of the
laws of Hong Kong

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the characteristics of corporate crisis in the internet environme nt
Perform prior warning work before crisis happens
Develop and optimize network crisis management strategy

Remark
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Title

Place online advertisement

Code

107155L5

Description

Use online advertisement to deliver product and business information to Internet users including
the production of online advertising, media selection, cost budget and revenue plans.

Level

5

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the format of online advertisement to select the channel of advertising media






Master the general online advertisement formats including:
o Based on content dissemination
 Text link
 Email advertisement
 Advertisement combined with interactive content
 Rich media advertisement
 Other types of advertisement (video ads, road shows, huge webcasts,
page ads, congratulations, etc.)
o Based on operation
 By click
 By show
 Delivery advertising
o Based on the format of advertisement
 Internet advertisement (including banner, button, column, suspension,
drop down, full screen and vertical etc.)
 Pop-up advertisement
Define the basis of selecting online advertisement media
o Review the traffic to the advertisement site
o Review target audience, site users, and target audience overlap
o Review the potential linkage between the site visitors and potential customers of
the product
Understand the third party advertisement monitoring system

2. Understand the workflow of online advertisement




Plan a reasonable campaign budget, goals, cycle length, audience coverage
Select the media according to the advertising plan to determine the form of advertising
According to the requirements of advertising planning to design online advertisement

3. Choose the cost billing methods of online advertisement including:




Cost per mile (= total cost / advertisement exposure frequency 1000)
Cost per click (= total cost / advertisement click frequency)
Cost per action (= total cost / action frequency)

4. Exhibit professionalism



Ensure that online advertising strategy to meet the interests of corporate
Comply with the relevant legal requirements in the development of online advertising
strategy
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Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the form of online advertisement and choose the way to advertise
Plan the delivery of online advertisement
Use advertising cost billing

Remark
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Title

Plan and implement large-scale internet marketing activities

Code

107156L5

Description

According to the needs of customers, design internet marketing activities and apply the
advantages of different network media channels to strengthen the corporate promotion.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand concept of internet integrated marketing


Analyze the general format of website advertisement to define the marketing plan /
strategy that fit the corporate business
o Graphic document (e.g. banner, button etc.)
o Characteristics and function of different promotion channels (image building,
increase site visitors and customer interaction etc.

2. Plan and implement the steps of internet marking activity







Carry out segmentation of the market
Design customer experience and build customer-focus feedback channel to collect
customer information
Conduct data analysis to identify key marketing strategies to meet more user needs
Develop customer exchange platform and interactive features to enhance the
customer’s loyalty
Analyze the characteristics of communication tools and information needs and guide
other customers to generate interest and demand
Use a variety of service strategies to dig out potential users and induce consumption
behavior

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

In the implementation of internet marketing activities, exhibit professional ethics and
prevent any deceptive behavior.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Analyze the concept of internet marketing, meaning and impact on sales
Develop steps to establish internet marketing campaign

Remark
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Manage and monitor outsourcing e-business service provider

Code

107158L5

Description

In the e-business service platform, outsourcing service providers could be employed to provide
professional services including information technology, customer service, marketing,
warehousing and logistics. It is necessary to continuously monitor the outso urcing service
providers and ensure that it meets the business requirements and the best interests of the
corporate.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the format of outsourcing service providers





Understand the target of market and business model to select the appropriate and
quality outsourcing service providers
o Brand promotion services: to create online professional brand image, enhance
the marketing ability
o Logistics services: through the logistics service outsourcing business
cooperation to provide quality and value-added services such as cash on
delivery, limited delivery, etc.
o Market research services: provision of market research business with its long term industry experience and integration of sales platform data. Aims to provide
strategic research, market positioning, product positioning, consumer research,
pipeline research and market consulting services
Require service outsourcers to provide past business records for reference
According to the guidelines of e-business service platform, select the appropriate
professional services outsiders (such as: TaoBao Partner)

2. Manage outsourcing service providers






In formulating the contract, the corporate should specify in the contract the inf ormation
security requirements to be outsourced and, if necessary, sign non -disclosure
agreement.
The functions and responsibilities of the service provider should be clearly defined and
described
Regularly monitor the effectiveness of service providers
Understand the risk of service outsourcing
o The outsourcing service provides may obtain the corporate internal information
that could cause certain risk
o The outsourcing service providers could access the relevant information and
system of the corporate and therefore obtain customer information

3. Exhibit professionalism




To ensure that appropriate safety management procedures are in place to protect
sensitive information and the privacy of customers. The outsourcing service providers
are required to comply with the corporate relevant security policies and government
legislation
To protect the interests of the corporate.
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Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the advantages of professional outsourcing service
Timely respond to the instruction from management, market change or technology
change.

Remark
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Develop an integrated internet marketing plan

Code

107159L6

Description

Critically analyze the positioning of various internet media resources, user behavior and input
costs. According to the objective of the corporate to develop the most appropriate internet
marketing solutions.

Level

6

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Analyze the market to position the internet marketing activities including:








Analyze business situation
o Analysis of business situation, including: background, sales / market share,
promotion spending / advertising share, product record analysis, brand and
positioning image
Analyze user needs
o Analyze the user’s consumption patterns, behavior and influencing factors
o Determine the size of market development and user demand trends, including:
start, growth, maturity
Segment the target market
o Segment existing users and potential users
 Analysis of existing users of the behavior / mentality to the product,
purchase records and etc.
 Analysis of potential users of product demand trends, consumer
mentality and etc.
Set marketing objectives including:
o First Level market target
 Maintain existing customers
 Improve existing customer loyalty
 Build brand loyalty
o Secondary level market target
 Attract swaying customers
 Expand the publicity to deliver the corporate information timely and
effectively
 Build a brand network to attract swaying customers to try the pro ducts;
trigger and touch the potential needs of users
o Third level market target
 Attract the customers of competitors
 Trigger the customers of competitors to try to use the corporate products

2. Analyze steps of marketing solutions


From customer perspective
o Touch phase
 Touch is the basis of consumer behavior and is the first step in the
analysis of user behavior
 The way to reach users can be through the corporate website, soft paper
promotion and marketing, etc.
o Trigger phase
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The purpose is to link up the customers to consumer behavior trigger
point and corporate products
 Regularly through the corporate website, mobile device applications, etc.
to remind customers of corporate-related product information
o Move phase
 Allow customers to remember that corporate products could solve the
customers’ problems
From the corporate branding perspective
o Awareness
 Through extensive dissemination of the established corporate brand both
in the initial stage or mature stage of corporate brand building.
 Integration of communication to spread out brand image
o Reputation
 Reputation refers to the user’s mindset of the best corporate brand. It is
derived from the user’s own feelings
 Brand reputation is only achieved through accumulation.
 Maintenance and improve the reputation of the brand once the
reputation is build.
o Loyalty
 Brand loyalty refers to the user’s preference for corporate brand and
purchase of corporate products in long term. It is the most important part
of brand equity.
 Once the customers’’ loyalty is formed, it is difficult to be affected by
other competing brand products
 Need to establish the brand in line with the customers’ interest, desire,
fun and hobbies. Regular communicate with customers to cultivate brand
loyalty.

3. Develop the communication objectives and strategy for internet marketing






Develop the strategy according to objective
o Identify the primary target audience
o Identify overall product positioning and personality
o Identify the best point of contact for existing customers and potential customers
o Identify the target market and its needs
o Develop the best marketing mix for each target market
o Advertising target
o Media plan
Develop the strategy according to communication theme
o Identify key customer interests with key sales messages
o Develop a public relations program
o Supervision and control
o Customer feedback / database establishment assessment
o Creative strategy
o Develop an advertising program
Develop the strategy according to stages of communication
o Develop a financial plan and analyze the budget
o Implementation details and monitoring
o Evaluation and control
o Pre-test

4. Exhibit professionalism
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Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the developed integrated marketing plan could comply with the policies and
legal requirements from the government.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the overall workflow process of integrated marketing plan
Develop appropriate integrated marketing plans according to the different market
situations.
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Title

Develop data optimization marketing plan

Code

107160L6

Description

According to the business strategy and development plan of corporate, develop data
optimization marketing plan to provide customers’ needs of personalized products and services.

Level

6

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the advantages of data analysis




Manage different business and cross-channel data and integrate different marketing and
database systems within corporate
Consolidate data processing to deliver massive personal information in a short period of
time
Segment data to facilitate the set tailored personal consumer contents for marketing

2. Define key areas of data optimization marketing plan






Integrate with data from internet with the internal data within the corporate to accurately
understand the customers’’ behavior
Use the appropriate tools to centralize, structure and standardize the raw data into
useful information
Segment customers with similar characteristics into different attributes by clustering
Based on the measurement and analysis of the characteristics of the target group,
evaluate and optimize the marketing plan before implementation
Improve marketing efficiency: continuously collect and analyze data. Apply statistical
systems to analyze marketing channels with different types, time and location.

3. Develop data optimization marketing plan




Review and analyze corporate sales performance indicators to identify areas where data
systems are available for application
Introduce the most suitable data optimization system to the corporate
Assess the impact of data optimization systems on the retail business such as increased
sales, additional costs, etc.

4. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the developed data optimization marketing plan could comply with the
policies and legal requirements from the authorities.
Prevent any use of internal data for fraudulent acts

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Develop data optimization marketing plan in line with the needs and objectives of the
corporate
Analyze data trend, application areas and potential security threats to develop effective
contingency plan.

Remark
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Apply 2D barcode on sales business

Code

107161L4

Description

Apply 2D barcode technology to provide rapid information reading to improve the overall sales
business.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the types and specifications of 2D barcode






Understand the characteristics of 2D barcode
o Record more information
o Record more complex information such as image links, web links, and more
o Highly confidential
o High security level
o Strong identification
Compare different types of 2D barcode
o Stacked two-dimensional bar code
o Matrix two-dimensional bar code
o Action bar code
Understand the advantages of 2D barcode on retail business
o Speed up transaction efficiency, improve service quality and image
o Avoid mistakes and prevent employee fraud
o Simplify on-site labeling and tag costs
o Improve time management, flexibility to adjust manpower
o Improve inventory and procurement management
o Improve product display management for better commodity management
o Quick access to business situation for adjusting the commodity portfolio

2. Apply 2D barcode technology




Understand the bar code design considerations and application areas
Introduce the most suitable 2D barcode technology to the corporate
Evaluate the impact of 2D barcode technology on the retail industry, such as increased
sales, additional costs, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the application of 2D barcode technology comply with the policies and legal
requirements from the authorities.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Apply 2D barcode technology to improve sales business
Apply 2D barcode technology to assist the overall retail business development of the
corporate

Remark
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Apply QR code on sales business

Code

107162L4

Description

Apply QR code technology to provide rapid information reading to improve the overall sales
business.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the advantages of QR code






Record more information
Fast decode process
High storage capacity
Adaptive scanning process
Easy to integrate with network contents for advertisement, online shopping and
download links

2. Apply QR code technology to improve sales services





Compare the different QR code technology on sales services including:
o Quick links: Quickly connect to the sales business or product page to read
relevant pages.
o Business transactions: Connect to the online trading website to complete the
payment process
o Automated text transmission: convert the corporate or product information into
QR code for quick transfer to consumers’ smart phones
o Digital content download: contains any business or product information to
facilitate immediate access to consumers
Introduce the most suitable QR code technology to the corporate
Evaluate the impact of QR code technology on the retail industry, such as increased
sales, additional costs, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the application of QR code technology comply with the policies and legal
requirements from the authorities.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the marketing
strategy does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Apply QR code technology to improve sales business
Apply QR code technology to assist the overall retail business development of the
corporate
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Implement the barcode production steps

Code

107163L4

Description

According to industry guidelines, implement the barcode production steps.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Select the appropriate partner (e.g. GS1) for barcode system production
2. According to industry guidelines, implement the barcode production steps (total ten steps)











Step 1: set and obtain the Corporate Prefix
o Understand the corporate prefix as the corporate trade project identification keys
including logistics units, locations, assets, coupons and other information
Step 2: Assign identification number
o After obtaining Corporate prefix, assign the identification number to the
corporate product items including corporate herself (as a legal entity), location,
logistic unit, corporate assets and/or recyclable assets etc.
Step 3: Select barcode printing method
o Understand barcode printing method including:
 Traditional printing
 Flexgraphy
 Offset
 Digital printing
 Thermal
 laser
o select the printing method based on static or dynamic information
 static information (no change for long time)
 select traditional printing method to print the information on the
product package or label
 dynamic information (regular change of information)
 select digital printing or integrate the traditional printing method
Step 4: Select the printing environment
o Select the printing environment based on the type, size, location and quality of
barcode, including:
 Point-of-sale POS
 Omni-directional scanning
 General distribution and logistics
 Larger barcode is preferred for warehouse application
 Healthcare items
 Could not adopt omni-directional scanning
Step 5: Select the appropriate barcode system
o Select EAN/UPC symbolic system for omni-directional scanning
o Select GS1-128/GSI DataBar / GS1 2D symbolic system for variable barcode
information
o Select GS1 2D symbolic system for barcode containing website information
o Select ITF-14 symbolic system for direct barcode printing on carton box
Step 6: Select the appropriate size of barcode
o Recognize the factors in considering the barcode size including:
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The choice of barcode system
The application areas of barcode
The method of printing
Step 7: Format the barcode texts
o Recognize the factors in selecting barcode human-readable text including:
 The readable text is in similar size with barcode
 Text is positioned under the barcode as an combination
 Ensure 12 digits for UPC-A symbolic barcode printing
 Ensure 12 digits for EAN-13 symbolic barcode printing
 Ensure 8 digits for UPC-E and EAN-8 symbolic barcode printing
Step 8: Select the color of barcode
o Recognize the factors in selecting the color of barcode including:
 Barcode requires dark color
 Barcode requires single color
 Barcode requires light color background
Step 9: Select the appropriate position of barcode
o Select the appropriate position of barcode based on the shape of products in
order to avoid damage or hiding (e.g. at the edge of carton box, below the fold of
carton box, under the wrapper flag of carton box and through another wrapper
etc.)
Step 10: Develop a barcode quality plan
o Apply the ISO/IEC 15416 system to assess the quality of barcode production

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the application of barcode production comply with the policies and legal
requirements from the authorities.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Produce effective barcode for products.

Remark
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Develop internet advertisement sales strategy

Code

107164L5

Description

Apply the advantages of internet marking, including interactive, timely and multi-channels, to
select the appropriate media to develop and implement internet advertisement sales strategy.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Manage the content of internet advertisement





Recognize the concept of internet advertisement
Identify the different types of internet advertisement including text advertisement, image
advertisement, animation advertisement, video advertisement and virtual reality
advertisement etc.
Assess the different types of internet advertisement and application areas
Compare and contrast internet advertisement with traditional advertisement
o Advantages of internet advertisement
 Wide coverage
 Cost-effective
 Manifestations are diverse and interactive
 Good user experience
 Accurate statistical results
 Precise market segmentation
o Limitations of internet advertisement
 Broadcasting is passive
 Limitation of creativity
 Limitation of advertisement space

2. Develop internet advertisement sales strategy


Consider the following factors to enhance the advertisement effectiveness
 Position of advertisement
 Area of advertisement
 Speed of image shifting
 Keyword arrangement
 Application of image/sound/animation
 Analysis of successful cases of internet advertisement

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

The internet advertisement sales strategy has to align with the development direction of
corporate.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as in formation,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the marketing
strategy does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Recognize the concept, classification and pros and cons of internet advertisement.
Develop effective internet advertisement sales strategy
Analyze the factors of successful internet advertisement
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Title

Analyze the payment methods of internet advertisement

Code

107165L5

Description

Analyze the different payment methods of internet advertisement and select the appropriate
method for the corporate.

Level

5

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Analyze and compare different payment methods of internet advertisement








Cost per Click (CPC)
o Operating model
 based on the number of times the advertisement is clicked
 suitable for keyword advertising
o Market reference
 AdSense for Content of Google
 Baidu bid advertising
 Taobao through train advertising
o Limitation of operation
 Facing with the challenge of fraud click
Cost per Action (PAC)
o Operating model
 The transaction is charged on the final result, including the number of
transactions or the number of applications
 Each action cost refers to a similar way to guarantee the charge
 Considered as an optimized form of buying online advertisement.
Advertisers are only required to pay for an advertisement when an action
occurs
o Market reference
 AdSense for Content of Google
 AdContext of eBay
o Limitation of operation
 Pricing is a risk to the site. But if the advertisement is successful, the
revenue is much larger than the other methods.
Cost per Mille (CPM)
o Operating model
 As long as the advertisement content is displayed, advertisers have to
pay for this.
 Unit of advertisement charge is based on 1,000 times of advertisement
display.
o Market reference
 Television advertisement
o Limitation of operation
 Ineffective advertisement method but could bring certain audience flow
and stable income to the bloggers.
Cost per Sales (CPS)
o Operating model
 Advertisement cost is calculated with the actual sales volume
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A certain income percentage share between the advertisers and the
agents based on the number of customers visited the website or their
amount of purchase
o Market reference
 Suitable for online shopping website or website for navigation etc.
o Limitation of operation
 Require accurate customer flow for the income generation.
Cost per Time (CPT)
o Operating model
 A fixed advertisement charging method based on time spent on website
 The time span could be at least one day to one year
 Generate stable income for website or bloggers
o Market reference
 Financial Times
 The Economist Publisher
o Limitation of operation
 The advertisement format is rough that could not protect the interest of
customers
Demand-side Platform concept (DSP)
o Operating model
 DSP is an online advertising platform that enables the advertisers to
consolidate the advertisement cost and feedbacks from customers more
easily. It also allow different advertisers to purchase high-quality
advertisement inventory at reasonable price.
 Through real-time bidding to purchase the exposure slot for
advertisement, i.e. similar to the CPM (Cost Per Mille) method
o Market reference
 TANX of Taobao
 ADX of Google
o Limitation of operation
 Requires powerful infrastructure and capacity for real-time bidding
system
 Requires advanced audience targeting technology

2. Develop internet advertisement strategy


Consider the following economic factors for placing the internet advertisement:
o Reasonable internet advertisement broadcast time (according to the survey,
consumers spend more time on the Internet at night and holidays)
o Develop strict internet advertisement budget
o Regularly review the advertisement expenditure and corporate income

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

The internet advertisement sales strategy has to be economically viable for the
corporate.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the online
advertisement does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Recognize the concept, payment methods and pros and cons of internet advertisement.
Develop cost-effective internet advertisement broadcast strategy
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Title

Develop social media marketing strategy - blog platform

Code

107166L5

Description

Through the blog site or blog forum, apply blog knowledge, interest and life experience to
disseminate commodity information so as to achieve promotion purpose.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the operation of blog marketing





Understand the history of blog and the concept of blog marketing
Develop blog marketing strategy including:
o Make use of third party blog platform to start internet marketing
o Develop in-house blog platform for corporate
o Conduct blog marketing through individual blog platform
Analyze blog marketing from different perspectives including blog release volume and
costing etc.

2. Develop positioning of blogger and the blog content






Set the ultimate objective of blog marketing, for example brand image building or
increase exposure for products etc.
Analyze the positioning of blogger so as to develop the marketing plan, including:
o Assist in setting the development direction of corporate
o Assist in studying the customer behavioral model
Position the blog content, including:
o The breadth and depth of blog content
o The writing style of the blog
Analyze the factors of successful blog marketing cases

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

The blog marketing sales strategy aligns with the development direction of the
corporate.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the blog marketing
does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Analyze the common strategy of blog marketing
Develop the objective, blogger and content orientation of blog marketing

Remark
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Title

Develop social media marketing strategy - Weibo platform

Code

107167L5

Description

Through the Weibo platform to promote corporate and its products to achieve marketing
objectives.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept of Weibo marketing






Analyze the difference between Weibo marketing and blog marketing
Recognize the characteristics of Weibo marketing including quick response, convenient
and widely spread
Recognize the format of broadcasting of Weibo messages
Understand the difference of customers receiving Weibo messages
Develop Weibo marketing strategy including
o Diversified contents; regularly updated and interactive
o Set appropriate labels to attract other corporates with similar interest to establish
the Weibo channels

2. Develop the workflow of Weibo marketing












Develop the framework of Weibo
o Design the Weibo module
o Establish Weibo groups and Weibo stores
Operate the Weibo
o Write, forward, maintain Weibo content
o Design major festivals and event custom templates
o Looking for focal points from customers
o Track and analyze competitors’ trend
Promote Weibo
o Forward different contents including
o Grass root people
o Opinion leader
o Cultural celebrity
o Popular stars
Maintain Weibo activities
o Collect and publish information
o Forward and comment activity highlights
o Monitor activity information keywords
o Follow up the customers’ doubt, clarification and statement
Apply Weibo App
o Apply Weibo App in accordance to the corporate needs
 Standard version
 Information version
 Business version
Monitor messages and public opinion
o Analyze the information of competitors
o Analyze marketing effectiveness
o Optimize the marketing plan
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Place Weibo marketing plan
o According to the activity planning, event marketing and business development to
set a cost-effective Weibo advertising strategy

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

The Weibo marketing strategy aligns with the development direction of the corporate.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the Weibo
marketing does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Recognize the concept, principles and characteristics of Weibo marketing.
Plan Weibo marketing activities.
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Title

Develop social media marketing strategy - forum platform

Code

107168L5

Description

Through text, pictures and video over the forum platform to publish product and service
information so as to achieve marketing purpose.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Apply the basic technology of forum




Apply forum registration, posting, delete posts, reply and other basic technologies
Analyze current popular forum and its characteristics and review the r easons for its
success
Analyze the characteristics of forum marketing
o Establish an open topic to meet all kinds of marketing demands
o Build a strong public gathering capacity
o Master the chain reaction effect of communication
o Apply search engine technology to optimize content and evaluate performance
o Calculate the return on investment

2. Develop the steps of forum marketing






Select the popular forum with conditions include:
o Popularity, high traffic volume
o Related to the promotion content
o Easier for registration
Design post
o Set the topic: prominence, deep impression, personality
o Set the theme: make use of controversial content to convey product information
o Set the feedback: appropriate evaluation to cover the product information
delivered
Monitor the post

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

The forum marketing strategy aligns with the development direction of the corporate.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the forum
marketing does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Master the basic technology of forum marketing and understand the character istics of
current hot topics
Analyze the concept and characteristics of forum marketing
Development the steps of forum marketing and make the post controversy

Remark
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Title

Develop social media marketing strategy - Facebook platform

Code

107169L5

Description

Apply Facebook to enhance the product information or corporate image promotion so as to
achieve marketing purpose.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic concept and format of Facebook marketing




Understand the concept of Facebook marketing
o Low-cost and interactive marketing approach
o Establish friendship relation between corporate and consumers th rough
interaction
o Maintain regular interaction
Analyze the key elements of Facebook marketing to establish the marketing strategy,
including:
o Need to carefully consider the frequency of message delivery and the delivery
time
o Be familiar with the internet language and understand the preference of the
target customers
o Avoid excessive branding exposure
o Master the way to find the target group
 The number of target group
 The activity and sociality of target group

2. Apply the resource sharing of Facebook marketing





Facebook Fan Page
o Easy to build and free-of-charge
o Need to understand the target group and allocate sufficient manpower resource
Facebook advertisement
o A targeted advertisement platform to allow corporate to set and focus on a
particular target group
o In addition to the geographical, age, interest, occupation and other
characteristics, corporate could purchase advertisement only focuses on the
target group
Facebook Groups
o The Facebook community is similar to the general forum. Corporate could build
an industry-related community as a platform for engagement with potential
customers
o The advantage is free and highly interactive but takes time to run

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

The Facebook marketing strategy aligns with the development direction of the corporate.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Recognize the concept and format of Facebook marketing
Apply the technique of Facebook marketing
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Title

Develop social media marketing strategy - Instagram

Code

107170L5

Description

Apply the Instagram platform to publish consumer-oriented images and text, so as to achieve
marketing purposes.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Recognize the characteristics of Instagram marketing




Instagram is a community media to facilitate the brand image building and to add visual
beauty to the brand. Enhance the persuasiveness of the brand story.
Integrate marketing, social media and art sharing to enhance the product image.
Images could be easily shared with other platforms to enhance the promotion

2. Develop real-time marketing strategy






Enhance the interaction between corporate and customers
o Highlight the customer contents: public sharing, praise of customers’ work and
post etc.
o Strengthen interactions in social networks: try to write / encourage customers to
share with different social networks so as to increase customer interaction
o Provide free messages and gifts: occasionally send a free message or gift
pictures to bring consumers happiness
o Provide behind the scenes: in the corporate Instagram, made some behind -thescenes picture for consumers
o Collect images of customers using corporate products
Use Hashtags: Use Hashtags to promote brands and products to build relationships with
a group of interests
Unify image: choose the picture to have a considerable relevance with the brand that
fully reflect product features
Highlight the theme of the brand: the choice of picture is align with the corporate mission
and keeps consistent style

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

The Instagram marketing strategy aligns with the development direction of the corporate.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the Instagram
marketing does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Recognize the characteristics of Instagram marketing
Apply the Instagram marketing to strengthen the interaction between corporate and
customers

Remark
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Title

Develop social media marketing strategy – WeChat platform

Code

107171L5

Description

Apply the WeChat platform to promote production information or corporate brand image so as to
achieve marketing purposes.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Recognize the basic concept and format of WeChat marketing




Recognize the concept of WeChat marketing
o Point-to-point precision marketing
o Through interactive approach to establish relationship between corporate and
customers
Analyze the different marketing channels with WeChat to develop the marketing
strategy, including:
o Location signature: corporate could use the free "user signature file" to do
publicity. The WeChat users nearby will be able to read the corporate
information
o Corporate can set their own 2D barcode for product or service discounts and
discounts to attract the focus of customers to achieve O2O marketing model
o Open platform: through the WeChat open platform, corporate could upload their
brand information as attachment to facilitate the content sharing between
customers

2. Apply WeChat marketing technique





Locate the WeChat group with large number of active members
Apply WeChat marketing technique
o Apply WeChat photo album and sharing
o Apply WeChat article publication
o Set the best delivery time
Apply the appropriate WeChat type to support marketing strategy
o The public domain is divided into different types including subscription domain,
service domain and corporate domain. Select the appropriate domain based on
the target group of customers and the objective of communication. Subscription
domain provides more interaction while service domain could provide more
service through data and system connection.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

The WeChat marketing strategy aligns with the development direction of the corporate.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the WeChat
marketing does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Recognize the concept, principles and characteristics of WeChat marketing.
Plan WeChat marketing activities.
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Title

Develop EDM marketing strategy – Email platform

Code

107172L5

Description

Apply the Email platform of the Electronic Document Management (EDM) system to promote the
corporate information to the target customers.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Recognize the concept, advantages and basic elements of Email marketing






Understand the advantages of Email marketing
o Low cost
o Target oriented
o Accurate delivery
o Wide coverage of audience
o Free to read
Recognize the basic elements of Email marketing
o With customers authorization
o Message is valuable to customers
Establish the suitable environment for Email marketing
o Suitable for cross-border business to fit the difference in time zone
o Pay attention to the registration of website

2. Apply Email marketing technique






Design the Email content and format
o Content is useful to customers
o Prevent too hard-selling
o Personalized content of email
Technique of avoiding email as junk email
o Avoid using sensitive and fictitious symbols as the email address
o Monitor the IP address whether it is under black list
o Provide un-subscription link
o Handle un-subscription and complain timely
Attract customers to read email
o Design and use the name of the sender who can let the customer remember and
generate a sense of trust
o Message title: plain or personalized

3. Optimize the Email reading over mobile devices



The lengthy message content is not suitable for reading on mobile device platforms
Apply the techniques of optimizing reading e-mail, including:
o Keep email message brief ( no more than 60-65 characters)
o Highlight the points and add pictures
o Reduce the size of the image file
o Adjust the image by screen scale
o Increase the size of the site link key (such as a call action button)

4. Exhibit professionalism
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Assessment
Criteria

The Email marketing strategy aligns with the development direction of the corporate.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the Email
marketing does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Recognize the concept, advantages and appropriate environment of Email marketing.
Set the appropriate environment for Email marketing
Master the technique of Email marketing

Remark
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Title

Develop EDM marketing strategy – SMS platform

Code

107173L5

Description

Apply the SMS platform of the Electronic Document Management (EDM) system to promote the
corporate information to the target customers.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Recognize the advantages and disadvantages of SMS marketing




Understand the advantages of SMS marketing
o Low cost
o Reach wide coverage of target customers
o Simple delivery of message
o Fast delivery of accurate message
o Reach different groups of target customers in different groupings
o Manage and revise message anytime
Understand the disadvantages of SMS marketing
o Long time to establish the SMS list
o Need to pay subscription and authorization fee
o Could only retain customers with strong discount
o Require longer time to achieve results
o competing with other competitors to provide discount

2. Apply SMS marketing technique











encourage interaction between corporate and customers
delivery instantaneous SMS
o Content must be instantaneous or valuable, preferably exclusive in order to
improve SMS promotions and feedback rate
Multi-channels for SMS promotion
o SMS average user call rate is higher than other media. Tthe use of SMS "Call to
action" in the marketing activities is very effective
o Use SMS to send the site registration code, or APP download URL
Facilitate regional marketing
o send a discount code via SMS to provide regional exclusive discounts
o enhance interaction with customers and to track the effectiveness of nonnetwork marketing channels
Attract customers to participate in promotional activities
o Fast and effective of using SMS to inform customers to participate in promotional
activities
Effective use of loyal customers list
o Regularly send SMS to customers with high brand loyalty

3. Exhibit professionalism



The SMS marketing strategy aligns with the development direction of the corporate.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the SMS marketing
does not violate the relevant regulations
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Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Recognize the advantages, disadvantages and appropriate environment of SMS
marketing.
Set the appropriate environment for SMS marketing
Master the technique of SMS marketing
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Title

Develop real-time marketing strategy

Code

107174L5

Description

Apply real-time marketing strategy to provide products or service according to the personalized
needs of customers.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Recognize the concept of real-time marketing




Understand the consumer as the center. Start with consumer needs and end with
consumer satisfaction.
Understanding the definition of "need" including both the current needs and the n eeds
for future development and change
Understand the characteristics of real-time marketing:
o Advantage of cultivating customer brand loyalty
o Meet the specific needs of specific customers and adapt to diversification and
personalization of customer needs
o The products or services provided by the corporate can track the needs of
consumers, preferences and habits in the course of consumption, and
automatically adjust the service function to meet their future needs
o Collect consumer feedback: customers feedback sent to the corporate could
improve the relevant products of the corporate

2. Develop real-time marketing strategy





Use appropriate software to conduct electronic records of customer behavior; regularly
record the activities of customers and then analyze the information data
Maintain the relevance and appropriateness of communication with consumer groups:
classify consumers, give priority to the actual needs of the most important consumer
groups, and set appropriate goals and activities for consumer groups
Content does not need to be too complicated, it is important to keep real-time marketing
campaigns simple and creative

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

The real-time marketing strategy aligns with the development direction of the corporate.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the real -time
marketing does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Recognize the characteristics of real-time marketing.
Analyze the data of real-time marketing and adopt appropriate strategy to enhance
marketing effectiveness

Remark
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Search engine optimization

Code

107175L5

Description

Through the search rules of search engine to optimize the corporate website so as to raise the
chance of visit by customers over the internet browser platform.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Recognize the operating principle of Search Engine Optimization (SEO)







Understand dragons of SEO and their meanings
Understand the operating principle of search engine and its ranking list
o Information retrieval overview
o Retrieval, indexing and query processing
o Create a ranking page with popularity
Analyze the website for optimization process
Understand the factors affecting SEO
o Meta description
o Keywords
Best practice of website optimization
o Define the best keywords for website

2. Develop SEO solution




Select and apply effective SEO tools
Master the website measurement indicators
o Understand the time of stay of webpage and website
o Learn about bounce rate, exit rate and participation
Filter and analyze data
o Filter field text
o Manage filters
o Specify key performance indicators

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

The SEO solution aligns with the development direction of the corporate.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the operating principles of SEO
Apply SEO tool to set the appropriate solution of search engine optimization

Remark
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Develop search engine marketing strategy

Code

107176L5

Description

Apply Search Engine Marketing (SEM) method to effectively carry out engine searching for
internet marketing and promotion.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Recognize the common methods of SEM



Understand the meaning of SEM
Analyze and compare different methods of SEM
o Search engine marketing
o Email marketing
o Internet advertisement marketing
o SMS marketing
o Website marketing
2. Develop SEM solution


Select the SEM keywords
o Keywords for SEM are more accurate than SEO. Two additional conditions on
top of SEO for keyword selection:
 People who search for the keywords have a clear consumer demand
 People who search for the keywords are easily converted into customers
 Design SEM induction page
o Able to give customers enough confidence
o The content provided is helpful to the customers
o Able to answer potential problems in the customers’ mind
o Enable customers to leave information or get in touch
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

The search engine marketing strategy aligns with the development direction of the
corporate.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the search engine
marketing does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the concept of search engine marketing and the meaning of keywords of
search engine marketing
Apply the common methods and technique of search engine marketing
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Develop news and soft article marketing strategy and promote corporate public relation s

Code

107177L5

Description

Use events with news value or consumer-oriented articles to plan, organize various forms of
activities to create "hot topic" to attract the media and the public’s attention and interest for sales
promotion. It could also accurately disseminate the detailed corporate information to achieve
public relations purpose.

Level

5

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Recognize the concept and characteristics of news and soft article


Understand the characteristics of article marketing
o Low cost
o Marketing purpose: together with advertisement to promote sales volume
o Attract public attention with hot topic issues
o With speculation features
o Embed product information into news information, corporate culture, reviews and
other text resources to induce the customers interest
o Create a sense of trust through word of mouth

2. Identify the classification of news and soft article marketing and set appropriate article theme


Article for promoting new products, for example:
o Product evaluation review
o Buyer experience
o Product linkage

3. Apply article writing skills





Master the importance of the title. The title should be compelling and impressive
Flexible use of a variety of article style to achieve the goal of marketing (such as
suspense style; emotional style; story type; intimidation; promotional style; news style;
temptation style etc.)
o Set the title: prominence, deep impression, personality
o Set up the main theme: controversial contents to convey product information
o Set the reply: appropriate evaluation to cover product information
Analyze cases of article marketing
o Analyze and evaluate cases of news or soft article marketing and point out the
successful factors

4. Develop the steps for news marketing and soft article marketing





According to the corporate needs to integrate the corporate resources to develop the
content of news and soft articles
According to the theme of planning, design different styles of article theme to achieve
better communication
Select appropriate channels of release according to the article theme
Master the skills of news and soft article marketing
o Content to have tension and incitement, to catch the hot topics
o Continue to create attention by regularly include fresh “small events”
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Embed product information and activities without traces
Choose appropriate, large-scale communication channels

5. Master the methods to promote corporate public relations through news and soft articles




Understand the advantages of promoting corporate public relations through news and
soft articles
o News and soft articles with timely dissemination of features. Corporate with
significant value of external publicity must publish immediately, otherwise it lost
the news value
o News has a complete function of interpretation. Could use text to convey the
accurate and detailed information for the corporate.
o News and soft articles have the functions public relations crisis.
o Good news and soft articles have secondary transmission characteristics. The
so-called "secondary transmission" is a media released after the other media
have reproduced.
Select and apply appropriate news and soft articles to promote corporate public
relations, for example:
o Promote important corporate activities, for example:
 Participate in charity activities
 Industry characteristics event
 Public relations crisis events
o Corporate CEO marketing, for example:
 CEO story interview
 Published industry point of view
 In response to social hot comments
 Promote social responsibility
o Promote corporate values, for example:
 Corporate culture
 Business growth process
 Brand story
o Select and corporate with Key Opinion Leader KOL
 Understand the advantages of KOL
 KOL understand the individual needs of customers and could
obtain their trust easily
 KOL plays an important mediating role in community
communication and hold a large number of community
 source
 Easy to obtain the diversified recommendations from network
 Review the characteristics of KOL
 Life experience with wide knowledge
 Widely communication with the public and have reputation
 Has a high socioeconomic status
 Be innovative
 Choose the appropriate KOL
 Through investigation or by experience to determine the role of
KOL in the current environment
 KOLs are often experts in specific areas

6. Exhibit professionalism


The news and soft article marketing strategy aligns with the development direction of the
corporate.
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Assessment
Criteria

Select and apply news and soft article marketing to promote corporate public relations
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of th e news and soft
article marketing does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the concept, characteristics and classification of news and soft article
marketing
Develop the steps of news and soft article marketing
Apply the news and soft article to promote corporate public relations
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Title

Develop mobile device marketing strategy

Code

107178L6

Description

Apply mobile device technology to improve sales service so as to assist the overall sales
business of the corporate.

Level

6

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Review the development characteristics of mobile technology to develop appropriate mobile
device marketing strategy.
2. Analyze the marketing data of mobile devices to enhance the sales service of corporate,
including:




Analyze the purchasing behavior of customers
Understand the interests, intention and behavior of customers
Select the best customer group for resource allocation to provide better experience

3. Develop appropriate solution to enhance mobile device marketing ef fectiveness, including:






Ensure the corporate website design could cater for the needs of different models of
mobile devices
Analyze the characteristics of different operating systems (including iOS and Android) to
optimize the mobile device marketing applications
Analyze website testing results to review whether the website is suitable for mobile
device
Review procedures to simplify the online purchase process
Produce tailor-made mobile version of advertisement to optimize mobile device
marketing

4. Review mobile device marketing effectiveness



Use different formats of advertisement to test the corporate advertisement messages to
identify the reasons of attracting customers to visit website or download the mobile
application software
Understand the risk of information leakage over mobile device and develop
communication security solution for corporate and customers

5. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

The mobile device marketing strategy aligns with the development direction of the
corporate.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the mobile device
marketing does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Review the development trend of mobile device marketing
Analyze the marketing data of mobile devices to enhance the sales service of corporate

Remark
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Title

Develop global data synchronization network system strategy

Code

107179L6

Description

Apply the Global Data Synchronization Network System GDSN strategy to manage global
supply chain to keep the corporate competitiveness.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the importance of GDSN system




Understand the problems of traditional data communication channels (e.g. telephone,
fax, website platform and email etc.) of supply chain system. The problems include high
cost and high data failure rate.
Recognize the concept of product data synchronization
o Could optimize the e-business supply chain
o The completeness and timeliness of GDSN data could provide accurate
information of time and location to customers.

2. Analyze the advantages of GDSN to e-business operation




Product retailer perspective
o Keep reducing operation cost
o Improve product category management
o Reduce transaction error
o Reduce data management fee
o Reduce out of stock opportunities and improve shelf utilization
Product supplier perspective
o Rapidly expand market share. Fast-running supply chain could help corporate to
gain greater competitive advantage
o Reduce the average time on shelve time for products
o Improve order efficiency and product category management
o Reduce the time for product data to reach sales operation

3. Develop GDSN solution






Evaluate and select effective supply chain standard systems and data processing tools
Evaluate the current business processes of the corporate; critically analyze how the
product data synchronization system can support the corporate
Discuss, analyze and select what data and what format should be exchanged with
different stakeholders
Install additional or upgraded hardware and software,
From the process of accepting orders to delivery to confirm, test, and even redesign
processes to ensure the accuracy and timeliness of data exchange and ordering
processes

4. Exhibit professionalism



The GDSN strategy aligns with the development direction of the corporate.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the GDSN strategy
does not violate the relevant regulations
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Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the GDSN concept and analyze how it could improve the workflow of
corporate e-business
Develop GDSN solution.
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Title

Develop word-of-mouth marketing strategy

Code

107180L7

Description

Apply the principle of word-of-mouth marketing to effectively promote product information to
achieve corporate marketing purpose.

Level

7

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept of word-of-mouth marketing





Through the customers’ product or brand communication, disseminate information to
achieve the purpose of marketing
Word-of-mouth marketing communication channel is mainly determined by the product
target customer group characteristics. The most influential and suitable word -of-mouth
marketing network media channels are blog, forum, social media and interpersonal
interaction
Corporate has to deeply understand the needs of customers and the driving principles of
customer behavior. Dissemination of content could trigger customers’ needs or other
aspects of resonance and then achieve marketing purposes.

2. Analyze the characteristics of word-of-mouth marketing






For the enterprise, it is a fixed initial cost and the marginal cost is almost zero
The propagation speed can grow exponentially
Quick acceptance by the customers
Fast update
Supplemented with advertisement, auxiliary materials, public relations and other multi integrated marketing channels to achieve synergistic effect and to maximize the spread
of the effect

3. Develop word-of-mouth solution





Include unique idea
Plan content production and source of design information
Choose suitable channel for information dissemination. Different media channels need
different time
Track and manage marketing results

4. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

The word-of-mouth marketing strategy aligns with the development direction of the
corporate.
Follow the latest laws of government and regulatory organizations such as information,
privacy and information security to ensure that the implementation of the word -of-mouth
strategy does not violate the relevant regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the concept and characteristics of word-of-mouth marketing
Master the steps and methods of word-of-mouth marketing

Remark
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Title

Provide product information

Code

107181L2

Description

This unit of competency (UoC) is applicable to the supporting staff of the corporate e -business
units. It requires their understanding of the corporate product information and provides
comprehensive product information to the customers.

Level

2

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand in detail of the corporate product information including:









Function of the product
Price of the product
Basic structure of product
Quality and specifications of product
Application areas of product
Advantages of product
Precautions of using the product
Sales channel of product

2. Accurately deliver the corporate and product information




Understand the key features of the products and explain concisely and precisely to the
customers
Answer the potential questions about the products from the customers
Introduce the different e-business sales channels of the corporate

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Introduce the products based on its actual specifications. Could not exaggerate its
function and applications.
Take reference to the Trade Descriptions Ordinance from the government to ensure the
product information provided fulfill the legal requirements.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Comprehensively understand the product information
Deliver accurate product information

Remark
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Title

Provide purchase suggestions to guide customers to purchase

Code

107182L3

Description

Provide purchase suggestions to customers to guide them to purchase.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the factors affecting the customer purchase, including:






Product sales situation
Seasonal and market trends
Competitor sales activities
Publicity and other business activities
Comments of the product on Internet

2. Provide purchase suggestions to guide customers to purchase



According to the customer’s description provide suitable products for the customers
Through appropriate questioning to guide customers to think and fully express their
needs. Select the most appropriate channel for purchase.

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Comply with the corporate guidelines of product purchase and abide by professional
ethics.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Understand the purchase needs of customers and provide suitable suggestions.

Remark
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Title

Manage online customer complaint

Code

107183L3

Description

Customers launch complaint due to the dissatisfaction with the products or services. Staff of the
corporate e-business units has to resolve the customers’ dissatisfaction or report the complaint.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the principles and methods of handling complaints










Understand the corporate guidelines and procedures to handle customer complaints
Master the basic principles of handing complaints
o Be sincere to help customers solve the problem
o Do not argue with customers and do not use radical language
o Protect the interest of corporate
Methods to handle complaints
o Listen carefully
o Ask questions carefully
o Politely end the conversation
Quickly respond to complaints and categorize the types of complaints that which could
be resolved on site or have to report to senior management for handling.
Record the customer complaints including time, channels (could be in the format of e mail, website reviews, social media platforms, etc.), the details of the complaint issue
and complainant etc.
Follow-up with the complaint and provide feedbacks to the customers within a specified
period of time with various channels (e.g. email or telephone call etc.)

2. Master the technique in handling complaints





Technique to handle upgraded complaints
Technique to handle difficult complaints
Look for a win-win situation
Master the technique to comfort highly emotional customers

3. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Keep polite, rational, empathy and possess the skills to listen carefully
Use interpersonal communication skills to establish and maintain quality customer
service relationships
In dealing with customer complaints, take into account the interests of corporate and
customers and to achieve a balance

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the principles and basic methods in handling complaints
Be flexible to handle complaints

Remark
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Title

Investigate online customer satisfaction

Code

107184L3

Description

Investigate online customer satisfaction to reduce customer attrition rate and to support the
corporate customer relationship management.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the objectives of investigation


The core of the investigation is to determine the extent to which products and services
meet the customer’s desires and needs. The following objectives should be met:
o Identify key performance factors that lead to customer satisfaction
o Assess the satisfaction indicators of the corporate and the major competitors

2. Select the appropriate investigation methods




Understand the e-business and sales strategy of the corporate
Establish online complaint and suggestion system
o Customer-centric corporate should facilitate their customers to provide their
suggestions and complaints by establishing the relevant online system.
Build the customer satisfaction form.

3. Develop the workflow of customer satisfaction investigation






Quantify and set the weighting of customer satisfaction indicators
Select appropriate target for investigation
Collect the customer satisfaction data
Apply appropriate software tool to analyze the investigation results
Implement and enhance the investigation plan

4. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Keep professional attitude in the investigation process. Could not make deception or
fraud.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Select appropriate tool and methods to conduct investigation to collect effective data of
customer satisfaction.

Remark
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Title

In-depth investigation of online customer needs

Code

107185L4

Description

Understand the online customer needs to develop or revise the sales strategy, and to provide
the relevant quality service.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Analyze the positioning of online customers




Understand the purchasing model and behavior of online customers and its affecting
factors
Understand customer needs
o Dissatisfaction of current situation or the desire of service upgrade. Pay attention
to the hidden needs of customers.
Determine the online customer development scale, including:
o Initial stage, development stage and mature stage

2. Understand the key points of conducting customer investigation






Clear and specific questions. Do not ask questions that customers could not answer.
Find the right person to ask appropriate questions.
Give more time to customers.
Understand that customers have different needs and concerns; avoid "take it for
granted"
Dispel customer concerns and try to narrow the gap with customers

3. Errors need to be avoided in customer investigation





Product-centric sales model
Only focus on "my corporate" or "my background"
Against the sales model of the competitor
Debate sales model with customers

4. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Deal with customer information in a rigorous manner to avoid breaking the Personal
Data (Privacy) Ordinance
Strictly comply with corporate policies and procedures to prevent any abuse /
misappropriation of corporate assets or fraud

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Define a clear positioning for customers. Through appropriate channel to collect and
analyze customer behavior to find out the hidden needs of customers.

Remark
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Title

Manage online customer information

Code

107186L4

Description

Record the online sales activities of customers and implement effective and standardized
information management.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the difference between traditional and online customer information management





More information to be managed
Better real-time management – reduce the communication time between corporate and
customers
Wider scope of content management
Pay more attention on information security

2. Implement the workflow of customer information collection




Understand the corporate standard procedures of tracking information
Comply with the corporate internal requirements of collecting customer information
Understand the importance of personal data privacy issue

3. Update and manage customer profile





Establish a system to keep and analyze customer online sales information and
preference
Set the authorization right to assess customer information
Regularly review substandard and missing customer information. Supplement the
shortcoming information through appropriate channels.
Prepare reports to provide results of sales activity monitoring.

4. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Deal with customer information in a rigorous manner to avoid breaking the Personal
Data (Privacy) Ordinance
Keep a balance of interests between corporate and customers.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the method of customer information management
Master the method to update and revise customer profile

Remark
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Title

Maintain and improve online customer relationship strategy

Code

107187L5

Description

In the e-business sales process, provide satisfactory services to customers to improve the
customer relationship and nurture customer loyalty.

Level

5

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the general requirements of online customers




Provide a full range of information services. Customers need to receive comprehensive
information before making the decision of purchase.
Understand that e-business is a diversified and personalized service which is
characterized by different needs for each customer to provide the appropriate
information services
Provide a wide range of promotional services

2. Develop online customer relationship strategy






Pre-sales service strategy
o Before the product sales, through the network channels to provide customers
with product introductions, product recommendations, shopping instructions and
other information to help customers to make purchase decision.
o Build virtual exhibition hall to fully display the product image and to stimulate the
desire to purchase.
In-sales service strategy
o In the transaction process, the corporate provides the customers with the
convenient product inquiry and shopping guide consultation. Successful
purchase could be achieved through simple and efficient product order process,
safe and quick payment process and the fast and efficient product distribution
services.
o Establish real-time communication system to enhance consumer confidence in
online purchase.
After-sales service strategy
o Understand the two types of online after-sales services including 1) basic online
product consumption support and technical services, and 2) a variety of addition
benefits from corporate to meet the additional needs of customers
o Analyze and compare the sales service between online and traditional sales
process. Key features include convenient, flexible, cost effective and direct self service which greatly enhance the competitiveness of corporate.
o Channels of after-sales service include:
 Provide “Frequently Asked Questions” (FAQ) page to provide relevant
product and corporate information. The information could trigger the
interest of customers and help those who have encountered problems in
using the products.
 Establish online community over the corporate website to let customers
to chat or comment on the corporate products or service. It also services
a real-time communication channel between the after-sales service team
and the customers.
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Establish a mailing list for customer registration. Regularly email
message could be sent to customers to deliver the latest development of
corporate so as to strengthen the customer relationship.

3. Maintain and improve online customer relation





Identify customers
o Collect more customer information through online channels
o Examine and update new customer information and delete old information
Analyze the difference of customers
o Identify high-end customers for corporate
o Investigate whether some customers only order one or two products but order a
variety of related products from other channels
o Review the customers who have repeatedly launched complaints to the
corporate
Maintain good communication with customers
o Contact customers from competitors to compare the difference of service
standard
o Improve the handling of customer complains

4. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Deal with customer information in a rigorous manner to avoid breaking the Personal
Data (Privacy) Ordinance
Keep a balance of interests between corporate and customers.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the factors and methods to improve customer relations.
Master the demands and characteristics of online customers.

Remark
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Title

Explore potential requirements of online customers

Code

107188L5

Description

In the e-business sales process, more attractive measures to existing customers to explore their
new needs or potential customers.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand what is potential customer and the principle to explore potential customer



Understand the definition of potential customer and the value they could bring to the
corporate
Understand the principles that need to follow to explore potential customers
o Tailor-made principles: choose to meet the specific needs of potential customers
o Focus on the 80/20 principle. Focus on customers with high potential as first
priority

2. Recognize and apply different methods to explore potential customers











Customer referral method
o Referral method from existing customers. Processing time could be shortened
through the online platform.
Influence method
o Source and engage key persons as customer and then make use of the
influencing power of the key persons to accelerate the development of potential
customers.
Email promotion
o Advantages include lower cost, more contact and wide range of coverage.
Shortcoming include longer cycle time.
Social media promotion services
o Use online video platform to do online marketing.
Target advertisement with web search engine
o Cost reduction method by making use of keywords to target the potential
customers.
Market consultation method
o Use a variety of specialized market information tools or information provided by
the relevant government departments to explore potential customers

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Explore potential customers in a rigorous manner to avoid breaking the Personal Data
(Privacy) Ordinance

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the importance of exploring potential customers.
Master the technique and methods to explore potential customers.

Remark
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Title

Apply technology to support customer relationship managemen t

Code

107189L5

Description

As a role of online customer relationship management staff, they need to understand how to
apply technology to support customer relationship management.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the relevant knowledge of Customer Relationship Management (CRM)




Understand reasons of CRM development
o Pull by demand
o Push from technology
o Updated management concept
Understand the concept and characteristics of CRM
o Comprehensive
 CRM system not only enables corporate to have a flexible and effective
customer exchange platform but also enable corporate to integrate the
basic capacity to deal with customer business so as to achieve the new
customer management model in e-business operation.
o Integrative
 Integration of CRM system with other corporate system applications
(ERP-enterprise resource planning, SCM-supply chain management)
integration capabilities. For corporate, true creation of customer value
could only be achieved through the full integration of the application
systems.
o Intelligent
 Substantial enhancement of corporate marketing management and user
experience by setting a customer relation management system
integrating different platforms including one-stop service, internet
thinking and big data analysis.

2. Apply the major operation modules of CRM


Review the functions of major CRM modules
o Sales module: assist the corporate to management sales business with major
functions including quota management, sales capacity management and
regional management.
o Marketing module: plan, implement, monitor and analyze marketing activities
directly.
o Customer relationship module: Enhance the automation and optimization of the
workflow processes relevant to customer supports, on-site services and
warehouse management.
o Customer interaction module: make use of different online communication
channels with customers to promote sales and services.

3. Exhibit professionalism


Keep a balance of interests between corporate and customers during the development
of customer relationship strategy.
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Assessment
Criteria

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the concept and characteristics of CRM system.
Master and apply the major modules in a CRM system.

Remark
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Title

Manage user-generated content

Code

107190L5

Description

User-generated content is a component of Web 2.0 concept that customers could provide their
own comments on the corporate products. As a role of online customer relationship
management staff, they need to understand and manage user -generated content.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. identify the types of user-generated content, including:






Personal publication:
o Such as Google blogger, Sina blog etc.
Collaborative editing
o Such as Wikipedia, BaiDu Encyclopedia etc.
Resource release
o Video site such as YouTube or presentation site such as SlideShare etc.
o These websites have low threshold of publication that attract a large number of
customers for creation and exchange
Comment recommendation
o Website such as Yelp, hkdianping.com etc.
o Easy to bring public influence through consolidating customers comments

2. Master and update corporate sales strategy




Recognize the characteristics of user-generated content
o Large amount of customer collaborative comments to make the product review
content more comprehensive and complete
o Real-time reflection of the psychological interests of customers
o Facilitate the exploration of potential customers from the different types of
information generated by customer interaction.
Based on the above data analysis to real-time update of business sales strategy.

3. Manage user-generated content in complying with legal requirements




Understand the responsibility of corporate on the information provided or published by
customers
Review all or partial user-generate content of any violation to the law of Hong Kong
including whether the content provided by the user is infringing the copyright, or whether
it contains offensive content, etc.
Consider to authorize copyright and the terms of use for the user -generated content.

4. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Would not use the user-generated content damage to the interests of enterprises and
customers behavior
Strictly comply with the relevant legal requirements when managing user -generated
content

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Master the concept and characteristics of user-generated content.
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Apple methods to manage user-generated content.

Remark
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Title

Analyze, plan and optimize CRM system

Code

107191L5

Description

Manage Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software to assist corporate to develop
and apply effective CRM system.

Level

5

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Analyze the factors for successful CRM









Clearly explain to the management of the time, finance and other recourses
requirements of CRM development
Focus on workflow process but not over focus on technology
Flexible application of technology. Select the suitable technology based on the problems
of workflow but not to adjust workflow to fit for technology requirements.
Review the implementation capability of the CRM team, including:
o The capability to adjust business workflow
o The capability to implement system specialization and integration
o The requests to IT department including network design and data
synchronization etc.
o The capacity to change management.
Review human factors
o In every stage of CRM project, seek supports from different stakeholders such
that stakeholders would take up their own responsibility.
Develop step-by-step implementation process
o Through workflow analysis to identify the critical components of the workflow for
prior CRM implementation.

2. Apply CRM software system


From the large amount of data generated in the business process and management
process of the corproate, select and apply the business intelligence tools within the CRM
system for analysis to support the judgment in business management and development.
Tools include:
o Analysis processing tool
 Conduct analysis and processing of the data stored. General options
include pre-calculation and real-time calculation.
o Report query tool
 Fast, simple, easy-to-use query and reporting tools help management to
take full advantage of the different levels of data in the corporate to
collect information they need and to display the information in a
reasonable format.
o Data mining tool
 Automatically search for any hidden relationship among a large a mount
of data. Through statistical and analytical processes to explore hidden
new information of customers.
 Focus on understanding the business characteristics and transform it
into the conditions and parameters for data analysis.
 Convert, clean and import data that can be extracted from multiple data
sources and combine to form a valid database.
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Analyze data and build models: regularize existing data and use existing
models to process data analysis.
Evaluation and application: excellent assessment method is to use
different time periods so that the system could forecast the consumption
behavior and then compare the forecast results and the actual situation.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Deal with customer information in a rigorous manner to avoid breaking th e Personal
Data (Privacy) Ordinance.
Keep appropriate balance of interest between corporate and customers.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the professional knowledge of customer relationship management.
Develop effective customer relationship management strategy to review and integrate
relevant information and data for analysis and set the long-term development direction
for the corporate.

Remark
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Title

Manage business partner relationship

Code

107192L6

Description

As a management role of corporate relationship, establish and maintain business partner
relationship to reduce uncertainty of cooperation and enhance customer satisfaction.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Review and set the criteria of selecting business partners, including:






Analyze the needs of different business partners
o Analyze the needs of market competition environment
o Analyze the core business and advantages of corporate
o Analyze the common interest and potential risks
Identify the type of partnership, for example:
o Strategic partners
o Important partners
o General partners
Develop a partner selection process
o Setup an evaluation team
o Preliminary selection of partners
o Establish evaluation system and selection method

2. Formulate partnership development strategy




Build the foundation of trust
o Strengthen communication and key information exchange
o Frequent visits
o Data exchange
o Achieve concurrent engineering
Consolidate and maintain partnership
o Give up dispute
o Regularly review the structure and operating system of corporate and partners
o Attention to common interests and value
o Establish incentive and restraint mechanism

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

The partnership management solution aligns with development requirements of
corporate.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Review and develop partnership selection procedures.
Formulate partnership development strategy.

Remark
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Title

Manage the customers of competitors

Code

107193L6

Description

Establish a competitor analysis strategy. Estimate the response from the competitors so as to
develop effective strategy and measures to snatch the competitor’s customers.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Apply tools to analyze competitors


Analyze current or future major competitors that may have a significant impact on
customers, including:
o Note the source of any competitive advantage
o Collect competitor information, sources including:
 Corporate annual report
 Industry publications: understand financial and strategic announcement
and product data etc,
 Sales staff report. while these reports may be biased, the report provides
first-hand information about competitors, consumers, prices, products,
services, quality and distribution
 Collect customer reviews
 Attention to the supplier’s report is very useful for investigating
competitor investment plans and operation efficiency.
o Establish database for the collected competitor information for analysis. The
collected data include:
 Competitor organization structure and details of business units
 Products and services including relative quality and price
 Details of market segments by customer and region
 Estimation of customer loyalty and relative market image
 Details of important customers and suppliers
o Analyze the competitor strategy
 Evaluate the relative strengths and weaknesses of major competitors
including marketing strategy, production operations strategy, research
and development strategy, etc.

2. Formulate strategy to snatch customers of competitors, including:






Reduce resistance
o High-profile approach to snatch customers of competitors will not only cause
vigilance of competitors, but also lead to customer dissatisfaction. Therefore,
marketing approach should be low-profile that will not cause the vigilance of
competitors and will not cause customers to provide psychological defense.
Reduce the psychological risk of customers
o Customers are reluctant to buy a business product probably because they feel
that dealing with a new supplier will have a lot of risk. Salespeople must
eliminate this risk of customers.
Important points during communication with customers of competitors
o Not against competitors
o More promotion of the business performance of own corporate
o Show understanding of the industry
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o

Guide the customers to express their potential needs

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Protect the overall interest of corporate in considering the development of cus tomer
service plan
Comply with the requirements of the law and the career ethics during the communication
with customers of competitors.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Analyze the advantages and disadvantages of competitors
Formulate strategy to snatch the customers of competitors

Remark
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Title

Evaluate software system sales data

Code

107194L3

Description

Evaluate the market activities including risk assessment, market forecasting, effectiveness
evaluation, etc., to provide data to as scientific basis and evidence to support the decision
management by the corporate e-business units.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the statistical functions of software system (e.g. Microsoft EXCEL)




Master the basic function and operations of software system
o Setup FORM
o Understand the basic functions of the various parts of the form, including the
input text, numbers, dates and special symbols, the basic operation of the cell
o Master method of fast data input such as "Enter the same data in multiple cells,"
"Serial fill count according to "," double-click the fill pad to quickly fill the data ","
use the ’sequence’ dialog box to fill data "and" custom sequence "
o Master and proper use of several commonly used data processing methods
include "selective paste", "split / freeze window", "filter" and "sort"
Apply the software for simple data analysis
o Calculate the ranking and percentage ranking
o Calculate the average value
o Calculate the correlation coefficient

2. Apply the sales data analysis results to assist the formulation of marketing strategy



Quantify the market sales problems and apply the software to conduct data calculation.
Present the results in statistical charts and paragraphs
Explain in written or verbal format the results of statistical calculation as evidence to
support the operation of the marketing and other units of the corporate

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Not use the statistical data to damage the interests of corporate and customers.
Comply with the relevant regulatory requirements in processing the data

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:





According to the needs of different marketing activities to define the use of so ftware
systems and to determine the objectives of the analysis
Identify data types and sources, or use valid methods to collect data as needed
Select the appropriate statistical software tool for data analysis
From the marketing perspective to present the analysis results in oral and written format,
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Title

Analyze website traffic

Code

107195L3

Description

Apply website traffic analysis tool to collect data for statistical analysis so as to provide the basis
for online marketing strategy formulation.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the major indexes and their statistical meaning of website traffic


Understand the meaning of major indexes of website traffic
o Page views (PV)
o Independent IP (IP)
o Number of Independent Visitors (UV)
o Number of repeat visitors (RV)
o Average views
o New independent visitors
o Times of page display

2. Apply website traffic statistical tools to monitor traffic



Master the traffic monitoring methods of different types of website including business
websites, blog websites etc.
Conduct comparative analysis of website visits and present the findings both in written
and chat formats.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Not use the statistical data to damage the interests of corporate and customers.
Comply with the relevant regulatory requirements in processing the data

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the meaning of major indexes of website traffic
Monitor the basic traffic information of different types of website
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Title

Analyze website traffic time

Code

107196L3

Description

Apply website traffic time analysis tool to collect data of website traffic at different timeslots for
statistical analysis so as to provide the basis for online marketing strategy formulation.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the major indexes and their statistical meaning of website traffic time


Understand the meaning of major indexes of website traffic time, including:
o 24 hours flow (PV, IP, UV, etc.)
o Yesterday statistics
o Statistics of the month
o Daily average
o The highest and lowest traffic in history

2. Apply website traffic time tools




Conduct comparative analysis of website visit time from visitors
Present the findings in written format
Present the findings in statistical charts

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Not use the statistical data to damage the interests of corporate and customers.
Comply with the relevant regulatory requirements in processing the data

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the website traffic time analysis
Proficiently apply the data analysis methods and tools, and present the findings in
written format and statistical charts.
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Title

Analyze website visitors

Code

107197L3

Description

Apply website analysis tool to collect data of website visitors for statistical analysis so as to
provide the basis for online marketing strategy formulation.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Collect data of website visitors for statistic process


Apply website traffic tool to collect visitor data, including:
o Visitor distribution areas
o Observe the visitors’ 24-hour traffic data based on different regions
o Use registration information to collect statistical data including visitors age,
gender, occupation, income, hobbies and behavioral habits etc.

2. According to the corporate requirements to carry out statistical analysis. Present the findings
in written format and statistical charts.




Use the collected data for statistical analysis
Use the statistical charts to present the analysis results
Present the results in oral or written reports as data support for the marketing
department and other departments of the corporate

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Comply with the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance in collecting data for process.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Apply statistical tool for analysis and present the findings in statistical charts
Present the results in oral or written reports as data support for other departments of the
corporate
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Title

Analyze search engine

Code

107198L3

Description

Evaluate the effectiveness of different search engine through search engine and keyword
analysis. The analysis result is used as basis for online marketing strategy formulation.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Apply methods to conduct search engine analysis





Analyze search engine data
o Understand the meaning of different search engine data including searches, IP,
unique visitors, per-view, page dwell time etc.
o Understand the total search volume, the main engine search volume of the
recent trend (30 days)
Understand keyword analysis
o Analyze the data of visits, IP, unique visitor and new visitors etc. from different
usage of keywords
Understand the recent search analysis
o Collect and analyze visitor data from the search engine including visiting time,
visitor area, search engine, keywords and visit pages etc.

2. Present search engine analysis results in statistical charts


Present the results in oral or written reports as data support for the mar keting
department and other departments of the corporate

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Comply with the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance in collecting data for process.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the methods and tools for search engine analysis. Present the results in
statistical charts.
Apply the analysis results to provide advice on improving the corporate marketing
strategy.
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Title

Analyze customer order

Code

107199L3

Description

Analyze order category, destination, price and channel as basis for the online marketing
strategy formulation.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the basic indicators of order analysis and order analysis methods


Analyze customer order data including:
o Order time analysis
o Order category analysis (prepaid / non-prepaid)
o Destination analysis
o Order price analysis (price segment)
o Order channel (source) analysis

2. Apply the data analysis for improvement suggestion


Understand the meaning of data of order analysis and propose improvement
suggestions for the marketing strategy.

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Comply with the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance in collecting data for process.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the methods and tools for customer order analysis. Present the results in
statistical charts.
Explain the real customer needs behind each data of customer order a nalysis and
propose improvement suggestions for the marketing strategy.
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Title

Analyze website data and prepare report

Code

107200L4

Description

Analyze website data and prepare report. Provide comments for the analysis (such as
evaluating a product or an operational event). Report the existing problems of the market and
propose solutions as reference for management decision.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the methods of building data analysis model




Master the basic website data analysis report model. Understand the commonly used
data indicators in the model.
Determine the perspective of business analysis. According to the needs of the analysis
to create the data model and select the specific data for analysis proce ss.
Filter the data and remove redundant and erroneous data. Consolidate useful data for
further process.

2. Prepare written and chart formats to present the analysis results



Present the analysis results with correct charts and precise written language.
Analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the website and provide solution for improving
the weaknesses of the website.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the accuracy and timeliness of the analysis report content and data
Abide by ethical conduct and integrity attitude for the preparation of analysis reports.
Prevent false acts.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:





Possess clear ideas and logical thinking for preparing the analysis report.
Provide a scientific and clear conclusion for each analysis.
Use charts to present questions and conclusions
Analyze the cause of the problem and propose solution to the problem.
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Title

Analyze customers purchase patterns

Code

107201L5

Description

Apply the customer behavior and preference analysis to understand the customer needs and
enhance customer experience. Enhance the usability of website and promote sales success
rate. Provide basis for developing the online marketing strategy and website management
process.

Level

5

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Compare and analyse different internet customer purchase processes






Master the “Buy Now” process
o Complete the online purchase immediately by going to fill the order page
o Advantages
 Little steps of operation
o Disadvantages
 Only purchase one product at a time
 Could not improve the customer unit price. Customer finish the selection
of product immediately after pressing the buy button means that the
customer no longer continue to buy other products.
Master the “Shopping Cart” process
o Customers stay in the shopping website such that they could continue to buy
other products
o Advantages
 Improve the customer unit price as the user could buy more products
o Disadvantages
 More operating steps for customers. If no clear guidelines for purchase,
customers may have bad experience with shopping cart which result in
the loss of customers.
Master the change of purchase behavior of online customers
o Understand purchase behavior of online customers, including:
 Attention
 Interest
 Search
 Action
 Share
o Understand the importance to the information collection of products (Search) by
online customers, and information sharing (Share) after the product purchase
o Apply the different features of website to affect the customers’ purchase
behavior, including:
 According to the different contact points of website to provide customers
detailed product explanation
 Facilitate the word of mouth between customers to enhance the basis for
customer purchase decision

2. Analyse the indicators of customer behaviour


Analyze the site to the domain name, website pages, website classification and other
information
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Implement website survey analysis including interviewed domain name, interview page,
station exports, station entrance and other information
Analyze page dwell time
o Count the website’s bounce rate
o Count the bounce rate for different pages (homepage, middle page, p urchase
page, etc.)
Implement customer loyalty analysis (e.g. the number of visitors for visiting one, two,
three, ten or more than ten times; and the percentage of these visitors under the whole
visitor number)
Analyze visitor repeat purchase frequency and cycle. The analysis results could give
reference to the marketing plan and guideline for the appropriate time to reach users.

3. Apply the analysis data to propose improvement solution


Understand the meaning of each statistical expression. Observe the problems of
corporate marketing strategy and propose improvement solution.

4. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Comply with the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance in collecting data for process.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Apply the methods and tools to conduct customer behavior analysis. Present the
analysis results in statistical charts.
Evaluate the real customer needs behind the data and propose improvemen t solution for
the marketing strategy.
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Title

Apply A/B test to evaluate and enhance website effectiveness.

Code

107202L6

Description

Apply the A/B Testing model to test the corporate website so as to collect data to evaluate the
effectiveness of the website design and propose website optimization solution.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the concept of A/B Testing




Master the basic principles of A/B Testing
o For the same objective to develop two programs (such as two website pages) so
that part of the user to use A program, another part of the user using the B
program. Record the users operation to see which program is more in line with
the design rational.
o There are many kinds of changes in the test including the title of the page, copy,
the title of the newsletter, layout, sender name etc. A / B Testing is not limited to
two versions only. As long as the lock one variable component, different versions
of test could be conducted.
o Except the factor for experiment, all other conditions to be consistent in order to
avoid interference by other factors.
Understand the importance of A/B Testing
o A/B Testing is actually designing an experiment to get objective data to support
decision making
o Through experiments, corporate could avoid being terrified by personal
experience and continue to improve operation from the experimental results.
o On internet, corporate could more easily control changes and collect data

2. Formulate A/B Testing strategy







Establish a test page (variation page). This page could be different from the original
page (control page) in terms of title font, background color, wording and other aspects.
Then users are allowed to visit the two pages randomly.
Separately measure the conversation rate of the two pages so as to understand the
advantages and disadvantages of the two page design.
In measuring the results, observe a number of indicators but not a single indicator.
Determine the weighting of different indicators which must align with the corporate
objectives and website objectives.
The test time basis is weekly. Avoid the impact from weekends.

3. Select and apply the appropriate test tools




Corporate must set up traffic tracking tools to track traffic results for different test
versions.
Select the appropriate test tool and divert part of the traffic to the test version so as to
observe the experimental results.
Apply some major testing tools including:
o Google Website Optimizer
o Visual Website Optimizer
o Unbounce and Performable
o AppAdhocOptimizer
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4. Review the A/B Testing results



The test results are always surprising. Do not let the individual intuitiveness to overturn
the test results.
The A/B Testing page must have a higher number of independent visitors (UV, Unique
Visitor) because the diversion has certain randomness. If the UV of test page is too
small, small number of visitors would be assigned to the page that lead to some
randomness effect. If the UV is large, the results will be close to the real data.

5. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the accuracy and timeliness of the analysis report content and data
Abide by ethical conduct and integrity attitude in the preparation of analysis reports.
Prevent false acts

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Master the concept of A/B Testing
Formulate A/B Testing strategy and select the appropriate testing tools
Carry out objective analysis of the test results
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Title

Manage and operate online social media applications

Code

107203L2

Description

Manage and operate different social media web applications to assist in the operation of retail
businesses such as promotion and sales.

Level

2

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Recognize social media online applications



Understand the characteristics, advantages, and shortcomings of various social media
(such as book, Weibo, Instagram, Whatsapp, etc.)
Understand the characteristics of social media in the promotion and sales activities

2. Manage social media online applications and content



Apply social media online applications such as social media accounts, manage and set
social media accounts or groups, and set up security (such as access, privacy, and
confidentiality) for users or groups associated with social media accounts )
Manage social media content such as publishing or broadcasting, updating, deleting
social media content and archiving, backing up and restoring social media content

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Apply social media online applications to assist in the operation of the retail industry.
Ensure the relevance and legitimacy of social media content.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Manage and operate social media web applications to help promoting products and
services.

Remark
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Title

Apply webpage authoring program for front-end development

Code

107204L3

Description

In the process of system development, apply the webpage authoring tools for website front -end
development.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand webpage authoring tools (such as Dreamweaver) and their features








Understand the basics of webpage authoring tools, including managing website projects,
selecting default page layouts, writing basic hypertext language s, etc.
Understand page configuration, such as thumbnails and wireframes, hierarchical style
sheet layout, browser compatibility, etc.
Master hierarchical style sheets, such as hierarchical style panels, hierarchical style
rules, interactive menus, other multimedia genotypes, and other templates, such as
editable regions, sub-pages, database projects, etc.
Apply hypertext languages such as lists, tables, images, navigation, etc.
Understand the interactivity, such as web page object behavior
Handle forms and online data

2. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the contents of the website comply with intellectual property legislation.
Ensure the usability of the website.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the various features of webpage authoring tools
Apply webpage authoring tools for the development of website front -end applications.

Remark
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Title

Create multimedia content

Code

107205L3

Description

According to the requirements of corporate or departments, apply multimedia content design
and processing applications and other advanced technologies (such as virtual reality and
augmented reality technology, etc.) to create multimedia website contents.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the types and characteristics of multimedia


Understand the text, images, animation, audio, video data import, output format and
process

2. Apply multimedia content to design and process software applications






Create graphic design, such as flat images, layout and related apps such as Illustrator,
Photoshop, etc.
Create animations such as stereoscopic, stereoscopic, and related apps such as 3DS
Max, MAYA, etc.
Edit sound effects, such as making sound effects, live recording and mastering related
applications such as After Effects
Perform video shooting, such as venue schedule, control lighting, post -production,
splicing, dubbing, mixing and balancing, and related applications such as Premiere,
Final Cut Pro, etc.
Apply other advanced multimedia technologies, such as virtual reality content, sensor
technology, augmented reality technology, real and virtual interactive technology

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the website multimedia content complies with intellectual property
legislation.
Design suitable multimedia types which could integrate different kinds of multimedia
contents.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand a variety of multimedia content design and processing applications.
Design suitable multimedia contents.
Apply other advanced technologies (such as virtual reality technology, aug mented reality
technology, etc.)
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Title

Apply HTML5 technology

Code

107206L3

Description

In the system development process, apply HTML technology to support a variety of application
interface development.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand and apply HTML5 technology and related programming language



Undersatnd and build canvas, SVG, audio and video, location information,
communications, WebSockets, drag and drop, WebWorkers, Web Storage
Create offline web application

2. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure different browsers support the compatibility of HTML5.
Ensure the location information complies with privacy principles and to protect privacy.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand HTML5 various application interface technologies
Apply HTML5 various application interface technology
Build offline web applications
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Title

Apply XML technology

Code

107207L3

Description

In the system development process, apply XML related technologies to develop front -end
websites including validation methods, processes, and database processing techniques.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the fundamentals of XML




Recognize XML technologies such as XML namespaces, validate document types and
swap libraries and query functions
Master the document object model and read the document object model of the bas ic
application interface
Apply XML as the basis of communication technology, such as RSS, Atom, Web
services, SOAP and WSDL, Ajax, etc.

2. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Pay attention to its related security issues in applying XML technology.
Ensure that the development of the front-end website using XML technology as a data
exchange function complies with international standards

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the basics of XML technology
Master XML programming and its website data exchange applications
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Title

Understand and establish website prototype

Code

107208L3

Description

In the system development process, apply prototyping tools to build website prototypes for site
requirements analysis.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the requirements of website analysis and prototyping




Understand the business needs, content needs and user needs analysis
Understand prototypes and design processes such as storyboards, paper prototypes,
virtual reality prototypes, executable prototypes
Apply prototyping interactive design and prototyping tools

2. Master the prototype design and workflow process to build the website prototype



Prototype design, such as interactive performance, action description etc.
Apply the basic functions of prototyping tools such as Axure RP, such as interactive
design techniques, gallery objects, browse prototypes on smartphone, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Analyze website requirements according to the applications of website.
Ensure that the prototype meets the results of the website requirements analysis.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand website requirements analysis
Realize prototyping and design flow, and its interactive design
Master the prototype design and tools
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Title

Master dynamic webpage design language

Code

107209L4

Description

In the system development process, understand the operation of webpages. Master the
language of writing dynamic web design (such as JSP, PHP, Servlet, etc.) and develop function
and application for user interaction.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand dynamic webpage design, applications and related languages





Recognize the concept and characteristics of dynamic web design, such as through the
program language combined with the way the database, and designed to interact with
the user function
Master the application of dynamic web pages, such as shopping cart, membership
mechanism, message board, message release, product release and other content
management functions
Understand dynamic web design related languages and platforms

2. Implement dynamic webpage design






Master dynamic web language such as JSP, PHP, Servlet
o Understand with the basic environment of dynamic webpages
o Apply dynamic web language syntax and function
Develop webpage design using dynamic web pages such as Java, Javascript, XML,
SQL server
o Understanding Dynamic Web Platforms
o Familiar with database operations
Integrate the use of dynamic web platform and language, and the establishment of
related dynamic web applications, such as shopping carts, membership mechanisms,
message boards, message releases, product releases and other content management
functions

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the development of dynamic web framework in line with the requirements of
convenience and scalability.
Ensures that dynamic pages meet user requirements for interaction.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand dynamic web design, development platform and language features
Apply dynamic web design and database to develop different content management
functions and applications
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Title

Master semantic web language

Code

107210L4

Description

In the application of handling content, master the design foundation of the Web Ontology
Language (OWL) and achieve the purpose of information readability.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basics of semantic web language





Understand the shortcomings of traditional websites and the structure of the semantic
network, such as XML, Resource Description Framework (RDF), Resource Description
Framework (RDFS), Internet Ontology (OWL), and et.,
Understand the purpose of metadata
Understand the OWL definition vocabulary to describe the data model categories and
attributes, structured description data, extensibility, validation mechanisms, etc.

2. Apply semantic web to build more meaningful webpages and data model



Apply different semantic web language series, such as resource description framework
(RDF), Resource Description Framework (RDFS), Internet Ontology (OWL), etc.
Apply the web ontology language to define vocabularies to describe more meaningful
data models and websites

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Meet the safety and scalability requirements in the development of sematic web.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the semantic web design language
Master different sematic web languages such as XML, Resource Description Framework
(RDF) (RDF), Resource Description Framework (RDFS), and Interne t Ontology (OWL)
technology to develop more meaningful web sites.
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Title

Master the framework and architecture of website development

Code

107211L4

Description

In the system development process, master the website development framework and
architecture so develop more effective website and facilitate the future maintenance works.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the web development framework and architecture




Understand software development architecture, model analysis model, architecture
technology selection, development tool software selection
Master the web development of the page technology such as JSP, JavaBean, Servlet,
Hibernate, Spring and so on
Apply development tools such as JDK, database software, web servers, integrated
development tools, version control software, etc.

2. Build of website development framework and architecture






Master the needs analysis and design website development framework
Apply web design to develop framework
Create and use database
Build an integrated development environment
Apply different website architecture and framework, such as JSP + JavaBean + Servlet,
Hibernate, Spring, SSH / SSH2 to integrate the architecture

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Meet the maintainability and scalability requirements of the website development
framework and architecture.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the web development framework and architecture.
Develop model analysis using different architectural techniques and development tools
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Title

Master the design and application of database

Code

107212L4

Description

In the system development process, apply database related technology to add, retrieve, update,
delete the file data and design relational and non-relational database.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basics of database design



Understand relational and non-relational database design, such as relational database,
SQL, T-SQL, BigTable, MongoDB, etc.
Understand the database, database interface and operation of application interface

2. Develop applications that use relational and non-relational databases




Develop database operations based on Access, MS SQL Server, and other SQL Server
Develop database operations based on BigTable (Google), MongoDB, and other NoSQL
Create an interactive website based on database operations

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Comply with the requirements of information technology security in the database
applications.
Not violate personal privacy laws in the database applications.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the basis of relational and non-relational database design
Create an interactive database website.

Remark

3-220

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Design and Development
Title

Apply cloud computing and relevant technology

Code

107213L4

Description

In the system development process, apply cloud computing and related technologies. Have a
comprehensive understanding of cloud platform, architecture, services and programming.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand cloud computing




Understand the basics and types of cloud computing such as Infrastructure -as-a-Service
(IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
Understand the features and requirements of all cloud platforms, such as Private Cloud,
Public Cloud, and Hybrid Cloud
Master cloud content and storage technologies such as cloud content and storage
concepts, features, architecture, handling massive amounts of data, privacy issues, etc.

2. Apply cloud system



Set up and deploy cloud services
Apply the charging mode of the cloud computing platform and calculate the required
operating costs

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Not violate the relevant customer privacy laws in the cloud computing application.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand cloud computing
Master the use of cloud computing platform and related technology to develop the
required system.

Remark

3-221

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Design and Development
Title

Master the design and development of mobile device application s

Code

107214L4

Description

In the system development process, master the major mobile phone platforms (such as Apple
IOS, Android OS, Windows Mobile OS, BlackberryOS, etc.) and the different programming
languages (such as Objective-C, Swift, Java, C #, etc.) for mobile application development.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept of mobile applications





Understand the characteristics of mobile applications
Understand the major mobile platforms, such as Apple IOS, Android OS, Windows
Mobile OS, Blackberry OS, etc.)
Understand the mainstream mobile phone development models, such as native mode,
web mode and mixed mode
Master the different development platforms and programming language design
technology

2. Master the different development platforms and programming language to develop mobile
phone applications



Master the use of different development platforms and programming languages, such as
language features and features, the development environment configuration, program
testing, development tools, modular design, etc.
Master web model development, MVC architecture, adaptive web design and interactive
programming

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Meet the requirements of support and compatibility of different mobile devices.
Ensure the mobile device applications seamlessly integrate into the corporate overall
system.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the major mobile phone platforms.
Understand the development of different mobile phone program mode.
Master the relevant programming language (such as Objective-C, Swift, Java, C #, etc.).

Remark

3-222

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Design and Development
Title

Master mobile payment services

Code

107215L4

Description

In the process of website design and development, apply mobile payment services.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand mobile payment services






Understand the basic concepts of mobile payment services, such as P2P (personal to
personal) and P2M (individual to business). Customers could make use of mobile phone
payment services, digital and physical entities without the use of cash, checks or credi t
cards
Understand the types, characteristics, and modes of operation of mobile payment
services such as SMS-based transfer payments, mobile bill payments, mobile network
payment (WAP), contactless payment (NFC), and mobile service operators to work with
banks
Understand the relevant laws such as the Payment System and Stored Payments
Ordinance, the Banking Ordinance, etc.

2. Master the mobile payment solutions offered by different companies





Financial institutions and credit card companies such as JETCO Pay, O! EPay
Internet service companies such as Alipay
Mobile communications service operators and communications network infrastructure,
such as shooting tours and TNG
Manufacturers of mobile devices such as Apple Pay

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the development of mobile payment services technology complies with
industry or international standards.
Ensure the integration and security of mobile payment service.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Explain the overview of mobile payment services.
Apply mobile payment solutions provided by different companies.

Remark

3-223

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Design and Development
Title

Master the application technology development of Java Platform Enterprise Editio n

Code

107216L5

Description

In the process of website design and development, build Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE)
development and operating environment. Apply a variety of high-level technology to achieve
development and establish perfect and safe corporate application system.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the Java EE technology and security




Understand Java EE technologies such as distributed transaction support,
asynchronous messaging and e-mail
Master Java EE certification, authorization, message integrity and confidentiality, and
the security-related technology
Understand the Java EE development and operating environment

2. Apply Java EE technology to build complete and safe corporate applications





Understand the Java development and deployment environment
Apply the Java EE technology such as JDBC relational database access, RMI-IIOP
distributed system, JMS asynchronous messaging, XML, SOAP, Web services, JCA,
JCE, CertPath and JSSE encryption system, JAAS authentication And authorization
Apply the complementary operating supports of CORBA and the industry standard
Internet Inter-Orb (IIOP)
Establish large-scale distributed system environment for corporate application system

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the Java EE development technology meets industry or international standards
Ensure the integration and security of the corporate system.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the software architecture, develop model analysis, technology and security
of Java EE.
Master the development of Java EE software and methods of target positioning.
Establish large-scale distributed system environment for the corporate-class application
systems.

Remark

3-224

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Design and Development
Title

Analyze business data

Code

107217L5

Description

In the process of website design and development, master the business intelligence and
analysis technology, Apply technology of databases, data mining and online analysis to analyze
the large amount of commercial data obtained to support business decision -making of the
corporate.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept of business intelligence and analysis





Review the latest developments in databases, data mining, online analytics and other
technologies to develop business data analysis policy.
Establish the objectives of business data analysis to collect the required data
Use data science, such as set of mathematical, statistical and computer science
analytical skills and techniques to extract useful data
Understand the application of business intelligence and analysis

2. Apply business intelligence and analysis



Apply analysis technology of database, data mining and online analysis, through the
acquisition of business data, to support business decision-making.
Analyse the nature and mode of operation of different social media platforms to help
marketing activities such as brand management, consumer behaviour and cost control,
etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the collection of data and processes complies with the requirements of privacy
regulations
Comply with the social responsibility and professional conduct in the implementation of
business intelligence and analysis.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the concept of business intelligence and analysis to develop business data
analysis policy.
Apply business intelligence analysis to support business decisions such as decision making systems.

Remark

3-225

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Design and Development
Title

Master the Internet of Things development technology

Code

107218L5

Description

In the process of website design and development, through the unified format or standard of
information obtained from the Internet of Things (IoT) to enable communicate and information
transfer between various systems so as to achieve diversified information at the website.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept of IoT






Understand the basic structure of the three layers of IoT including the perception layer
(Device), network layer (Connect), application layer (Manage)
Master sensing technology and identification technology
Understand the network communication technology, the variety of different
communication range and transmission rate of wireless communication network
Understanding heterogeneous network integration technology for IoT
Analyse case studies for future development and challenges

2. Master the development of IoT technology





Utilize devices with sensing, identification and communication capabilities to sense and
monitor different scenarios
Apply the information collected by the perceptual layer to transmit to the Internet or
wireless communication network
Implement integration of professional and technical networking between the IoT and the
industry according to the different needs of the application software development.
Consolidate real-time information and status collected by heterogeneous network
technologies, devices and packet formats

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Comply with the requirements of the Personal Privacy Ordinance in data collection and
process.
Ensure no disturbance of IoT with a large number of different equipment so as to
achieve the best service quality and information security.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the three layers of the basic architecture of IoT
Consolidate real-time information and status collected by heterogeneous network
technologies, devices and packet formats
Master the development technology of IoT. Implement perception monitoring,
transmission of information to the Internet, technology integration of IoT and the industry
and the development of the corresponding application software.

Remark

3-226

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Design and Development
Title

Master the Radio Frequency Identification development technolog y

Code

107219L5

Description

In the process of website design and development, development of Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) logistics technology to improve the transparency of the supply chain and
other function such as identification, whereabouts, electronic wallet. Develop a more automated
system.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the principle and application of RFID system




Understand the fundamentals of RFID, such as tags (tags), readers (Reader),
performance specifications and agreements, frequency specifications, EPC standards,
application case introduction and discussion.
Recognize RFID privacy and resolution modes such as opt-out mode, kill mode, sleep
mode and interference mode, etc.

2. Master with the equipment for operation and system development



Master RFID system implementation including identification, whereabouts, electronic
wallet and other functions
Build future stores using RFID

3. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the security of applying RFID systems
Comply with the requirements of the Personal Privacy Ordinance in the collecting and
processing RFID data.
Manage the problem of excess manpower induced by the application of RFID automated
systems.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the fundamentals of RFID such as tags (tags), readers (Reader),
performance specifications and agreements, frequency specifications, EPC standards,
application case introduction and discussion.
Master the application of RFID technology for the development of automated systems,
including identification, whereabouts, electronic wallet, etc.

Remark

3-227

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Design and Development
Title

Master the design of distributed system

Code

107220L5

Description

In the process of website design and development, design distributed system.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the design of distributed systems




Understand the characteristics of distributed systems such as interprocess
communication, distributed objects and remote calls, security, decentralized file
systems, name services, time and global status, decentralized transactions, mobile
computing and ubiquitous computing, decentralized Multimedia systems, Web services
etc.
Understand distributed system design standards architecture such as CORBA, Microsoft
DCOM (Distributed Component Object Model), Java RMI (Remote Methods Invocation)

2. Master the distributed system design standard architecture





Apply CORBA object management architecture, Object Requirement (ORB), Common
Object Services, Common Facilities, Application Objects and CORBA APIs, such as
communication protocols, object and service information Model etc.
Understand the working principle of Java RMI, its characteristics and the relationship
with CORBA
Apply the features of interoperability, scalability, flexible configuration, security, load
balancing, fault tolerance of heterogeneous applications.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the development of distributed systems technology meets with industry or
international standards
Ensure the integration and security of the distributed system.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the distributed system design
Apply the distributed system design standard architecture and related functions to build
the distributed system.

Remark

3-228

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Design and Development
Title

Master the framework and tools for mobile device application developmen t

Code

107221L5

Description

In the process of website design and development, master and apply different framework and
tools for mobile device application development.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the framework and tools for developing mobile applications




Understand the basic concepts of developing mobile application framework and tools
Understand the framework and tools for developing mobile applications, such as
operating systems, basic development technologies, etc.
Understand the technical requirements for developing mobile application frameworks
and tools such as HTML5, CSS3, Javascript, etc.

2. Master the framework and tools for developing different mobile applications




Master some of the popular development mobile applications framework and tools, such
as Mobile Angular UI, Framework7, Apache Cordova and Iconic, etc.
Install and set up the relevant framework and tools
Apply the relevant frameworks and tools to develop mobile applications

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the efficiency and effectiveness of mobile applications development.
Ensure the features of integration, cross-platform and security of mobile application
development platforms.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the framework and tools for developing mobile applications.
Apply different frameworks and tools for developing mobile applications.

Remark

3-229

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Design and Development
Title

Manage and monitor the outsourcing partners for website design and developmen t

Code

107222L5

Description

In the process of website design and development, continuously monitor the development
process and ensure compliance with corporate requirements including budget control and time
management.

Level

5

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the development process and project management





Conduct regular review meetings with relevant staff and outsourcers to understand the
development process and give feedback to management comments and instructions to
outsiders.
Closely monitor the development process to ensure smooth development progress.
Regularly report the development progress to management.

2. Master the tools of project management


Use project management tools, such as GANTT charts, to conduct regular reviews .

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the correctness and accuracy of website design and development projects.
Protect the interests of the corporate.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Maintain the development project on the right track.
Timely response to changes of requirement from new management instructions, market
conditions or changes in technology.

Remark

3-230

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Design and Development
Title

Plan the function and overall contents of website

Code

107223L6

Description

In the process of website design and development, determine the website function. According to
the function of the website to determine the website technology solutions, as well as the overall
planning of the website content.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand website positioning and website technology solutions



Understand the function of website and determine the purpose of the website such as
the construction of the corporate intranet and website scalability, etc.
Master the website technology solutions and related factors, including the choice of
operating system, analysis of input costs, functionality, development, stability and
security and website security measures

2. Implement website content planning







Plan website content, such as corporate profiles, membership registration, detailed
merchandise service information, information search inquiries, order confirmation and
payment, personal information confidential measures etc.
Design webpage such as art design, web color, image application, layout planning and
the overall web consistency. Consider the distribution, age, network speed, reading
habits and other factors of the main target users.
Plan maintenance of the website such as server and related hardware and software
maintenance. Carry out assessment of possible problems. Set response time and
database maintenance including content updates and adjustments.
Develop website testing such as server stability, security, program and database testing,
web compatibility testing, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the usability of the website content in line with industry standards
Comply with the requirements of the Personal Privacy and Intellectual Property
Ordinance in the development of website content.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand website positioning and website technology solutions
Master the overall planning of the website content in line with design aesthetic and
appropriate web function. Plan website maintenance and website testing activities.

Remark

3-231

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Design and Development
Title

Design and setup software systems

Code

107224L6

Description

In the process of website design and development, implement software system design and
architecture.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic knowledge of software system design and architecture










Understand master planning of information systems engineering, software development
methods, development management, reverse engineering and reconstruction projects
etc,
Master the software architecture design knowledge, architecture-based software
development methods and system architecture assessment etc.
Understand UML modeling and architecture documentation, and UML -based software
development process
Understand development platforms and typical architectures such as CORBA, RMI and
DCOM etc.
Understand security technology, management and evaluation such as encryption and
decryption techniques, hash functions and digital signatures, key distribution centers and
public key infrastructure, information security systems, etc.
Understanding system security architecture design, such as network security
architecture design, database system security design, etc.
Understand the reliability design of the system, such as software reliability modeling,
evaluation, design and management

2. Implement software system design and architecture






Implement the software system development life cycle, such as system design,
requirements analysis, system architecture design, implementation model, system
conversion, operation and maintenance
Implement software architecture management (VRAPS organization and management
principles), including vision, Rhythm, Anticipation, Partnering and Simplification.
Plan and design of hierarchical architecture and information architecture.
Establish service-oriented architecture (SOA), such as reference architecture, key
technologies and standards, design principles and design patterns and implementation
processes

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the software system design and architecture in line with international standards
Ensure the integration capacity of the software system design and architecture order to
achieve a seamless coordination with different stakeholder.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Understanding software system design and architecture, such as UML modelling and
architecture documentation, component platform and typical architecture, system
security architecture design and system reliability design

3-232

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Design and Development


Carryout software system design and architecture and software system development life
cycle for the implementation of software system architecture management and service oriented architecture.

Remark

3-233

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Design and Development
Title

Develop solutions for mobile payment

Code

107225L6

Description

Develop mobile payment solutions including solutions design, security and architecture.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the technology and framework of mobile payment solutions




Master the payment service of near field communication technology
Understand the security standards and encryption protection of the relevant payment
service
Master all kinds of security elements

2. Develop and design of mobile payment solutions




Analyse various mobile payment specifications and models, select the best solution for
the interest of corporate.
Evaluate the transactional security risks of mobile payment schemes and develop
appropriate mechanisms to mitigate the impact of risk on the business.
Monitor and integrate the technology at all levels of payment and integration solutions

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the development of mobile payment solutions meets industry o r international
standards
Ensure the integration and security capability of the developed solutions.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand mobile payment solutions and their security elements and transaction
security risks.
Implement development and architecture of the mobile payment solution in line with the
interest of the corporate.

Remark

3-234

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Hardware Architecture and Maintenance
Title

Handle daily backup and maintenance of server

Code

107226L2

Description

According to the corporate requirements, carry out daily backup and maintenance works of
server.

Level

2

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Perform daily backup and maintenance of the server




Recognize the server and the surrounding equipment and record the operation, such as
the server room temperature, humidity and other data.
Identify backup devices and process daily backup jobs, such as the replacement of
backup media and the delivery of media to the designated locations Review the
progress and status of the backup work
Prepare relevant reports.

2. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the server is working properly.
Careful handling of data in the report preparation.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Properly handle daily backup and maintenance work of server.

Remark

3-235

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Hardware Architecture and Maintenance
Title

Manage and monitor the webpage server

Code

107227L3

Description

Provide immediate and comprehensive monitoring and solutions for possible server problems
including too long response time or interruption of access during the server running. The
problems may be caused by server crash and too high memory consumption.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Manage and monitor mainstream web servers










Understand the management settings of the mainstream web server, such as Apache,
IIS and so on
Assist in setting up web server monitoring and alerts, such as automated monitoring and
unified monitoring, and pushing alert messages with different channels to the authorized
persons
Understand the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) for setup and use
webpage server.
Assist in providing server performance data
Provide critical usability and performance data, analyse web server processing requests,
network traffic, etc.
Monitor the status and performance of web pages or websites
In addition to monitoring the availability and operation of web servers, monitor the status
and performance of individual website such as Page Load Time etc.
Assist in the preparation of reports and reports, and exporting various for ms of
documentation.
Analyse the server’s problems and the causes of the problems.

2. Meet the needs of customer website management and monitoring



Master the relevant server management technology and analysis of performance data to
prevent the occurrence of the problems.
Provide information on the operation of the server to assist the relevant personnel to
make more detailed analysis.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure effective management and monitoring of web servers
Ensure the operability, efficiency, reliability and manageability of the server.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the basic principles and settings of web server software management and
monitoring
Master the main features of management for webserver software and ensure its
operability, efficiency, reliability and manageability.

Remark

3-236

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Hardware Architecture and Maintenance
Title

Handle the software and hardware problems of server

Code

107228L4

Description

In the process of system development and maintenance, identify the cause of the failure and
propose solution for the server software and hardware failure problem so as to ensure the
normal operation of the system.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the troubleshooting techniques for server failures




Assess the main causes of failure and use different methods to solve the problem, for
example:
o Remove non-factory compatible components and external devices
o Update the resource configuration by resetting or updating the BIOS firmware;
o Check whether the extended component is included in the hardware
compatibility list
o Master the exchange of contrast techniques, in the maximum possible
conditions, the exchange of components to identify the cause of the failure
Understand the information required for troubleshooting
o Server information
o Use the server to provide fault information such as error code, master the
relevant information to find the method
o Determine the type of failure and fault phenomena, such as boot without display,
error code information and operating system load failure

2. Determine the server hardware and software failure reasons





Common causes of server hardware failures
Common causes of server software failures
o Understand the server’s operating system
o Understand server’s management software or server driver
o Understand that the application has conflicting and man-made software failures
Perform hardware and software failure maintenance

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Solve the server hardware and software failure so that the server is operating normally
Ensure the efficiency, reliability and manageability of the server.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Master the basic principles of server troubleshooting
Understand troubleshooting information to be collected
Apply methods to solve the server hardware and software failure problems.

Remark

3-237

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Hardware Architecture and Maintenance
Title

Evaluate and select appropriate server

Code

107229L4

Description

According to the corporate requirements, select the appropriate server and install the required
function.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the corporate requirements and select the appropriate server type






Analyse and evaluate the current status of the corporate servers (including usage,
network infrastructure and operating systems)
Consider the need for future expansion of the corporate
Determine the location and size of the server. Select the appropriate server type such as
an upright, rack, or blade server and ensure that the location (such as a server room or
data center) provides sufficient power
Understand the type of server and the characteristics of the operating system
o Understand the characteristics of different versions of the operating system and
the network environment to which they are adapted, such as whether to provide
cluster (Cluster) and load balancing (Load Balancing), etc.
o Choose the appropriate server operating system based on the corporate
development platform

2. Manage and set up servers


Understand server resource management and server-specific settings such as web
pages, mail, agency services, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the selected server can provide efficient, reliable and in the best interests of
the corporate.
Carefully set the server’s specifications to ensure that the selected server is working
smoothly.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the server architecture and types. Be able to choose the right server and its
operating system based on corporate requirements
Manage and set up related server services.

Remark

3-238

Specification of Competency Standards
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Hardware Architecture and Maintenance
Title

Master and apply the server cluster technology

Code

107230L5

Description

Apply cluster technology to bring multiple servers together to perform a single platform for
higher computing and access speed.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the knowledge of server clustering and design efficient and reliable server
resources




The basic knowledge includes technologies such as cluster systems, Load Balancing,
Hot Spare, and Fault Tolerant etc.
Master the working model and principles of server clustering including Master -slave
mode, Duplex Mode, Dual Cluster, High-availability cluster etc.
Master the network fault switching process

2. Apply server cluster settings methods


Master the methods of server deployment and setup for different platforms, including
network setup, shared disk and heartbeat protocols, etc.

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Design and set up server cluster system according to program requirements
Ensure the security, efficiency, reliability and manageability of the cluster system.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the basics of server clusters including work patterns and principles
Master the cluster service settings.

Remark

3-239

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Hardware Architecture and Maintenance
Title

Master and apply information storage technology

Code

107231L5

Description

Through applying data storage technology to ensure data security, efficiency, reliability and
manageability.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand Network Storage technology and select the appropriate data storage method for
corporate needs





Understand the various ways of network storage technology, including storage
virtualization (Storage Virtual Network), storage area network (Storage Area Network)
and network attached storage (Network Attached Storage, NAS) etc. Plan the most
appropriate data storage solution.
Develop and manage appropriate data storage strategies, including backup scenarios,
Disaster Management and Data Migration, etc.
Understand the storage methods and features of Redundant Array of Independent Disks
(RAID) storage including different RAID types, to improve read and write speed and data
backup.

2. Apply and configure network data storage and data backup system



Develop and manage appropriate data backup strategies. Understand different backup
methods and data recovery techniques.
Design and configure network data storage systems to achieve their security, efficiency,
reliability, manageability

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the network data storage and data backup system comply with the company’s
requirements.
Ensure safety and reliability of the data stored in the backup system.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the network storage management technology.
Manage and configure network storage management technology.

Remark

3-240

Specification of Competency Standards
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Hardware Architecture and Maintenance
Title

Design and develop e-business system application server and network architecture solution s

Code

107232L5

Description

Design and develop a total solution for the corporate, including software, hardware and
application services. Through a comprehensive system management to support the various
applications for users.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic concepts and infrastructure of e-business systems to design the entire
server and network architecture






Understand various application servers, including web pages, email, domain name
system, and database servers etc.
Understand all kinds of network hardware such as firewall, Load Balancer, Router and
Switch etc.
Evaluate server and network usage. Set up appropriate Network Protocol and select the
appropriate operating system platform
Analyse the region of the potential customer and identify the appropriate Internet Service
Providers to reduce the network latency of the customer’s e-business transaction
Assess network security threats and risks. Establish communication with information
security experts to plan relevant security policies.

2. Design and set up subsequent servers and network management and monitoring systems



Set up real-time network traffic and analysis system to monitor and respond to network
incidents in real time.
Set up the server’s performance monitors to monitor potential server problems and
submit reports to the corporate.

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Be cautious about the software and hardware, and the data and quotation provided by
the network service providers.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Design the infrastructure of the e-business system.
Ensure the safety and reliability of the server and network environment.

Remark

3-241
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Title

Apply encryption technology to send data

Code

107233L4

Description

Apply technical means to change the important information into garbled (encrypted)
transmission. Upon reaching the destination, apply the same or different means to restore
(decryption).

Level

4

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the basic concepts of encryption technology


Explain the basic terminology of encryption techniques, including:
o Plaintext
o Ciphertext
o Encryption
o Decryption
o Encryption Algorithm
o Decryption Algorithm
o Sender
o Receiver
o Key
o Eavesdropper
o Cryptanalysis
o Cryptanalyst
o Passive Attack
o Active Attack

2. Apply encryption technology




Apply symmetric encryption technology
o Understand the five basic components of symmetric encryption technology
 Plaintext
 Encryption algorithm
 The key
 Ciphertext
 Decryption algorithm
o Understand and select appropriate data encryption algorithms
 Data encryption standard (DES) - the most widely used algorithm
 Triple DES
 Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
 Bluefish algorithm
 RC5 algorithm
Apply asymmetric encryption technology
o Understand the composition of the public key cryptography system, including:
 Plaintext
 Encryption algorithm
 Public key and private key
 Ciphertext
 Decryption algorithm
o Apply the public key cryptography
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Encryption / decryption: The sender encrypts the message with the
recipient’s public key
o Digital Signature: The sender signs the message with its private key. The
signature can be generated by encrypting the entire message or by encrypting a
small piece of information for the message, where the small data block is the
function of the entire message
 Key exchange: communication exchange key for both parties
 RSA algorithm
o Recognize other public key encryption algorithms, including:
 ELGamal algorithm
 Backpack encryption algorithm
o Master the key management technology
 Key Distribution Technology
 Key authentication technology
 The Certification Authority (CA) verifies that a public key belongs to a
particular entity (A person or a network entity)
 Digital certificate
Recognize Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption technology
o SSL is a widely implemented public key encryption technology, the main types
include:
 No client SSL
 Configure the clientless SSL for the VPN device
 Network to network
 Host to network

3. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Introduce the most suitable for the corporate encryption technology.
Abide by professional conduct and prevent any fraud in the use of encryption
technology.
Comply with the relevant legal requirements in the use of encryption technology.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the basic concepts of encryption technology
Master the basic encryption algorithm design principles
Complete the basic encryption calculation and process data transmission.

Remark

3-243
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Transaction Security Technology
Title

Apply authentication technology and security certification agreemen t

Code

107234L4

Description

Apply network security authentication technology in the communication between parties for
identity confirmation to ensure the safety of communications.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic concepts of security authentication technology




Confirm whether the certified object is true and effective
By verifying the properties of the object being authenticated, verify that the certified
object is valid
Understand the importance of e-business authentication technology

2. Master and apply major authentication technology




Apply identity authentication technology
o The purpose is to identify the user identity
o The major methods of applying identity authentication
 Password - based authentication method
 Two-factor certification
 Password mechanism
 Biometric certification
o Master the identity authentication protocol system (Kerberos) concept and
application methods
 To a trusted corporate-based authentication agreement, use symmetric
cryptography
 The complete Kerberos system includes a verification server, a grant
server, a web application server, and a network user:
 The role of the authentication server is to authenticate users and
provide access to the license server
 The license server is responsible for authorizing the user to issue
a license to the user’s application server
 The web application server provides a server for some type of
network application
Apply message authentication technology
o The purpose is to ensure the integrity of information and anti-denial, such as the
user to confirm the online information is false, the information is modified by
other companies or forged
o Apply message authentication method
 Encrypt sensitive files, even if someone intercepts the file cannot get its
content.
 Ensure the integrity of the data and to prevent the file interceptor to add
other information.
 Verify the source of the information to ensure the identity of the sender.
o Select and apply the integrity verification method
 Apply summary and hash functions
 Apply the message digest algorithm MD5
 Master the hash function algorithm SHA-1
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o

o

Determine the security authentication protocol
 Understand the importance of security certification agreement
 Monitor the confidentiality, authenticity, integrity, and non-repudiation of
security protocols
 Agree on the data encryption model adopted
 Agree on the protocol workflow
Master the digital signature technology
 Understand the digital signature definition
 Master the main way of signing digital
 Understand the scope of digital signature applications

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure compliance with professional conduct and prevent any fraudulent practices in
applying certification and safety certification
Ensure compliance with applicable legal requirements in applying certification and safety
certification agreements

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the basic concepts of authentication and security authentication protocols.
Master the basic authentication technology and safety certification agreement design
principles.
Properly select and apply appropriate certification and safety certification agreements to
ensure data security.

Remark

3-245
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Title

Master computer virus detection and prevention technology

Code

107235L4

Description

Apply computer virus prevention technology to establish a comprehensive computer virus
prevention strategy. When the computer virus crisis occurs, find the root causes of the crisis and
reduce the destructive crisis so as to protect the corporte e-business system.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the basic concepts and knowledge of computer viruses




Understand the basic principles of computer viruses
o Understand the structure of the computer virus
o Understand the computer virus infection strategy
o Understand the mechanism of computer viruses
Identify the classification of computer viruses, including:
o Classification according to the virus attack system classification, such as attack
Windows, UNIX or other systems
o Classification according to the virus attack models classified, such as attack
microcomputers, minicomputers or workstations
o Classification according to the virus link classification, such as source code
virus, embedded virus, shell virus, operating system virus
o Classification according to the destruction of the virus classification, such as
benign computer viruses, malignant computer viruses
o Classification according to the virus parasitic classification, such as guided virus,
file type virus, complex virus, etc.
o Classification according to the virus of the media classification, such as stand alone virus, network viruses

2. Apply computer virus detection and prevention technology




Select and apply system detection methods, including:
o Using the latest virus identifiers and the updated anti-virus virus detection and
repair engine
o Review all router and firewall records
o Configure IPS or IDS to identify infection-related activities
o Perform packet sniffing to find network traffic that conforms to malicious code
features
Select and apply computer virus prevention technology, including:
o Repair the operating system and its bundled software vulnerabilities
o Install and timely update anti-virus software and firewall products
o Do not point to unknown links and run unknown programs
o Implement anti-virus technology
o Perform real-time monitoring technology
o Perform automatic decompression technology
o Perform full platform anti-virus technology

3. Exhibit professionalism


Ensure the introduction of the most suitable computer virus prevention technology and
coping strategies and in line with the interests of corporate.
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Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the computer virus prevention strategy would not violate the relevant the laws of
Hong Kong

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the basic concepts of computer viruses.
Identify computer virus classification.
Properly select and apply appropriate anti - computer virus technology.

Remark

3-247
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Title

Apply network identity technology

Code

107236L4

Description

In the network system, apply network identity technology to confirm the identity of the operator
to protect network resources, implement security policy and provide accountability mechanisms.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Identify the characteristics of commonly used identity authentication measures. Select
appropriate solutions to verify identity and implement relevant security policies, including:





Authentication
Authorization
Auditing
Identify the main components of network identity certification
o Authentication Server
o Authentication Client Software
o Authenticator

2. Identify the advantages and disadvantages of different network identity authentication and
identification technology. Select the appropriate certification solutions, including:




Password-based authentication
Address - based authentication
Biometric-based identity authentication

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Comply with the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance in the applying network identity
technology.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the basic concepts of identity authentication
Select and apply the appropriate authentication method
Analyse the advantages and disadvantages of identity authentication technology

Remark

3-248
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Title

Master privacy and management techniques

Code

107237L4

Description

IN the computer network system operation, understand the purpose of collecting personal data
and the impact of disclosing personal data. Avoid excessive collection of information and
properly apply privacy and management techniques to comply with the Personal Data (Privacy)
Ordinance.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic concepts of privacy




The principles of personal data protection
o Understand the purpose of collecting personal data
o Understand the impact of disclosure of personal information
o Recognize the impact of over-collection of information
o Master the personal data (privacy) regulations
Review the potential risks and safety considerations for different platforms
o Secure use of the Internet: PC / public computer / wireless network
o Secure use of smartphones: application security / repair, sales and disposal
o Secure use of social networks

2. Implement privacy protection






Select and apply Internet security and management techniques, including:
o Anti-virus software
o Automatically enter data function
o Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
o Encryption technology
Select and apply smartphone applications support and management techniques,
including:
o Anti-virus software and anti-theft software
o Protect smartphone data
o Geographical markings
o QR code
Select and apply social networking assurance and management techniques, including:
o Select the right type of social network
o Manage and set up account privacy protection

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the customer’s personal information will not be used for other purposes.
Ensure that the relevant privacy and management techniques are in compliance with the
requirements of the law.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the impact of personal data and privacy protection
Review the different types of computer and smart phone privacy risks
Select and apply appropriate personal data technology based on the nature of the
different platforms
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Title

Apply Firewall technology

Code

107238L4

Description

According to the corporate security policy, apply Firewall technology to control (allow, deny,
monitor) access to the network information flow so as to strengthen the anti-attack ability of the
network and to protect the interests of corporate.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic concepts of firewall technology




Understand the definition and function classification of various firewalls
o Application Proxy
o Packet filtering
o Safe area
Understand the characteristics of the firewall and its security principles (Firewall Policy)
applications

2. Apply firewall technology






Establish network security barrier
Strengthen the principles of network security
Prevent the leakage of internal information
Monitor network audit and access
Set up different firewall technologies

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that important business information and behavior are protected by setting up
appropriate firewall.
Constantly review and re-check the firewall settings to ensure anti-attack capability.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the basics of firewall.
Master the technology to set up the firewall.

Remark

3-251
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Title

Manage Virtual Private Network (VPN) technology

Code

107239L4

Description

Through the virtual private network (VPN) technology to allow employees to secure remote
access to corporate information.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic concepts and characteristics of VPN technology






Scalability, flexibility and manageability
Understand VPN protocol technology
o Implementation of virtual private network tunnelling technology, including PPTP,
L2TP, IPSec and SSL protocol
Understand the functionality of SSL VPN
o User and server legitimacy certification
o Encrypt data to hide the data being sent
o Protect the integrity of the information
Apply virtual private network
o Understand the requirements for setting up a virtual private network

2. Set up and manage virtual private networks and related equipment



VPN hardware solution
VPN software solution

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Set up VPNs to protect important business information and actions.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:





Understand VPN basic concepts and functions
Understand VPN system features
Master VPN principles and protocols
Apply VPN working mechanism and typical application

Remark

3-252
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Title

Develop website security overall planning solution

Code

107240L5

Description

Set up a website security crisis monitoring system and comprehensive website security overall
planning solution. When a crisis occurs, the system and solution could prevent websites and
sensitive information from being attacked and damaged so as to protect the corporate business.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Analyse corporate e-business situation and the overall positioning of the website security
solution






Analyse the overall business e-business situation, including: business model,
information technology and Internet use, website content, Internet marketing strategy
etc.
Analysis of corporate website security needs
o Evaluate the loss from website attack
o Determine the impact of corporate development scale and user demand trends
on website function
o Use the Penetration Test Tool to test the website current safety standards
Analyse and prioritize the overall website security planning program, for example:
o Protect sensitive information
o Encrypted data
o Protect identity authentication

2. Plan the overall website security solution







Establish a safety monitoring mechanism
o Establish an active safety detection mechanism
o Implement effective intrusion prevention mechanism
o Establish timely response mechanism for website problems
Develop financial plan for the proposed solution and analyse the budget
Develop implementation details and monitoring
Implement evaluation and control
Implement pre-test

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the website security solution would take into account the overall website system
performance and non-technical factors such as costing.
Comply with the relevant legislative requirements in developing the website security
solution.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the overall process of website security planning
According to different corporate e-business environment, develop appropriate website
overall security overall planning solutions.

Remark

3-253
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Title

Understand the legal knowledge of network transaction safety

Code

107241L6

Description

Understand the legal issues of e-business and master the relevant knowledge for business
managers, e-business technical staff and the legal community to provide reference.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the legal knowledge of online transaction security




Understand the current situation of safety laws and regulations on online transaction in
Hong Kong, China and international.
o Understanding the laws and regulations relating to the security of online
transactions in Hong Kong
o Understand the current situation of China and international network transactions
legislation
o Master the establishment of e-business legal system in Hong Kong, China and
international.
Understand the law of online transactions
o Three ways of implementation
 Online payment, online delivery
 Online payment, offline delivery
 Offline payment, offline delivery
o Understand the legal system of digital signature
 Understand the legal requirements for digital signature and electronic
certification
 Understand the legal status of digital signatory security certification
bodies
 Understand the legal effect of digital signatures

2. Review and manage the legal relationship of online transactions






Master the legal relationship between the parties involved in the network transactions
o Recognize the rights and obligations of buyers and sellers in e -commerce
transactions
o Understanding the legal relationship between buyers and sellers, in essence, the
rights of both parties and obligations. The rights and obligations of buyers and
sellers are reciprocal. The seller’s duty is the buyer’s power, and vice versa
o To understand the obligations and responsibilities of the breach, and the
remedies available
o Understand the legal status of online trading center
Understand the legal relationship between online trading customers and virtual banks
o Understand the transaction is through the virtual bank electronic allocated funds
o Understand that electronic funds are based on electronic contracts
o Understand the basic obligation is in accordance with the instructions of
customers, accurate and timely completion of electronic funds transfer
o Understand, as the role of sending bank, the responsible in the whole transfer
chain for the execution of fund transfer instruction
Master the legal issues related to the protection of intellectual property rights in online
transactions, including:
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o
o
o
o

Copyright
Patent right
Trademark right
Domain name protection

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Review and properly handle the legal relationship of online transactions
Ensure the online transaction between the corporate and customers would not violet law
of the relevant countries or regions.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the laws and regulations of Hong Kong and international network
transactions.
Recognize the legal knowledge associated with electronic contracts, digital signatures
and identity agencies.
Master the legal relationship between online trading customers and virtual banks.

Remark
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Title

Master server monitoring technology

Code

107242L4

Description

Through the server performance monitoring system, record the server operating data in various
format so as achieve real-time control on the server operation and monitoring of server failure to
maintain the normal operation of the server.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the types of data for monitoring and alertness


Understand the types of data, such as the number of connections, the number of slow
queries for the time period, query cache usage, master and slave delay time, innodb
buffer pool size usage, sql threads and io threads (with replication requirements
architecture) Set of query statements, MySQL survival and data file & log file etc.
 Understand the server’s profile
o Monitor CPU, memory, peripheral disk, network cards etc.
o Monitor host nodes, such as crash detection, application (such as web services,
database services) execution status, etc.
o Write a shell monitor procedure
o Setup the configuration file for the relevant monitoring program
o Combine with the SNMP protocol to transmit equipment operation information for
monitoring purposes
 Understand the various server monitoring software
o MRTG, Wireshark, Nessus, Nmap and Snort etc.
2. Develop various types of monitoring alarm


Plan server monitoring software such as purchase or in-house preparation and
configuration
 Set up different alarm methods such as system alarm, SMS alarm and e-mail alarm
 Set different monitoring data, such as CPU performance load, CPU usage, memory
usage, disk usage, disk read and write speed, network card traffic and status, etc.
3. Exhibit professionalism



Ensure to write a shell monitor procedure or configure the monitor profile without error.
Ensure that all monitoring procedures do not affect the server performance and security

Assessment The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
Criteria
 Understand the basic principles of server software management and monitoring
 Master the main features of web server management for server software
 Apply or prepare server monitoring software
Remark
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Monitor and analyze website traffic

Code

107243L4

Description

Through the website traffic analysis tools, conduct statistical analysis for the website traffic
information to provide basis for the corporate online marketing strategy formulation.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the major indicators of website traffic


Identify the use and characteristics of website traffic indicators such as page number
(PV), independent IP (IP), number of independent visitors (UV), number of repeat
visitors (RV), per capita number of visits, new independent visitors, page displays etc.
2. Apply the website traffic statistics tool to monitor traffic



Apply the web traffic statistics tool to monitor traffic
Identify traffic monitoring methods for different websites, such as business websites,
blogs, etc., to establish a monitoring plan
 Through the comparative analysis of website visitor profile, prepare written analysis
reports and statistical charts.
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Provide the appropriate major indicators of the website traffic to provide the basis of
online marketing strategy.
Ensure the data used is in compliance with the relevant privacy requirements.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Apply the major indicators of website traffic for monitoring and analysis.
Provide basic traffic information for different types of websites as basis for planning
marketing strategy.

Remark
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Title

Implement website content testing

Code

107244L4

Description

Through the website content testing, test the correctness, accuracy and relevance of the
information provided by the website.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the importance of website content testing


Understand the purpose of website content testing, such as correctness, accuracy and
relevance etc.
 Recognize the potential risks induced from website contents
2. Master website content testing


Test the correctness of the website content, such as whether web information is reliable
or misleading
 Test the accuracy of the website content, such as whether the webpage information has
grammatical or spelling errors
 Test the relevance of the website content, such as whether the current page could be
found in the current related information or links
 Eliminate the website content which may be the risk of problems.
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the website contents comply with intellectual property laws.
Ensure the online usability of the website contents.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the correctness, accuracy and relevance of the website testing information
Eliminate the website content which may be the risk of problems.

Remark
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Title

Implement webpage function testing

Code

107245L4

Description

According to the website requirements, examine the website system to fulfill the application
requirements including link test, form test, Cookies test, data inspection, web site specific
functional requirements testing and design language testing etc.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept of webpage function testing


Identify the types and purposes of the webpage function tests, such as link testing, form
testing, Cookies testing, data checking, etc.
 Apply a variety of webpage function testing methods, such as in the link test to ensure
that all pages are connected and there is no isolated pages; tests on the boundary value
test, abnormal class in the webpage form etc.
2. Master webpage function testing


Perform a variety of webpage function tests, such as whether the test page link is
correct, test whether the Cookie is working properly, test the border value, etc.
 Perform checking on data consistency, such as errors caused by incorrect in formation
submitted by the user, problems caused by network transmission rate or program design
problems
 Analyse website-specific functional requirements
 Compare the differences in design languages, such as testing of different script
languages over different webpage versions
 Prepare the relevant test report
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure webpage function testing in line with international standards.
Ensure the usability of the website contents.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the types, purpose, methods and other concepts of webpage function
testing.
Master a variety of webpage function tests to meet the requirements of the system.

Remark
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Title

Implement webpage usability testing

Code

107246L4

Description

Observe and record the relevant information of webpage usage to evaluate the usability of the
webpage.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept of webpage usability testing


Recognize the types and factors of webpage usability testing, such as learning,
efficiency, memory, error rate, satisfaction, etc.
 Apply a variety of web usability testing methods, such as prototype te st by users during
the system development or improvement stage, or through the questionnaire to collect
the data to improve the design and achieve the objective of usability.
2. Master webpage usability test





Perform various types of usability tests such as navigation tests, graphical testing etc.
Quantify the quality of user experience
Collect data for analysis
Prepare the relevant test report
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the webpage usability test meets international standards such as ISO 9241 -11
Ensure the website design would take into account some usability design guidelines
such as the Nielsen guidelines.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the types, factors and methods of webpage usability testing.
Master Webpage usability testing to meet the availability requirements.

Remark
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Title

Implement integration and interface testing

Code

107247L4

Description

In the integration test process, apply appropriate integration strategy to consolidate the
programming modules for accurate testing of the system integration and interface. Ensure the
testing meet the expected requirements of the e-business corporate or industry standard.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept of overall and interface testing


Understand the basis of integration testing, such as in accordance with the function and
performance of the module, module and module interface and the coordination of
different the code units to complete a function etc.
 Understand the pre-test preparation, integration of the module steps and methods and
consolidation of test conclusions etc.
2. Master the overall and interface testing





Develop an integrated test plan
Design integration test
Perform an integration test
Evaluate the integration test results
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the function and performance of each module in the integration test is normal
Ensure the feasibility of one module to enable the operation of another module, and the
accuracy of data transmission between different modules.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master and perform integration testing, mutual call testing between software modules,
module performance testing, and module interface testing.
Understand the integration test and compare the difference with the unit test

Remark
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Title

Implement browser compatibility testing

Code

107248L4

Description

Test the browser compatibility to ensure that the website can be viewed normally.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the operation of browser on different platforms





Understand the browser in a variety of operating systems and the operation
requirements
Understand the types and characteristics of the browser, including:
o Different browsers have different support for Java, JavaScript, ActiveX, plug-ins,
or different HTML
o Different browsers have different styles for frame and hierarchical styles
o Different browsers have differences in security and Java settings
o The effect of different resolution modes on the oper ation of the website, such as
resolution mode, aspect ratio mode
Compare the connection rate test and combination test in different resolution and
different compatible machine response.

2. Master the browser compatibility test





Develop browser compatibility test plan
Design the browser compatibility test
Perform browser compatibility test
Evaluate the browser compatibility test results

3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that browser functionality and usability are not affected in browser compatibility
testing.
Ensure the scalability for future new version of browser.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand browser compatibility testing
Master the browser compatibility test to assess and ensure that the website normally
visited by users.

Remark
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Title

Implement database testing

Code

107249L4

Description

In the process of system development and operation, in order to ensure the quality of the
database for website normal operation, implement necessary database testing and maintenance
to identify the website defects due to database errors.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basics of database testing




Understand the definition, principles and methods of database testing
Understand the steps of database testing, such as unit testing, integration testing,
validation testing, system testing
Displays the output of the database test

2. Master the database testing


Develop database test plan, including table structure, database integrity and database
views
 Design database testing
 Perform database testing such as defining functions, manipulating functions, querying
functions, security and concurrent processing tests etc.
 Evaluate the database test results
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the database meets the needs, design principles and compatibilit y etc.
Ensure the website architecture (including hardware, software and network) does not
affect the performance of the database.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the basics of database testing
Master the database model, function, performance and testing etc.
Perform database adjustment and conduct trial run operation.

Remark

3-263

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Monitoring and Testing Technology
Title

Implement safety testing

Code

107250L5

Description

In the website testing process, conduct testing on website security system, application and
transmission security to ensure the normal operation of the website.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the requirements for safety testing


Understand the requirements of security testing, such as deployment and infrastructure,
input validation, authentication, authorization, configuration management, sensitive data,
session management, encryption, parameter handling, exception management, etc.
2. Master the safety system test


Implement infrastructure tests such as whether the network provides secure
communications, internal firewalls, remote application servers, trust levels for the target
environment
 Evaluate whether an application is vulnerable to SQL injection and XSS etc.
 Identify public access and restricted access; whether a clear service account is
requested, how to verify the identity of the caller, how to verify the identity of the
database, whether to force the trial account management measures
 Support remote system management to ensure the security of configuration storage and
whether to isolate administrator privileges
 Setup whether to store confidential information; how to store sensitive data; whether to
pass sensitive data on the web, and whether to record sensitive data
 Implement abnormal management, such as whether to use structured exception
handling, whether release too much information to the client
 Audit and analyse log records, such as whether to clearly record the activities to be
audited, analysis of registration and registration activities
 Check the server-side script vulnerability
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the website security testing does not affect the functionality and performance of
the website.
Ensure the website safety test comply with the requirements of the relevant legislation.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the knowledge of website security system testing.
Apply the website security system and transmission safety test methods.

Remark

3-264

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Monitoring and Testing Technology
Title

Implement server communication testing

Code

107251L5

Description

In the website testing process, monitor the communication between the external systems and
the internal various subsystems. Check the exchange of information, transfer and control
management process, and the logical relationship between the systems to normal operation of
the communication port.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the server port and basics of testing




Understand the theory of server port
Identify the server ports and services used by the different server services
Understand the performance of the server’s port security policy
2. Master the server port test





Check whether the system host has a patch installed
Set whether the communication port used by the gateway is open
Detects whether the application has ported some exploits through the port
View the system security status that is often overlooked
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the working efficiency of the server port security policy. Ensure each host can
operate in accordance with the security policy.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the basics of the server’s port test.
Master the port test for various server services.
Handle errors of port interface.

Remark

3-265

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Monitoring and Testing Technology
Title

Implement website performance testing

Code

107252L5

Description

Implement performance test for website including stress testing, connection speed testing and
load testing to ensure the quality of the website operation.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basics of website performance testing


Recognize the purpose of the website stress testing, such as test web services in the
case of strong pressure to continue to normal operation
 Understand the purpose of the website speed test, such as speed test in different
connection mode
 Understand the purpose of the website load testing, such as measuring the performance
of web services at a load level to ensure that web services are wor king within the
requirements
2. Master website performance testing


Perform quantitative assessment, such as the frequency system problems or under what
circumstances the system problem occurs
 Conduct qualitative assessment, such as whether the test can resist the Denial-ofService attack
 Analyse the contents of stress tests, such as repetition, concurrency, random changes
etc.
 Control the environment variables as a reference for system performance to determine
under what load conditions, the system performance is in a state of failure
 Master the method of load testing, such as the number of users accessing the web
service at the same time, the number of online data processing, etc.
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the stress test must be controlled in an unfavourable execution environment.
Ensure the stress testing is a continuous performance test.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the basics of website performance testing
Master website performance testing including stress testing, connection speed testing,
load testing
Prevent the website performance problems causing abnormal business operation.

Remark

3-266

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Monitoring and Testing Technology
Title

Implement system integration testing

Code

107253L5

Description

In the website testing process, implement system integration test to ensure the normal operation
of the overall website.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the models and methods of system integration testing


Recognize the integration of test models, such as incremental testing and non incremental testing.
 Understand the methods of system integration testing, such as to p-down, bottom-up,
core systems and sandwich integration test methods.
2. Master the system integration test



Perform functional tests.
Perform regression test to achieve the intended purpose after system modification. If the
error is corrected, the new function is implemented without affecting the correctness of
the original function of the software.
 Perform non-functional testing such as performance testing, stress testing, capacity
testing, safety testing, reliability testing, fault tolerance testing, etc.
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure some hidden system problems could be reflected in the integration test.
Ensure that the integration test process comply with international standards (such as
IEEE standards)

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the models and methods of system integration
Master the purpose, methods and content of the system function test to implement
functional testing, regression testing and non-functional testing.

Remark

3-267

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Website Monitoring and Testing Technology
Title

Design automatic system testing architecture

Code

107254L6

Description

In the website testing process, implement automated system testing to achieve labor cost
reduction, better efficiency of resource usage and early identify potential problems including
performance issues. Effective architecture and planning of automated sys tem testing could
improve the value and credibility of certification.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic concepts of automated system testing




Understand the status of software testing.
Identify the occasion of software testing
Develop software testing automation solution.
2. Master the design and implementation of automated system testing



Identify the analytical requirements for automated system testing.
Develop automated systems testing areas such as automated management of software
testing processes, automation of dynamic testing (eg, unit testing, functional testing, and
performance testing).
 Design automation systems testing tools or architectures.
 Formulate the automated system testing process.
 Evaluate the effectiveness of the automated system testing and compare the actual
results with the expected results.
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the process management automated testing comply with the specifications
of the CMMI process
Understand the possible changes, risks and costing issues brought by the
implementation of automated system testing.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the status of system testing, occasions and solution of automated system
testing.
Master the design and implementation process of automated system testing and
evaluate the effectiveness of automated system testing

Remark

3-268

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management
Title

Apply basic knowledge of accounting

Code

107255L3

Description

Apply basic knowledge of accounting to provide financial and cost indicators for corporate to
provide a reference for business decision making.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the concept of accounting basis


Basic accounting theory
o Purpose of financial reporting
o Accounting basic assumptions
o Basic principles of accounting
o Operational restrictions
 Execute accounting procedures
o Simplified record mode
o Accounting procedures
o Relationship between the type of books, the format and the books
2. Prepare financial accounting report


Apply the appropriate form of accounting
o Accounting voucher form
o Accounting voucher summary form
o Multi - column journal accounting form
o Summarize the form of accounting vouchers
o Diary general ledger
o Generalized journal accounting form
o Account summary form
 Prepare financial accounting reports to provide reliable accounting related information
for corporate
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Abide by professional conduct and prevent any deceptive behavior in the preparation of
financial accounting reports.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the contents of accounting, principles and procedur es
Prepare a reliable financial accounting report

Remark

3-269

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management
Title

Apply knowledge of accounting

Code

107256L4

Description

Prepare a systematic record for the corporate budget, production or business activities as
financial and cost indicators as reference materials for business decision making.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic concepts and procedures of accounting



Follow the principles of accounting
Understand the relationship between the billing program, the type of book, the format
and the book
2. Calculate the accounting items



Calculate and prepare expenditure accounts
Regularly record the balance sheet
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

With professional attitude and in line with the requirements of the accounting
statements, provide real information for the users.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Understand the contents of accounting, principles and procedures
Perform basic accounting project calculations

Remark

3-270

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management
Title

Monitor financial investment management

Code

107257L4

Description

For financial revenue and expenditure procedures, monitor the allocation of resources in various
sectors of the corporate.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the contents of financial investment management



Understand the definition of investment
Identify the types of different investments, for example:
o Direct investment
o Indirect investment
o Long-term investment
 Short-term investments
 Monitor the source of corporate funds, for example:
o Benefit funds
o Borrow money
2. Apply financial investment monitoring skills



Review the current financial management problems
Arrange financial revenue and expenditure so that corporate to maintain payment and
solvency
 Calculate individual project budgets
 Raise the required funds for corporate development with lower capital costs and smaller
financing risks
 Strengthen risk management awareness
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

With professional attitude to monitor the financial investment management and protect
the overall interests of corporate.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the specific content of financial management.
Analyze the current financial management problems and propose optimization solution.

Remark

3-271

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management
Title

Apply financial management and statistical analysis software system

Code

107258L4

Description

Apply financial management and statistical analysis software system to all financial sectors for
data collection and data analysis so as to carry out different studies.

Level

4

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the characteristics of financial management and statistical analysis software
system



Understand the objective of using the software system
Apply different software (such as SAS) for different research (such as marketing
research)
 Understand the various types of financial management software system including the
basic requirements, data processing and analysis
2. Apply the basic principles of using financial management and statistical analysis software
systems





Pay attention to cost-effectiveness
Understand the importance of continuity analysis
Follow the principle of maximizing value
Promote software fine-tuning so that the system is more suitable for business
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

With professional attitude to apply the financial management a nd statistical analysis
software to provide real information to users.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Master the concept and characteristics of modern financial management software
system.
Master the basic requirements and principles for the establishment of financial
management software system.
Apply the financial management software system application and promote the
development of financial software.

Remark

3-272

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management
Title

Improve the daily accounting process of e-business

Code

107259L4

Description

Apply methods of improving daily financial process and management for the corporate e business.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the principles and common mistakes of accounting financial processing


Understand the accounting procedures to provide correct, timely and complete
accounting information.
 Simplify the processing process and improve the efficiency of accounting with quality
assurance maintained.
 Understand (e- business) financial processing process common mistakes and to avoid
the problems.
2. Improve the main processing of accounts and bookkeeping




Record transactions by double entry method
Understand the form of purchase / sale / return
Flexible use of multi-column diary etc.
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Handle the accounts in a rigorous manner to avoid any errors.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Master the concept, principles and processes of the daily accounting financial process of
e-busines and propose improvement methods.

Remark

3-273

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management
Title

Monitor financial accounting system

Code

107260L4

Description

This UoC is for the financial accounting management staff of the e -business corporate to strictly
comply with the financial account regulations.

Level

4

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the importance and principles of financial accounting system




Strictly abide by the financial accounting system.
Accept the inspection and supervision on financial, tax and audit.
Ensure that the accounting information is legal, timely, accurate and complete.
2. Understand the role of the financial system




Understand the importance of protecting the interests of investors and creditors
Ensure all departments of corporate to get the appropriate allocation of resources
Understand the work details of financial accounting
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

With professional attitude to monitor the financial accounting system and protect the
overall interests of corporate.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the importance and principle of e –business financial accounting system
Possess knowledge of e-business financial accounting system

Remark

3-274

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management
Title

Master the relevant tasks and functions of financial managemen t

Code

107261L5

Description

Master the content, responsibilities and functions of corporate financial management and to
manage resource allocation with other departments.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand financial management responsibilities


Master the concept of financial management.
o Arrange financial revenue and expenditure so that corporate to maintain
payment and solvency.
o Raise the required funds for corporate development with lower capital costs and
smaller financing risks.
o Properly use funds and choose the best capital investment. Speed up cash flow
and continuously improve the use of funds to achieve the greatest po ssible
operating results.
o Review the functions of financial management, including: decision -making
functions, planning functions and control functions.
2. Master the content of financial management



Understand the definition of investment
According to different standards, choose the appropriate investment strategy for
corporate:
o Direct investment and indirect investment
o Long-term investment and short-term investment
 According to different sources of funding for corporate to choose the appropriate
financing strategy:
o Equity funds and borrowed funds
o Long-term funds and short-term funds
 Dividend Decision - determine how much of the net profit of the corporate is distributed
to shareholders as dividends; how much remains in the corporate as a reinvestment
3. Analyze the problems of financial management





Lack of budget and analysis
Lack of information
Lack of risk management awareness
Inadequate cost management or asset management
4. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that corporate financial management strategies to meet the interests of
corporate.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the specific responsibilities, functions and content of financial management.
Analyze the existing problems of corporate financial management.

Remark

3-275

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management
Title

Manage the fund raising for corporate

Code

107262L5

Description

Analyze ways to raising funds so as to solve the problem of funding sources.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Assess the reasons for the corporate to raise funds and related issues


Assess the motivations of corporate finance, including:
o Expansion of funding motives
o Debt financing
o Solve the problem of fund raising
 Assess the requirements for corporate finance, including:
o Determine the amount of funds required
o Study the direction of investment
o Choose the source of funding and reduce the cost of capital
o Study the capital structure
2. Analyze and compare methods of corporate fund raising


Analyze and compare methods of corporate fund raising, including
o Issue shares
o Use retained earning
o loan
o Issue corporate bonds
 Analyze and compare different sources of funding, including:
o Government
o Bank and non-bank financial institutions
o Other corporate
 Propose the most cost-effective fund raising solution for corporate.
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

With a rigorous attitude to analyze the methods of corporate fund raising and reduce the
cost of fund raising.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the reasons for the corporate fund raising.
Analyze and compare the methods for the corporate fund raising.

Remark

3-276

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management
Title

Manage corporate project investment

Code

107263L5

Description

This UoC is applicable to the finance department of the corporate. Manage the corporate project
investment so as to select the appropriate investment portfolio.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic concept of project investment management


Understand the meaning of corporate project investment
o The significance of corporate project investment
o Understand investment is one of the goals of achieving financial management
o Understand corporate investment is a way to reduce risk
 Understand the basic principles of corporate project investment
 Conduct market research and capture investment opportunities
 Establish investment decision-making process and the feasibility analysis of investment
projects
 Ensure the funding supply of investment projects
 Analyse the relationship between risk and profit, and control the investment risk of the
corporate.
2. Analyze the classification of corporate project investment


Direct investment and indirect investment
o According to the relationship between investment and production operation,
investment can be divided into two categories: direct investment and indirect
investment.
o Direct investment refers to the investment of funds in the production and
operation of assets in order to obtain profits of investment.
o Indirect investment, also known as securities investment, refers to the
investment of funds in securities and other financial assets in order to obtain
dividends or interest income investment.
 Long-term investment and short-term investment
o According to the investment recovery time, investment can be divided into two
types of short-term investment and long-term investment.
o Short-term investment, also known as current assets investment, refers to and
can also be prepared within one year to recover the investment.
o Long-term investment refers to more than one year to recover the investment.
 Internal investment and foreign investment
o According to the direction of investment, investment can be divided into two
types of internal investment and foreign investment.
o Internal investment, refers to the funds invested in the corporate, the purchase of
various production and operation of assets with investment.
o Foreign investment refers to the corporate in cash, physical, intangible assets, or
to buy stocks, bonds and other securities to other units of investment.
3. Analyze business investment management matters




Pay attention to the control of total investment
Pay attention to the project investment and the existing products of the corporate
Analyze the source of investment funds
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Specification of Competency Standards
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management


Analyze the relationship between risk and profit and control the investment risk of the
corporate
4. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

In managing corporate investment project, take into account various factors and have
the ability to choose the right investment project

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Master the concept of business investment
Master the business investment management matters
Consider the various factors and have the ability to choose the right investment projects

Remark

3-278

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management
Title

Manage corporate costs

Code

107264L5

Description

This UoC is applicable to the finance department of the corporate. Manage the corporate
investment so as to select the appropriate investment portfolio.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basis of corporate costs



Control costs and expenditure standards; forecast, control, analyse and monitor costs
Understand cost management and accountability

2. Review the basic content of corporate cost management





Cost forecast
Cost decision
Cost plan
Cost accounting

3. Analyze corporate cost management considerations




Understand to reduce costs as the goal could lead to other objectives of the corporate
have adverse effects
Cost control or limited to a single cost; a single cost drop would lead to the total cost of
opportunity to rise at the same time
Understand that rising costs do not necessarily cause problems

4. Propose to optimize the corporate cost solution



Combined with the theory of the actual situation
Approaches of corporate cost reduction:
o Develop new products and improve the design of existing products
o Improve staff training to raise their technical level

5. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

With a rigorous attitude to analyze the change of corporate costs so that corporate could
reduce costs with product quality assurance.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the basic system of costs and content of corporate costs
Analyze business costs
Propose optimization solution for corporate costs

Remark

3-279

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management
Title

Manage corporate surplus

Code

107265L5

Description

This UoC is applicable to the finance department of the corporate. Manage the corporate
investment so as to select the appropriate investment portfolio.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept and function of corporate profit management




Within the scope permitted by law, to better reflect the economic benefits of corporate
As a tool for delivering useful information to the outside world
Continuously drive the corporate to change the target strategy

2. Review of corporate profit distribution projects




Distribute profits to investors
Staff welfare facilities
Retained earnings / bonus

3. Analyze the factors that affect the profit of the corporate







Price of the product
Unit cost of the product changes
Product sales
Fixed cost of the product
Understanding revenue sources (sales, dividends, etc.)
Understand the source of costs (cost of sales, sales expenses, general and
administrative expenses, etc.)

4. Apply the corporate profit management method






Flexible use of accounting policies
Regulation of production and business activities
Purchase or sell assets and business
Increase the order of customers with profit and understand the number of long -term
customers
Expand the source of customers

5. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

With a rigorous attitude to analyze corporate profit factors so as to achieve effective
management of corporate with the condition of product quality assurance.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Master the concept of corporate profit management and role
Understand the corporate profit distribution project
Perform corporate profit management

Remark

3-280

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management
Title

Establish financial management software system architectur e

Code

107266L6

Description

Establish financial management software system for the corporate to consolidate all the relevant
factors of financial management so as to achieve the corporate financial objectives and the
overall operation of the software system.

Level

6

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the basic requirements of the financial management software system




Master the characteristics of financial management software system
o Involving different areas, combined with the core components of business
operations
o Determine the output and feedback of corporate information
Develop the basic principles of financial management software system for maximizing
the business value
o Balance principle
o Cost-effectiveness principle
o Continuity principle
o Principle of coordination
o Principle of development

2. Develop financial management software system architecture




Establish the overall structure of the system
o System management subsystem
o Financial operations
o Integrated Query
o Analysis of financial indicators
Establish database design
o Data E-R (entity-relationship diagram)
o Set the main data dictionary description
o Set the project code
o Establish pre-order account
o Set the entry / modification method

3. Establish the direction continuous development of the financial system




Focus on talent training
Promote software development technology and management application technology
integration
Promote financial management software business and other business integration

4. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the corporate financial system could meet the interests of corporate
Abide by professional conduct and prevent any deceptive behavior in the establishment
of corporate financial management system.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:
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Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management



Master the concept and characteristics of financial management software system
Establish the basic requirements and principles financial management software system

Remark

3-282

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management
Title

Establish corporate e-business financial department structure

Code

107267L6

Description

Establish corporate e-business financial department structure.

Level

6

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the consideration of the establishment of e-business finance department






Financial processing process
Financial handling method
Financial framework
Financial information system
Understand the various positions of the finance department
2. Optimize financial organizational structure




Merge positions with same function
Complementary of management functions and supplementary functions
Complementarity of executive function and supervisory functions
3. Improve corporate financial management




Integrate financial processes
Improve financial control methods
Develop appropriate financial software
4. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the corporate e-business financial department structure could meet the interests
of corporate
Abide by professional conduct and prevent any deceptive behavior in the establishment
of corporate e-business financial department structure.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the e-business financial department structure.
Optimize the structure of the financial department.

Remark

3-283

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Financial Management
Title

Optimize the structure of e-business finance department

Code

107268L6

Description

Review the posts in the finance department and analyze the functions of the staff. Reduce the
overlapping of functions and saving costs.

Level

6

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the infrastructure of the finance department





Prescribe the choice of various positions of the finance department
Optimize the financial organization structure
Consolidate functions of the same position
Ensure that the staff can complement each other. Ensure the low working efficiency of
individual employee would not affect the overall performance of the finance department.
2. Improve corporate financial management





Apply appropriate financial software to improve work efficiency
Regularly monitor the efficiency of each position
Integrate financial processes
Improve the financial processing control method
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the financial department structure could meet the interests of corporate.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the e-business financial department structure.
Optimize the structure of the finance department and improve the financial management
of the corporate.

Remark

3-284

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Human Resources Management
Title

Apply the labor legislation relating to e-business corporate

Code

107269L3

Description

Review the posts in the finance department and analyze the functions of the staff. Reduce the
overlapping of functions and saving costs.

Level

3

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand and apply the the labor legislation relating to e -business corporate




Understand the relevant content and knowledge of labor legislation
Understand the Employment Ordinance (Chapter 57 of the Laws of Hong Kong)
Understand Factories and Industrial Undertakings Ordinance (Chapter 59 of the Laws of
Hong Kong)
 Understand Employee Compensation Ordinance (Chapter 282 of the Laws of Hong
Kong)
 Understand the Occupational Safety and Health Ordinance (Chapter 509 of the Laws of
Hong Kong)
 Understand the Minimum Wage Ordinance (Chapter 608 of the Laws of Hong Kong)
 Recognize the common problems with labor legislation
2. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Strictly comply with the relevant legislation in the daily operation of e-business.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:


Understand the contents of the e-business labor legislation and to comply with the
relevant regulations in daily operation to protect the interests of both employers and
employees, and to avoid disputes

Remark

3-285

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Human Resources Management
Title

Build e-business team

Code

107270L4

Description

Through the form of self-management to build the e-business team. Each team consists of
multiple employees who are responsible for the complete work process or part of the work.
Team building is suitable for all areas of e-business.

Level

4

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the meaning of e-business team building



Understand the concept and content of e-business team building
Understand the importance of team building in e-business corporate
2. Review the types and characteristics of e-business team building, including:


Strategic team: set short-term and long-term strategy to lead the team, face challenges,
share the results
 Technology platform team (including development and art): the estab lishment of
platform, design web pages
 Marketing team (including advertising and sales): the establishment of brand, promotion
and sales
 Supply chain management team: Search for products, control costs
 Logistics management team: to enhance the transport speed, control inventory
 After-sales service team: maintenance, improvement of existing products
3. Apply methods to build the e-business team







Choose the right team member and effective team leader
Establish an effective incentive mechanism and reward system
Strengthen authorization and self-management
Conduct experienced training of team members
Strengthen team learning
Improve team emotional intelligence EQ
4. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

In the construction of e-business team, be fair and impartial treatment of the members of
the team and fully develop the spirit of teamwork
Comply with Equal Opportunities Ordinance and Anti-Discrimination Ordinance
Keep effective communicate with team members

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Recognize the importance and necessity of strengthening team building.
Review the types and characteristics of e-business team building.
Apply methods to build the e-business team.

Remark

3-286

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Human Resources Management
Title

Develop staff reward and punishment management

Code

107271L5

Description

Develop appropriate reward and punishment system to improve the enthusiasm and efficiency
of all staff.

Level

5

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept and principle of reward and punishment management of employees



Master the personnel management and staff salaries and welfare policies
Understand the different ranks within the corporate with different co mpensation and
welfare calculation methods and basic criteria
 Understand the corporate reward and punishment including basic salary, commission,
reward allowance, bonus, performance bonus, etc.
2. Master the major workflow of corporate employee reward and punishment system
management


Management level has to check the real situation and then implement reward and
punishment system.
3. Establish staff reward and punishment system guidelines


Management level has to meet the actual situation to implement the reward and
punishment scheme clearly and equally
 Prior to punishing employees, give employees the opportunity to explain
 Eliminate the complaining attitude of employees after being punished
 Improve staff bad habits
4. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the development of staff reward and punishment management system could
be fair and impartial treatment of the staff, and to retain high -quality staff.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the concept and principle of staff reward and punishment system
management.
Master the major workflow process of the corporate staff reward and punishment
system.
Develop staff reward and punishment system standards and improve their management
capacity

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Human Resources Management
Title

Apply performance appraisal quantification process

Code

107272L5

Description

Apply the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to measure the staff performance.

Level

5

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the contents of the KPI assessment quantization process


KPI is a kind of goal-based quantitative management index that sets, calculates and
measures the performance of the process through the key parameters of the input and
output of process within the corporate.
2. Analyse the value and functionality of KPIs





Performance of the target staff
Identify priorities and responsibilities
Evaluate performance standards
Tools for managing goals
3. Apply the quantitative process of performance appraisal




Development of standards
Record of KPI
Conduct feedback based on standards and KPIs
4. Develop an optimal measurement solution






Analyse business and customer value
Review the profit model
Review key processes and resources
Establish quantitative indicators for project management
Analysis of various departmental indicators for publication and revision.
5. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the long-term stability of corporate in dealing with performance verification
process.
Maintain a proper balance between the corporate and the overall interests of employees.
Comply with the principle of fairness and impartiality, and with relevant legislative
requirements in implementing the staff performance appraisal system.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the KIP assessment concept, value and function.
Apply quantitative process of performance appraisal and optimize the workflow.

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Human Resources Management
Title

Apply method to improve team execution capacity.

Code

107273L5

Description

Execution is an integration of the three main processes in corporate including personnel,
strategy and operation of plan. Transform the corporate strategy into the systematic method of
corporate operation practice could improve team execution capacity and the corporate
development.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept of execution



Understand the importance of improving team execution for corporate development
Macro aspects - the corporate to develop the strategy, long-term planning, long-term
goals cannot be implemented
 Micro-level - each department or individual can take the initiative and achieve the target
on time which would turn into value-added results
2. Apply methods to improve team execution capacity







Establish a good communication channel to collect comments and response
Coordinate internal resources and effectively solve the problem
Develop supervision and incentive system based on the work target
Enable employees to understand their work objectives
Establish effective execution training to improve staff ability and willingness to work
Establish a moderately stressful working environment which will help improving the
executive capacity of the staff
 Enhance staff responsibility and work motivation
 Allow employees to actively participate in making reasonable recommendations and
understand the corporate vision and strategy
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure long-term stability of enterprises in managing the team executive capacity.
Maintain a proper balance between the corporate and the overall interests of employees.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Recognize the concept and value of execution capacity
Understand the importance of improving team execution capacity.
Improve the team execution capacity.

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Human Resources Management
Title

Develop job positions for e-business corporate

Code

107274L6

Description

Based on the different types of e-business corporate operations, develop appropriate job
standards and responsibilities for contribution to the e-business corporate.

Level

6

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept of e- business job positions


Briefly identify the types of e-business operation, including:
o Production type
o Trade type
o Network type
 Understand the meaning of e- business job placement
 Master the basis of e –business corporate job placement
 Understand the importance of e-business corporate job placement for corporate
development
2. Set the main job level and responsibilities of e business, including:


E-business director, procurement staff, distribution director, logistics director, retail
director, shop design and art staff and product editor etc.
 Pre-sale services, after-sales service, customer management and information
technology staff
3. Apply e-business position management skills



Enhance staff recruitment, training, and management of labor relations skills
Master short-term contract, long-term contract and the benefits and disadvantages of
life-long employment
 Understand the importance of the proportion of frontline staff and logistics staff
4. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the development of e-business strategy meets the interests of corporate.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the concept of job placement in e-business enterprises.
Apply e- business job management skills.
Establish the main job positions with an e-business corporate.

Remark
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for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Human Resources Management
Title

Assess the talent needs of e-business corporate

Code

107275L6

Description

From the market demand and according to the characteristics and needs of the corporate,
recruit appropriate talent so as to support corporate development.

Level

6

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the concept of e-business talent needs



Understand the function and importance of e-business talent in corporate
Predict the needs of e-business talent, including but not limited to technical, marketing
and supply chain
 Evaluate human resource needs and develop relevant recruitment and training
strategies based on business development
2. Analyse the reasons of the growing demand on e- business talents



Prediction to the business model of e-business
Analyse the characteristics of new markets, new businesses, and new users created by
the popularity of the Internet
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Comply with the relevant legal requirements in developing the e -business talent
requirement strategy.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the concept of talent demand for e-business corporate
Analyze the reasons for the increasing demand for talents in e -business corporate and
the criteria for the direction of talent demand, and to develop relevant recruitment and
training strategies.

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Human Resources Management
Title

Develop of e-business human resources management system

Code

107276L6

Description

The human resources department is responsible for the specific implementation of personnel
and administrative work. The employment of e-business staff must be in accordance with the
relevant laws of Hong Kong and be handled in accordance with the human res ources system.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the concept, basic principles and work contents of human resources
management


The main contents of corporate human resource management include organization and
management, selection of training management, salary performance management,
personnel management and other special management.
2. Develop human resources management system


Develop division of staff responsibilities based on the basic principles of human
resources
 Review the content of human resources management
o Appraisal and appointment rights
o Employee recruitment and appointment
o Management appointment
o Staff assessment
o Employee training
o Employee benefits management
o Payment management
 Optimize the human resources management system
o Plan human resource strategy
o Develop training and development strategies
o Performance management with KPI as core
o Manage staff salaries and benefits based on the market and performance
o Manage the job hierarchical levels
o Manage employee relationships
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Comply with the relevant legal requirements in developing human resources
management strategy.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Understand the concept, basic principles and work content of human resources
management.
Develop relevant systems for human resource management
Optimize the human resources management system

Remark
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for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Human Resources Management
Title

Plan e-business corporate human resources

Code

107277L6

Description

Analysis of the needs and supply of future personnel of the corporate, and to formulate the
necessary policies and measures to ensure to obtain all the necessary personnel for the job
needs. Support the corporate long-term sustainable development and interests.

Level

6

Credit

3 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the concept and characteristics of human resource planning in e -business corporate



Understand the concept of human resource planning
Understand the importance of human resource development

2. Develop strategy to optimize human resource planning






Optimize the staffing of the human resources department
Analyse the importance of each position
Improve the training mechanism to meet the training requirements of employees at all
levels
Establish reasonable and effective incentive method
Strengthen the establishment of corporate culture

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the corporate human resources plan could retain talent and to avoid the
emergence of manpower shortage situation.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the concept and characteristics of human resource planning for e -business
corporate.
Develop and optimize the human resources strategy for e-business corporate.

Remark

3-293

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Human Resources Management
Title

Establish e-business corporate culture

Code

107278L7

Description

The establishment of corporate culture refers to the formation of corporate culture -related
concepts and communication etc. It is based on planning and communication process.

Level

7

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Analyse the importance of building a corporate culture








Understand the importance of corporate culture, such as improving staff quality and
optimizing management effectiveness
Understand the benefits of promoting corporate upgrades
Cultivate a culture with industry characteristics
Learn different corporate business model
Analyse the core nature of business
Understand the importance of sustainable development
Understand the characteristics and challenges of e-business corporate culture
o Flexible business operation to adapt to the changing network of business
o The transaction is driven by the customer so it is necessary to increase the
added value to the customer to meet the customer’s demand for the product or
service
o Enhance the customer’s trust in the corporate online shopping

2. Establish of e-business corporate culture strategy




Establish a people-oriented corporate culture
Strengthen the system management and the corporate culture construction
Review the development of talent considerations
o Establish a clear system of employee promotion
o Establish targeted training mechanisms
o Standardize employee behavior
o Create a business environment characterized by innovation, to provide staff with
the basis for new thinking
o Build internal information network

3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Comply with relevant regulations in establishing corporate culture.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Analyze the concept and importance of establishing corporate culture.
Understand the characteristics and challenges of e-business corporate culture.
Propose strategy to strengthen corporate culture.

Remark

3-294

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Marketing Management
Title

Analyze the needs of online customers

Code

107279L3

Description

Through the analysis of online consumer demands to understand the different online consumer
groups habits and preferences so as to determine the e-business marketing direction.

Level

3

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the characteristics of different types of customer nature


Sort by customers
o Such as buyers, agents, wholesalers, retailers, store users, large supermarket
chains and individual consumers
 Sort by query
o Such as looking for sellers, ready to enter the market type, nothing off type,
information collection type, to obtain sample type, steal intelligence type
2. Understand the concerns of different groups of customers


Product related factors
o Such as spot or inventory, second-hand or refurbishment, materials,
specifications, production quality, certification, brand, origin, price, minimum
order quantity, production cycle
 Supplier related factors
o Such as supplier’s location, type, production capacity, processing se rvice type
OEM / ODM, company certification, plant equipment, past partners, exporting
country, export qualification, size, financial status, environmental protection, third
party certification
 Business terms related factors
o Such as payment method (LC or TT), mode of transport (FOB or CIF), payment
cycle, container capacity, product packaging, shipping method, export port
3. Apply data system to collect the characteristics of the customer’s online activities


Data from customer visiting website
o Website or products with highest frequency of visiting
o Channel of website visit such as web browser, a third-party site, direct visit to
website or through mobile device
4. Analyse the purpose of the customer’s visit to the website and the understanding of products


Purpose includes: looking for standard products, branded products, spot, inventory or
second-hand goods
 Understanding of products could be divided into: very clear, similar product samples,
spot, only know the function or only product pictures or only the initial concept
5. Manage customer questions and expectations for reply time


Review customer inquiries: such as the product price, product certification and contact
information
 Manage customer expectations for reply time, such as the longer the r esponse time, the
lower the customer satisfaction
6. Exhibit professionalism


Ensure the confidentiality of information and legitimacy in collecting, analyzing and
storing online customer information.
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Marketing Management


Assessment
Criteria

Comply with Personal Data (Privacy) Regulations

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:






Understand about the different types of customer characteristics
Understand the concerns of different groups of customer
Analyze the purpose of the customer’s visit to the website and the clarity of the
purchased product
Manage customer inquiries and expectations of response time
Monitor the characteristics and ways of customers visiting the site online

Remark

3-296

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Marketing Management
Title

Enhance online sales performance strategy and skills

Code

107280L3

Description

Enhance the level of customer service and establish effective logistics channels. Master the
network of integrated marketing methods to enhance online sales.

Level

3

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the way to improve customer service




Perform customer tracking services
Manage customer complaint information
Assess the level of after-sales service
2. Establish effective logistics channels


Knowledge of the packaging of goods, storage, handling, transportation, storage, a
library, distribution, inventory
 Operate warehouse management system
 Master the knowledge and channels of product procurement
3. Apply methods of internet marketing










Search engine optimization and marketing
Social media platform marketing, such as Facebook, Twitter
E-mail marketing
Mobile application platform marketing, such as WhatsApp, LINE
Forum marketing
News marketing
Soft article marketing
Viral marketing
Network integration marketing
4. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the development of corporate services, logistics and online sales could
effectively improve the business performance.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Master the methods to improve customer service
Establish effective logistics channels
Apply network integrated marketing method

Remark

3-297

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Marketing Management
Title

Understand the processes and methods of developing marketing plan s

Code

107281L4

Description

Evaluate and analyze the overall market situation, industry situation, internal and competitor
factors related to the corporate products or service sand to develop a marketing plan in line with
the development of the corporate.

Level

4

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Develop the contents of the marketing plan


Analyse marketing conditions, including:
o Market conditions
o Product status
o Competitive situation
o Distribution status
o Regulatory status
o Macroeconomic situation
 Analyse opportunities and risks, develop marketing goals:
o Financial objectives: return on investment, profit margins, profit and other
indicators;
o Marketing objectives: sales revenue, sales growth, sales, market share, brand
awareness, distribution range, etc.
 Marketing strategy, budget and control
 Action plan
 Focus on the event, the direction of public opinion (especially unfavourable public
opinion) in order to facilitate the crisis to resolve the crisis
2. Master the way to create a positive image of the corporate



Public relations public relations: through the public events to create brand image
Event marketing: grasp the formation of network events public opinion, shaping the
image of brand reputation
3. Manage the unfavourable factors to corporate image or development




Policies and regulations
Crisis event handling
Corporate reputation in the online reputation
4. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the development of marketing plans could effectively alig n with the purpose
of corporate development.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:





Master the contents of the marketing plan
Understand the impact of public opinion on the market and business
Apply event marketing methods to create a favorable public opinion on the corporate
Eliminate corporate image adverse events or public opinion and implement corporate
risk management

Remark
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Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Marketing Management
Title

Apply marketing techniques and negotiation strategies for significant client s

Code

107283L4

Description

Apply specific marketing methods to establish good, open, trust , mutual cooperation and loyal
partnership relationship with significant customers (that is customers with high frequency
consumption and substantial profit margins, and could have certain imp act on corporate
business sales).

Level

4

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the factors affecting the purchasing behaviour of significant customers and its
importance and urgency









Purchasing price
Technical content of the product
Interpersonal relationships in customer organizations
Interests of the organization disputes
Customer purchase decision process
Coordination of personal interests and organizational interests
The power and influence of each participant
Promotion intensity from sales staff
2. Analyse the characteristics of three enterprise customer forms and formulate
countermeasures


Traditional sales characteristics and countermeasures
o Features: standard items, very clear, very easy to replace
o Customer relationship: sale, opposition
o The customer’s internal procurement process is more important: from the
decision to reach the deal
o Attitude towards salespeople: Not only is the tool for delivering products
o Large customer care or decision-making point of view: price, to obtain the
convenience, the speed of response
o The key to success: meet with decision makers
 Value-added sales characteristics and countermeasures
o Features: tailor-made
o Customer relationship: with basis of interests and customers in the role of
consultant
o Time characteristics: the procurement process
o Sales characteristics: to solve the problem basis
o Customer concerns or decision-making considerations: the severity of the
problem, whether it meets the needs, price and performance comparison
o The key to success: meet with the influent
 Strategic partner sales characteristics and countermeasures
o Characteristics: Differentiated strategies to complement each other
o Customer Relationship: Partner of strategic partnership
o Time characteristics: capital integration, stock cooperation, benefit sharing
o Sales characteristics: team sales
o Significant customer care or decision-making considerations: strategic
o Key to the success of sales: high-level visits
3. Develop and manage the relationship with significant customers
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Understand the organizational structure of the customer
Create a customer relationship assessment analysis chart
o Project decision-makers, the role of departments on the project, the current
relationship, the impact of the proportion of the project
4. Guide and analyse significant customer needs


Questioning tips: 5W2H
o Who
o What
o Where
o When
o Why
o How to
o How much
 Types of problems: open and closed
 Funnel question
 SPIN sales tips
5. Understand the process of significant customer projects




Signal for sales success and failure
Project typical progress
Project is temporarily interrupted
6. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that marketing techniques and negotiation strategies to meet the n eeds and
expectations of significant customers so that corporate can grow steadily but also to
avoid the loss of significant customers and lead to significant losses

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:





Master the factors that affect the decision-making of significant customers
Analysis of three different forms of corporate customer characteristics, and to develop
countermeasures
Develop and manage the relationship with significant customers
Understand the workflow of significant customer projects

Remark

3-300

Specification of Competency Standards
for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Marketing Management
Title

Establish e-business marketing performance management system

Code

107284L4

Description

Establish the e-business performance management system so as to realize the goal of e business corporate vision, to promote the improvement of department and individual
performance, and to improve the mechanism of benefit distribution.

Level

4

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Master the basic points of performance management system


Purpose of performance management
o Ensure the realization of corporate vision
o Facilitate improvement in departmental and individual performance
o Establish the evaluation criteria of the distribution of benefits
 Performance management system design principles
o Emphasize on the effectiveness and operability of the assessment system
o Gradually improve the assessment management system through the
implementation of assessment
o Emphasize on the performance improvement and promotion of employees
 Performance management implementation principle
o Openness, objectivity, open communication, difference, routine
2. Design different assessment methods based on performance assessment of different targets


Content and frequency of personal assessment
o Department person in charge: departmental performance (80%), peripheral
performance (10%), employee satisfaction (10%), monthly monitoring, quarter
assessment, year summary
o Other levels of management: mission performance (80%), peripheral
performance (20%), monthly monitoring, quarterly assessment, year summary
o Sales salesman: key performance indicators (90%), peripheral performance
(10%), monthly monitoring, quarter assessment, year summary
 Content and frequency of department assessment
o Key performance indicators, benchmark indicators, monthly monitoring, quarterly
assessment, year summary
 Performance appraisal
o Excellent evaluation, good, normal, need to improve, bad
 Performance appraisal results
o Apply staff evaluation, performance pay, salary adjustment, management
communication, job guidance, training development, job promotion
3. Implement personal performance assessment





Performance appraisal process:
o Set the work objectives
o Perform work tasks
o Assessment evaluation
o Performance review
o Performance interview
o Assessment of complaints
Control results
Calculate personal performance scores
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 Apply the results of the assessment
4. Implement departmental performance appraisal


Performance appraisal implementation process
o Confirm performance indicators
o Collect evaluation information
o Examination assessment
o Confirm score integration
o Performance interview
o Assessment of complaints
 Calculate department performance score
o Quarter test index performance score: (Σ quarter test index score + quarterly test
index weight) / 100%
o Half-year test indicators performance score: (Σ half of the test index score × half
of the test index weight × 2) / 100%
o Year test index performance score: (Σ year test index score × year test index
weight × 4) / 100%
o Quarterly Performance Score: Quarterly Index Performance Score + Half Year
Index Performance Score + Annual Indicator Performance Score
o Annual Performance Score: Σ Quarterly Performance Score / 4
5. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the implementation of performance management system
Ensure that the performance checks of individuals and departments can be implemented
fairly and to accurately and to calculate quantitative indicators to monitor and improve
the operational efficiency of corporate.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:





Understand the basic points of the performance management system
Design different assessment methods based on performance assessment of different
targets
Apply personal performance appraisal methods
Apply departmental performance appraisal methods

Remark
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for the Retail Industry
Unit of Competency
Functional Area - Marketing Management
Title

Apply low-cost marketing strategy

Code

107282L5

Description

Apply the appropriate marketing plan and strategy to achieve the purpose of low-cost marketing.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Develop and apply low-cost marketing strategies


Master the advantages and disadvantages of various marketing strategies and the
establishment of business interests in line with the marketing plan
 Monitor and review on-going marketing plans
2. Understand the considerations of low cost marketing


Understand the local media distribution, the quality of the relevant channels of network
operation and consumer psychology and consumer level of individual needs to select
the appropriate market entry point
 According to the marketing concept of enterprises to develop appropriate strategies
 Develop text propaganda tactics
 Analyse experience and resources as a good reference of future development in other
markets
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Ensure that the development of marketing plans and strategies could effectively reduce
marketing costs.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Develop and apply low-cost marketing strategies.
Setup appropriate strategies in accordance with the precautions of low-cost marketing.

Remark
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Title

Design e-business model

Code

107285L5

Description

Through the development of business models, describe the contribution of various departments
in e-business corporate to customers’ values, the corporate internal structure, partner networks
and relationships. Achieve the values of the departments and generate sustainable profitability
elements for the overall continued business target.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the definition and basic elements of the e-business model


Understand the definition of business model
o Including positioning, business systems, key resource capabilities, profit model,
cash flow structure, business value
 Understand the relationship between business model and management model
 Master the characteristics of excellent business model
o Have the expected growth: replicative growth
o Has a prominent competitive advantage
o Able to generate high levels of performance at average levels of resources
o Able to share cooperation
o Have more profit
o Extensibility
2. Design of e-business model



Corporate positioning
Design business system
o List the relevant economic activity network
o Determine the boundaries of the corporate, the relationship with the
stakeholders: market relations, long-term contracts, agents, distribution,
franchise, equity, holding, joint venture
o Identify the elements of an corproate: capital, entrepreneur, employee , supplier,
customer, intangible asset owner
 Plan key resource capabilities
o Corporate resources: financial resources, physical resources, human resources,
information resources, intangible resources, customer relationship resources,
corporate network resources, strategic real estate
o Identify key resources
 Develop profit model
o Typical profit model PM2, PM6, PM8, PM11
 Formulate cash flow structure
 Determine the value of the corporate
3. Exhibit professionalism


Assessment
Criteria

Comply with Hong Kong’s relevant corporate law and trade laws in the development of
e-business model.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the definition and basic elements of the business model
Develop business model
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Title

Establish online marketing team

Code

107286L5

Description

Establish high-quality and high execution capacity of the marketing team. Develop appropriate
evaluation, training and reward system to enable smooth marketing work for achieving sales
target.

Level

5

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Establish an online marketing team


Establish a moderately matched team size, control the number of teams, and improve
per staff performance
 Develop assessment incentives
o Principles of assessment reward: more work more return, simple and clear
o Assessment-oriented: grass-roots sales staff to encourage sales-oriented; highlevel sales staff: profit as the main incentive basis
 Establish a training system
 Personnel reservation: general staff and talent pool
2. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the establishment of the high quality sales team meets the business
development of corporate.
Strengthen the sales team benefits through the incentive system and training system.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:





Establish a sales team that meets the needs of the business
Develop appropriate assessment system
Establish sales staff training system
Understand the importance of talent reservation to the corporate

Remark
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Title

Audit corporate online marketing plan

Code

107287L6

Description

Through the comprehensive, systematic, independent and regular monitoring on the marketing
environment, goals, strategies and activities of e-business to explore marketing opportunities,
identify marketing problems, establish short-term and long-term action program to ensure the
implementation of the marketing plan or the amendment of unreasonable marketing plan.

Level

6

Credit

6 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Understand the six components of marketing audit







Marketing environment audit
Marketing strategy audit
Marketing organization audit
Marketing system audit
Marketing efficiency audit
Marketing function audit.
2. Apply marketing audit methods



Apply the key index numerical evaluation method
Apply questioning method: closed and open questions
3. Exhibit professionalism



Assessment
Criteria

Ensure the corporate online marketing plan is fair and impartial audit
Ensure the corporate online marketing programs could be assessed and receive
improvement opportunities

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:



Master the six components of marketing audit
Apply the methods of marketing audit

Remark
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Title

Control online marketing

Code

107288L6

Description

Through a series of annual plan control, profit control, efficiency control and strategic control,
follow up every parts of the marketing process to ensure the e -business business plans are
running in accordance with the target.

Level

6

Credit

12 （For Reference Only）

Competency Performance Requirements
1. Apply annual plan control


Understand sales differences
o Measure and assess the difference between actual sales and planned sales
 Analyse market share
o All market share
o Target market share
o Relative market share
 Analyse marketing expense rate
o Measure and evaluate the ratio of marketing expenses to sales, and further
subdivide the cost of marketing, advertising expense rate, sales promotion
expense rate, marketing research expense rate, sales management expense
rate, etc.
 Master the attitude of customers
o Through the establishment of customer complaints and suggestions mechanism,
establishment of a fixed sample of customers or through customer surveys, etc.,
to understand, measure and evaluate the changes of customer’s attitude to
product or service.
2. Control profitability






Return on assets
Sales margins and asset turnover
Cash turnover
Inventory turnover and accounts receivable turnover
Return on net assets
3. Monitor marketing efficiency




Sales staff efficiency
o The number of times the salesperson has an average number of contacts or
visits to the customer
o The average time required for each visit
o Average earnings per visit
o Average cost per visit
o Percentage of scheduled purchases per 100 sales
o The number of new customers per month
o The number of customers lost each month
o The percentage of sales cost to total sales
Advertising efficiency
o The cost of each media exposure to the cost per thousand customers
o Pay attention to the ratio of people who read advertising
o Customer ’s evaluation on advertising content and results
o Changes in customer attitudes before and after advertising
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Functional Area - Marketing Management
o The number of queries inspired by the advertising
Business promotion efficiency
o Percentage of discounted sales
o The cost of the display included in each unit of sales
o Coupon recovery rate
o The number of queries caused by the demonstration
 Distribution efficiency
o Analyse and improve the performance of distribution channels, corporate
inventory control, warehouse location and transport efficiency to improve
distribution efficiency
4. Exhibit professionalism




Assessment
Criteria

Ensure every component of marketing could be monitored and quantified so as to speed
up the marketing goals achievement.

The integrated outcome requirement of this UoC is the ability to:




Apply the method of annual plan control
Apply the method of profit control
Monitor marketing efficiency

Remark
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